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Abstract
Recent advances in biotechnologies have enabled multiplatform and large-scale
quantitative measurements of biomedical events. The need to analyze the produced vast
amount of imaging and genomic data stimulates various novel applications of statistical
machine learning methods in many areas of biomedical research. The main objective is to
assist biomedical investigators to better interpret, analyze, and understand the biomedical
questions based on the acquired data. Given the computational challenges imposed by
these high-dimensional and complex data, machine learning research finds its new
opportunities and roles. In this dissertation thesis, we propose to develop, test and apply
novel statistical machine learning methods to analyze the data mainly acquired by
dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) and single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) microarrays. The research work focuses on: (1) tissuespecific compartmental analysis for dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging of complex
tumors; (2) computational Analysis for detecting DNA SNP interactions in genome-wide
association studies.
DCE-MRI provides a noninvasive method for evaluating tumor vasculature
patterns based on contrast accumulation and washout. Compartmental analysis is a
widely used mathematical tool to model dynamic imaging data and can provide accurate

pharmacokinetics parameter estimates. However partial volume effect (PVE) existing in
imaging data would have profound effect on the accuracy of pharmacokinetics studies.
We therefore propose a convex analysis of mixtures (CAM) algorithm to explicitly
eliminate PVE by expressing the kinetics in each pixel as a nonnegative combination of
underlying compartments and subsequently identifying pure volume pixels at the corners
of the clustered pixel time series scatter plot. The algorithm is supported by a series of
newly proved theorems and additional noise filtering and normalization preprocessing.
We demonstrate the principle and feasibility of the CAM approach together with
compartmental modeling on realistic synthetic data, and compare the accuracy of
parameter estimates obtained using CAM or other relevant techniques. Experimental
results show a significant improvement in the accuracy of kinetic parameter estimation.
We then apply the algorithm to real DCE-MRI data of breast cancer and observe
improved pharmacokinetics parameter estimation that separates tumor tissue into subregions with differential tracer kinetics on a pixel-by-pixel basis and reveals biologically
plausible tumor tissue heterogeneity patterns. This method has combined the advantages
of multivariate clustering, convex optimization and compartmental modeling approaches.
Interactions among genetic loci are believed to play an important role in disease
risk. Due to the huge dimension of SNP data (normally several millions in genome-wide
association studies), the combinatorial search and statistical evaluation required to detect
multi-locus interactions constitute a significantly challenging computational task. While
many approaches have been proposed for detecting such interactions, their relative
performance remains largely unclear, due to the fact that performance was evaluated on
different data sources, using different performance measures, and under different
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experimental protocols. Given the importance of detecting gene-gene interactions, a
thorough evaluation of the performance and limitations of available methods, a
theoretical analysis of the interaction effect and the genetic factors it depends on, and the
development of more efficient methods are warranted. Therefore, we perform a
computational analysis for detect interactions among SNPs. The contributions are fourfold: (1) developed simulation tools for evaluating performance of any technique
designed to detect interactions among genetic variants in case-control studies; (2) used
these tools to compare performance of five popular SNP detection methods; and (3)
derived analytic relationships between power and the genetic factors, which not only
support the experimental results but also gives a quantitative linkage between interaction
effect and these factors; (4) based on the novel insights gained by comparative and
theoretical analysis, developed an efficient statistically-principled method, namely the
hybrid correlation-based association (HCA) to detect interacting SNPs. The HCA
algorithm is based on three correlation-based statistics, which are designed to measure the
strength of multi-locus interaction with three different interaction types, covering a large
portion of possible interactions. Moreover, to maximize the detection power (sensitivity)
while suppressing false positive rate (or retaining moderate specificity), we also devised a
strategy to hybridize these three statistics in a case-by-case way. A heuristic search
strategy is also proposed to largely decrease the computational complexity, especially for
high-order interaction detection. We have tested HCA in both simulation study and real
disease study. HCA and the selected peer methods were compared on a large number of
simulated datasets, each including multiple sets of interaction models. The assessment
criteria included several power measures, family-wise type I error rate, and computational
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complexity. The experimental results of HCA on the simulation data indicate its
promising performance in terms of a good balance between detection accuracy and
computational complexity. By running on multiple real datasets, HCA also replicates
plausible biomarkers reported in previous literatures.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Technology development provides extensive opportunities for multi-level, largescale and accurate measurements for biomedical research. With various measuring
instruments, researchers can monitor biomedical events via different data platforms,
ranging from the downstream imaging data to the upstream DNA genomic data. This
demands statistical machine learning methods to help interpret, analyze, and understand
the biomedical events in different stages. And advances in machine learning have
applications and implications in areas like biomedical imaging analysis, genomic data
analysis, etc. On one hand, machine learning approaches, techniques and applications
significantly benefit biomedical investigators in revealing the causes, progressions and
outcome of biomedical events. On the other hand, new biological problems propose
challenges and yet opportunities to machine learning research.

1.2 Background
1.2.1 Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging
Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) is the technique
and process used to create a time series of contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance images
of the human body (or parts and function thereof) for clinical purposes (medical
procedures seeking to reveal, diagnose or examine disease) or medical science (including
the study of normal anatomy and physiology).
DCE-MRI is now widely used in the diagnosis of cancer and is becoming a
promising tool for monitoring tumor response in treatment. Dynamic contrast
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enhancement patterns can reflect a wide range of physiological factors which include
vessel density, blood flow, endothelial permeability and the size of extravascular
extracellular space (Tofts, et al., 1999).

1.2.2 Microarray Technology
A DNA microarray is a technology used in molecular biology (Schena, et al., 1995). It
consists of an arrayed series of thousands of microscopic spots of DNA oligonucleotides,
called features, each containing picomoles (10−12 moles) of a specific DNA sequence,
known as probes (or reporters). This can be a short section of a gene or other DNA
element that are used to hybridize a cDNA or cRNA sample (called target) under highstringency conditions. Since an array can contain tens of thousands of probes, a
microarray experiment can accomplish many genetic tests in parallel. Therefore arrays
have dramatically accelerated many types of investigation.
DNA microarrays can be used to measure changes in expression levels. Fig. 1.1
shows an example of microarray.

1.2.3 DNA copy number change
A copy number change is a segment of DNA in which differences of copy-number
(number of copies of a molecule or portions of it) have been found by comparison of two
or more genomes. The segment may range from one kilo base to several mega bases in
size. Humans ordinarily have two copies of chromosome. This may vary for particular
genetic regions due to deletion or duplication.
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Copy number changes can be discovered by cytogenetic techniques such as
fluorescent in situ hybridization, comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), array
comparative genomic hybridization, and by single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays.

Fig. 1.1. An example of microarray (Public domain image via Wikipedia commons GNU
free documentation licence)

1.2.4 Single nucleotide polymorphism
A single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP, pronounced snip) (Brookes, 1999) is a DNA
sequence variation occurring when a single nucleotide — A, T, C, or G — in the genome
(or other shared sequence) differs between members of a species or paired chromosomes
in an individual. For example, two sequenced DNA fragments from different individuals,
AAGCCTA to AAGCTTA, contain a difference in a single nucleotide. In this case we
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say that there are two alleles: C and T. Most common SNPs have only two alleles. Fig.
1.2 shows an example of SNP.
Within a population, SNPs can be assigned a minor allele frequency — the lowest
allele frequency at a locus that is observed in a particular population. This is simply the
lesser of the two allele frequencies for SNPs.

Fig. 1.2. An example of SNP (Public domain image via Wikipedia commons GNU free
documentation licence)

1.3 Objectives and Statement of Problems
1.3.1 Tissue-specific Compartmental Analysis for DCE-MRI of Complex Tumors
DCE-MRI provides a noninvasive method for evaluating tumor vasculature
patterns based on contrast accumulation and washout. Compartmental analysis is a
widely used mathematical tool to model dynamic imaging data and can provide accurate
pharmacokinetics parameter estimates when delineated regions of interest (ROIs) are
homogeneous and available as a priori (Gunn, et al., 2002; Tofts, et al., 1999; Zhou, et al.,
1997). However, due to markedly tissue heterogeneity in malignant tumors and limited
imaging resolution, tracer concentrations at many pixels often represent a complex
4

mixture of more than one distinct vasculature compartment (see Fig. 1.3). This pixelwise partial volume effect (PVE), while is often conveniently overlooked, would have
profound effect on the reliability of pharmacokinetics studies using existing
compartmental modeling methods (Padhani and Husband, 2001; Taheri and Sood, 2007).
Moreover, heavy noise on DCE-MRI data proposes further challenges.

Fig. 1.3. An illustration of partial volume effect. There are three pure-volume tissue
regions “p”, “s”, “f”, each associated with a unique temporal pattern of tracer
concentration. The overlapped regions, e.g., “f & p”, consistent of partial volume pixels,
of which the measured tracer concentration is a linear mixture of the tracer concentrations
associated with tissue “f” and tissue “p”.

p
f&p

f

s&p
f&s
&p

s

f&s

To implicitly account for PVE, models with multiple parallel compartments on
both ROI and pixel-wise scales were used to fit to the DEC-MRI data in
pharmacokinetics studies (Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002; Wang, et al., 2004; Zhou, et al.,
1997). However, many experimental results indicate that the use of commonly accepted
multi-compartment models often leads to considerably biased and high-variance
estimation of the pharmacokinetics parameters, evidently due to the existence of multiple
local optima in the non-convex parameter space, complex and nonlinear optimization
5

procedures, and lack of theoretical identifiability proof (Buckley, 2002; Kelm, et al.,
2009; Pillonetto, et al., 2003). To explicitly account for the PVE, recent proof-ofprinciple study aims to understand and evaluate the PVE on pharmacokinetics parameter
estimation using computerized simulations and subsequently propose a post-processing
technique for PVE compensation (Taheri and Sood, 2007). The major limitations in this
pixel-by-pixel tissue heterogeneity analysis include the high noise impact, high
computational complexity, and limited applications to normal tissues or static images
(Santago and Gage, 1993; Taheri and Sood, 2007). While time activity curve clustering
using spatial prior knowledge has been exploited to improve pixel-by-pixel
pharmacokinetics parameter estimation, once again, they cannot and are not intended to
eliminate pixel-wise PVE (Kelm, et al., 2009; Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002; Wang, et al.,
2006).
Therefore, it is timely important to have an anti-noise, computationally efficient
method with solid theoretical proof, to explicitly eliminate partial volume effect, and thus
provide accurate estimation of pharmacokinetic parameters.

1.3.2 Computational Analysis for Detecting Interacting Loci
Although recently genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been widely applied to
identify SNPs associated with common human diseases (Brookes, 1999; Couzin and
Kaiser, 2007; Donnelly, 2008; Hirschhorn, 2005; Manolio, et al., 2009), with few
exceptions, the discovered genetic variants with significant main effects account for only
a small fraction of clinically important phenotypic variations for many traits (Maher,
2008; Manolio, et al., 2009). A frequently cited reason is that most common diseases
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have complex mechanisms involving multi-locus gene-gene interactions (Cordell, 2009;
Maher, 2008; Manolio, et al., 2009; Moore, et al., 2010). For detecting interacting loci in
high dimensional GWAS data with sufficient power and computational feasibility, some
pioneering work has been reported, along with promising results. However, despite
strong current interest in this area and a number of recent review articles, a rigorous
assessment and comparison of performance for these methods has not yet been
undertaken. Nor is there a well established standard to evaluate methods for detecting
interactions. Moreover, the relationship between the power to detect interacting loci and
the factors on which it depends (penetrance, MAF, main effects, LD) has not been fully
investigated. Furthermore, a novel method with improved performance is on demand.
Therefore a ground-truth based comparative study with realistic simulation and
standardized performance evaluation is necessary and timely. Also, the analytical
relationships between power to detect interacting SNPs and the factors on which it
depends (penetrance, MAF, main effects, LD) are to be explored. Finally, to propose a
novel method with a good balance between effectiveness and efficiency, by utilizing the
insights from the comparative study and the theoretical study, is timely important for
discovering biomarkers, revealing disease mechanisms and predicting disease risks.
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2. Convex Analysis of Mixtures for Partial Volume Correction
in DCE-MRI
2.1 Introduction
Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) provides a
useful noninvasive tool for evaluating tumor vasculature patterns based on contrast
accumulation and washout (Li, et al., 2005; McDonald and Choyke, 2003). DCE-MRI
uses various molecular weight contrast agents to demonstrate tumor vasculature perfusion
and permeability, thereby producing functionally relevant images of angiogenic status
(Padhani, 2003; Parker, et al., 1997). For example, DCE-MRI can depict spatial
heterogeneity of vascular permeability which reflects tumor angiogenic activity, and has
potential utility in testing the alternative hypotheses for drug effects and predicting the
efficacy of cancer treatment on the basis of functional vasculature changes observed over
time (Jain, 2005; McDonald and Choyke, 2003).
Compartmental modeling (CM) is a widely used mathematical tool to model
dynamic imaging data and can provide accurate pharmacokinetics parameter estimates
when delineated regions of interest (ROIs) are homogeneous and available a priori (Gunn,
et al., 2002; Tofts, et al., 1999; Zhou, et al., 1997). However, due to markedly tissue
heterogeneity in malignant tumors and limited imaging resolution, tracer concentrations
at many pixels often represent a complex mixture of more than one distinct vasculature
compartment. This pixel-wise spatially-mixed partial volume effect (PVE), while often
conveniently overlooked, would have a profound impact on the reliability of
pharmacokinetics studies using existing CM methods (Choyke, et al., 2003; McDonald
and Choyke, 2003; Padhani, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001; Taheri and Sood, 2007;
8

Turkbey, et al., 2010).
To implicitly account for PVE, models with multiple parallel compartments on
both ROI and pixel-wise scales have been used to fit to DEC-MRI data in previous
pharmacokinetics studies (Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002; Zhou, et al., 1997; Zhu, et al.,
2000). However, many experimental results indicate that the use of commonly accepted
multi-compartment models often leads to considerably biased and high-variance
estimates of the pharmacokinetics parameters. Evidently, this is due to the existence of
multiple local optima in the non-convex parameter space, complex and nonlinear
optimization procedures, and the lack of a theoretical identifiability proof (Buckley, 2002;
Kelm, et al., 2009; Padhani, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001; Padhani and Leach, 2005;
Pillonetto, et al., 2003; Wang, et al., 2004). To explicitly account for the PVE, a recent
proof-of-principle study aimed to understand and evaluate PVE on pharmacokinetics
parameter estimation using computer simulations and subsequently proposed a postprocessing technique for PVE compensation (Taheri and Sood, 2007).

The major

limitations of this pixel-by-pixel tissue heterogeneity evaluation include its high noise
impact, high computational complexity, and limited applicability to normal tissues or
static images (Santago and Gage, 1993; Taheri and Sood, 2007). While timeconcentration curve clustering using spatial prior knowledge has been exploited to
improve pixel-by-pixel pharmacokinetics parameter estimation, this approach is both not
intended and unable to mitigate pixel-wise PVE (Kelm, et al., 2009; Riabkov and Di
Bella, 2002; Wang, et al., 2006; Zhu, et al., 2000).
Motivated by the fact that the kinetics in each pixel can be expressed as a
nonnegative combination of underlying compartments, we propose a convex analysis of
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mixtures (CAM) algorithm to explicitly eliminate PVE by identifying pure volume pixels
at the corners of the clustered pixel time series scatter plot (Fig. 2.1). The algorithm is
theoretically supported by a series of newly proved identifiability theorems and,
practically by additional noise filtering and normalization preprocessing. We first isolate
pixels that define tumor area using a standard masking technique and remove noise or
outlier pixels using a vector-norm filtering (Wang, et al., 2006). By a perspective
projection of pixel time series onto standard scatter simplex, we obtain normalized pixel
temporal shape patterns independent of signal amplitude (Cinotti, et al., 1991).
Subsequent multivariate pixel clustering, based on standard finite normal mixture (SFNM)
distribution modeling, estimated using the affinity propagation clustering (APC) and the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, provides further noise and outlier reduced
representations of the data set. CAM then effectively isolates pure volume pixels by
identifying the corner cluster centers of the scatter plot convex hull, and accordingly
eliminates the interior data points corresponding to partial volume pixels. The algorithm
proceeds to accurately estimate tissue-specific pharmacokinetics parameter values by
fitting the compartmental model to the data of the isolated pure volume pixels, based on
which the pixel-by-pixel spatial distributions of these parameters can be readily obtained
(Zhou, et al., 1997).
We demonstrate the principle and feasibility of the CAM-CM approach on
realistic synthetic data involving two functional tissue compartments, and compare the
accuracy of parameter estimates obtained with PVE elimination using CAM-CM to those
obtained without PVE elimination using relevant techniques. Experimental results show a
significant improvement in the accuracy of kinetic parameter estimation using the
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Figure 2.1 Roadmap of the CAM-CM method (illustrated on the special case of J=3). A
hybrid multivariate clustering first groups the normalized pixel time courses into “local”
clusters that correspond to either pure-volume or partial-volume pixels. The CAM-CM
then separates the pure-volume clusters from partial-volume clusters by detecting the
corners of the clustered convex hull. The identified pure-volume cluster centers and their
associated pixels are further used to estimate the tissue-specific kinetic parameters within
the tumor site by compartment modeling globally and locally.

proposed PVE elimination approach, where we also report the comparative studies using
other relevant techniques including classical CM, iterative quadratic maximum likelihood
(IQML) estimation, and iterative maximum likelihood CM (IML-CM) (Riabkov and Di
Bella, 2002; Tofts, et al., 1999; Wang, et al., 2004). We then apply the algorithm to real
DCE-MRI breast cancer data and observe improved pharmacokinetics parameter
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estimation, separating tumor tissue into sub-regions with distinct tracer kinetics on a
pixel-by-pixel basis and revealing biologically plausible tumor tissue heterogeneity
patterns. Finally, extensions to the algorithm, and the relationships to previous
approaches, are briefly discussed.

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of parallel-mode J-tissue compartment model.

K1trans

K 2trans

K Jtrans
−1
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2.2 Background and Theory
2.2.1 Classical Compartment Model
We first introduce an illustrative J-tissue compartment model of DCE-MRI time
series (Fig. 2.2) (Jth tissue compartment corresponds to tracer plasma input indexed by p),
whose tracer concentration kinetics are governed by a set of first-order differential
equations (Port, et al., 1999; Roberts, et al., 2006; Tofts, et al., 1999; Zhou, et al., 1997):

dC1 (t )
= K1trans C p (t ) − kep,1C1 (t ),
dt
M
dC J −1 (t )
= K Jtrans
−1 C p (t ) − k ep, J −1C J −1 (t ),
dt
Cmeasured (t ) = C1 (t ) + L + CJ −1 (t ) + K pC p (t ),

(2.1)

where C j (t ) is the tracer concentrations in the interstitial space weighted by the
fractional interstitial volume in tissue-type j, at time t ; C p (t ) is the tracer concentration
in plasma (the input function); Cmeasured (t ) is the measured tracer concentration in the ROI;
K trans
is the unidirectional volume transfer constant (/min) from plasma to tissue-type j ;
j
kep, j is the flux rate constants (/min) in tissue-type j; and K p is the plasma volume in the

ROI (Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002). Equation (2.1) can be solved for C1 (t ),K , C J −1 (t ) in
terms of the rate constants as

C j (t ) = K trans
C p (t ) ⊗ exp(−kep, j t ), j = 1,..., J − 1
j
where ⊗ denotes the mathematical convolution operation.
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(2.2)

Letting F j (t ) = C p (t ) ⊗ exp(− kep, j t ) , and

Fp (t ) = C p (t ) , the spatial-temporal

patterns of tracer concentrations in DCE-MRI data can be expressed as (Wang, et al.,
2006)
⎡ Cmeasured (i, t1 ) ⎤ ⎡ F1 (t1 )
⎢C
⎥ ⎢ F (t )
⎢ measured (i, t2 ) ⎥ = ⎢ 1 2
⎢
⎥ ⎢ M
M
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎣Cmeasured (i, tL ) ⎦ ⎢⎣ F1 (t L )

Fp (t1 ) ⎤ ⎡ K1trans (i ) ⎤
Fp (t2 ) ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ M ⎥⎥
⎥
M ⎥ ⎢ K Jtrans
−1 (i )
⎥
⎥⎢
L FJ −1 (tL ) Fp (tL ) ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ K P (i) ⎥⎦
L FJ −1 (t1 )
L FJ −1 (t2 )
L
M

(2.3)

where Cmeasured (i, tl ) is the tracer concentration measured at time tl at pixel i , L is the
number of sampling time points, K1trans (i),..., K Jtrans
−1 (i ) are the local volume transfer
constants of the tissue-types 1 to (J-1), at pixel i, respectively; and K p (i) is the plasma
volume at pixel i .

2.2.2 Convexity of Pixel Time Series Scatter Plot

Denote

the

measured

dynamic

tracer

concentration

Cmeasured ( i ) = [Cmeasured (i, t1 ), Cmeasured (i, t2 ), ..., Cmeasured (i, tL ) ]

T

curve

vector

by

, the compartment timeT

concentration curves (TCs) by F j = ⎡⎣ Fj (t1 ), F j (t2 ), ..., Fj (t L ) ⎤⎦ , and the local volume

transfer

constants

along

with

⎤
K trans (i) = ⎡⎣ K1trans (i ), K 2trans (i ),..., K Jtrans
−1 (i ), K p (i ) ⎦

the
T

plasma

volume

by

where J is the number of latent

compartments including plasma volume. We can then re-express (2.3) to its vector-matrix
notation

Cmeasured (i) = [ F1 ,..., FJ ] K trans (i) .
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(2.4)

For ease of subsequent discussion, we normalize Cmeasured ( i, t ) and F j ( t ) over their
effective interval of L time samples, via a sum-based normalization that projects the
scatter plot data points onto the standard simplex as follows

x(i, tl ) =

Cmeasured (i, tl )

∑ l '=1 Cmeasured (i, tl ' )
L

, a j (tl ) =

Fj (tl )

∑ l '=1 Fj (tl ' )
L

, l = 1,..., L , j = 1,..., J .

(2.5)

We can then re-express (2.4) as
x(i) = ∑ j =1 K j (i )a j ,
J

(2.6)

for i = 1,..., N , where K trans (i ) is accordingly normalized and denoted by K (i ) with

∑

J
j =1

K j (i) = 1 , x ( i ) = [ x(i, t1 ), x(i, t2 ), ..., x(i, t L ) ] , a j = ⎡⎣ a j (t1 ), a j (t2 ), ..., a j (tL ) ⎤⎦ , and
T

T

N is the number of pixels. Note that the physical meanings of the pharmacokinetics

parameters remain the same after normalization while their values shall be interpreted as
relatively “strength” at this stage. Furthermore, since these local volume transfer
constants and plasma volume, entries in K trans (i) or K (i) , are non-negative, pixel time
series model (2.6) indicates that the observed pixel time series x ( i, t ) is a non-negative
linear

combination of the compartment TCs, {a j ( t )} , weighted by their spatially-

distributed local volume transfer constants,

{K (i)} .
j

This falls neatly within the

definition of a convex set (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004). Specifically, the observed set
of pixel time series X = {x(1),..., x( N )} forms a subset of the convex set readily defined
by the set of compartment TCs A = {a1 ,..., a J } , i.e.

X=

{∑

J
j =1

K j (i )a j | a j ∈ A , K j (i) ≥ 0,
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∑

J
j =1

}

K j (i ) = 1, i = 1,..., N .

(2.7)

2.2.3 Identifiability of Compartment Model
We now discuss the identifiability of the compartment model (2.6) and the
required conditions via the following definitions and theorems.
Definition 1. Given a set of compartment TCs A = {a1 ,..., a J } , we denote the convex set it

specifies by

H {A} =

{∑

J
j =1

α j a j | a j ∈ A, α j ≥ 0,

∑

J
j =1

}

α j =1 .

(2.8)

Definition 2. A compartment TC vector a j is a corner point of the convex set H{A} if it

can only be expressed as a trivial convex combination of a1 ,..., a J .

Lemma 1 (Convex envelop of pixel time series). Suppose that the J compartment TCs
a1 ,...a J are linearly independent, and x(i) = ∑ j =1 K j (i )a j where K1 (i ),..., K J (i ) are the
J

non-negative normalized spatially-distributed volume transfer constants. Then, the
elements of X (the pixel time series) are confined within a convex set H{A} whose
corner points are the J compartment TCs a1 ,..., a J .
Proof of Lemma 1. By the definition of convex set (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004), the
fact that, ∀ {i, j} K j (i) ≥ 0 ,

∑

J
j =1

K j (i) = 1 and x(i) = ∑ j =1 K j (i)a j readily yield
J

x(i) ∈ H {A} where

H{A} =

{∑

J

α a | a j ∈ A, α j ≥ 0,
j =1 j j

Since a1 ,...a J are linearly independent, it follows that
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∑

J

}

α j =1 .

j =1

∑

J
j =1

α j a j = 0 iff α j = 0 ∀j

that also implies that ∀j
a j =∑ j =1α 'j a j iff [α1' ,..., α J' ]T = e j ∀j
J

i.e., a j can only be a trivial convex combination of a1 ,..., a J . Hence, by Definition 2,
a1 ,..., a J are therefore the corner points of convex set H {A} .

Definition 3. Any pixel whose associated normalized spatially-distributed volume

transfer constants are in the form of K (iWGP(j ) ) = e j is called a well-grounded point (WGP)
and corresponds to a pure-volume pixel, where {e j } is the standard basis of Jdimensional real space (the axes of the first quadrant). In other words, we define pure
volume pixels (or well-grounded pixels) as the pixels that are occupied by only a single
compartment tissue type.

Theorem 1 (Convexity of pixel time series). Suppose that the J compartment TCs
a1 ,..., a J

are linearly independent, and x(i) = ∑ j =1 K j (i )a j where non-negative
J

normalized spatially-distributed volume transfer constants {K (i)} have at least one wellgrounded point on each of the J coordinate axes (i.e., ∃ iWGP(j ) such that K (iWGP(j ) ) = e j ,
∀j,),

H{X } =

then,

{∑

N
i =1

X

uniquely

α i x ( i ) | x ( i ) ∈ X , α i ≥ 0,

specifies

∑

N
i =1

a

convex

}

set

α i = 1 which is in fact the same as the

convex set H {A} , whose corner points are the J compartment TCs a1 ,..., a J .
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Proof of Theorem 1. Since ∃ iWGP(j ) , K (iWGP(j ) ) = e j ∀j, and x(i ) = ∑ j =1 K j (i )a j , we have
J

x ( iWGP(j ) ) = a j .
Then, for any z ∈ H{A} =

{∑

}

α j a j | a j ∈ A, α j ≥ 0, ∑ j =1α j = 1 , we have

J

J

j =1

z = ∑ j =1α j a j
J

= ∑ j =1α j x ( iWGP(j ) )
J

⎧α j , i ∈ {iWGP(j ) } ,
N
⎪
= ∑ i =1α 'i x ( i ), where α 'i = ⎨
⎪⎩ 0, i ∉ {iWGP(j ) } ,

that

z ∈ H {X } =

implies

H{A} ⊆ H{X }

z ∈ H {X } =

{∑

.
N
i =1

{∑

On

N
i =1

α i' x ( i ) | x ( i ) ∈ X , α i' ≥ 0,
the

α i x ( i ) | x ( i ) ∈ X , α i ≥ 0,

other

∑

N
i =1

∑

N
i =1

}

α i' = 1

hand,

for

,

i.e.,
any

}

α i = 1 , we have

z = ∑ i =1αi x ( i )
N

= ∑ i =1α i ∑ j =1 K j ( i ) a j
N

J

J
N
= ∑ j =1 ⎡∑ i =1α i K j ( i ) ⎤ a j
⎣
⎦

= ∑ j =1 β j a j , where β j = ∑ i =1α i K j ( i ) and ∑ j =1 β j = 1,
J

that implies z ∈ H{A} =

N

{∑

J
j =1

J

}

α j a j | a j ∈ A, α j ≥ 0, ∑ j =1α j = 1 , i.e., H{X } ⊆ H{A} .
J

Combining H{X } ⊇ H{A} and H{X } ⊆ H{A} gives H{X } = H{A} , and together with
Lemma 1 readily completes the proof of Theorem 1.

From Theorem 1, there appears to be a mathematical solution uniquely identifying
the compartment model (2.6) based on the observed set of pixel time series X
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(identifiability): The corner points of the pixel time series convex set H{X } are the
compartment TCs {a j } when pure-volume pixels exist for each of the compartments and
for the plasma input function (Rijpkema, et al., 2001). That is, if pixel i is a pure volume
pixel occupied by the jth compartment tissue type, mathematically, we will have
K (iWGP(j ) ) = e j , where e j is the jth standard basis. Accordingly, for pure volume pixel i ,

since the corresponding pixel time series x(i ) = ∑ j =1 K j (i )a j is now a trivial combination
J

of {a j } , it is the corner of the convex hull H {A} , and by Theorem 1, also the corner of
the convex hull H{X } . This means that, in principle, under a noise-free scenario, we can
directly estimate {a j } by locating x(iWGP(j ) ) , ∀j. Note that there are computationally
feasible algorithms for finding these corner points (Barber, et al., 1996; Chen, et al., 2008;
Winter, 1999). Moreover, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 imply that the pure-volume pixels
constitute the corner points of the observed pixel time series convex set and reflect the
temporal patterns of the underlying compartments, while the partial-volume pixels
constitute the interior points of the observed pixel time series convex set and, thus, can be
readily identified and eliminated in the compartmental analysis (Fig. 2.1).
One important consideration with the present method is the existence of purevolume pixels for each of the underlying compartments, and this reasonable assumption
reflects only the ideal scenario and constitutes the necessary and sufficient condition for
the mathematical identifiability of the tissue-specific CAM-CM model. Nevertheless, it is
possible that in some datasets, no pixel is pure and it would be helpful to provide an
accurate interpretation of the CAM-CM solution in such non-ideal scenarios. For the nonideal scenarios (accordingly with relaxed conditions), the following two theorems show
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that, if source-dominance or source-specific-dominance pixels exist for each of the
underlying tissue compartments, CAM-CM will provide the optimal solution that
captures maximum source information (i.e., with the identified corners of the pixel time
series scatter simplex corresponding to maximum source-dominance or source-specificdominance).

Theorem 2 (Source dominance). Suppose that the non-negative normalized pixel-wise

{

}

local volume transfer constants K (c j ) = ⎡⎣ K1 (c j ),..., K m (c j ),..., K J (c j ) ⎤⎦ are the corners
of the pixel time series scatter simplex. Then the CAM-CM solution based on these
corners

{K (c )}
j

achieves the maximum source dominance in the sense of

K m (c j ) = max K m (i) .
i =1,2,... N

Proof of theorem 2. Consider the pixel K (i*) =
by the corners

{K (c )}
j

K m (i*) = max K m (i ) . Since
i =1,2,... N

∑

J
j =1

α j ( i *) K (c j ) of the convex hull defined

whose mth entry is the largest among all pixels, i.e.,

∑

K m (i*) =

J
j =1

(∑

α j ( i *) = 1 , we may therefore write

J
j =1

)

α j ( i *) K m (i*) = ∑ j =1α j ( i *) K m (i*) .
J

Alternatively, the mth entry of K (i*) can be expressed as

K m (i*) = ∑ j =1 α j ( i *) K m (c j ) .
J

By the unique convex expression of K m (i*) , we have

∑

J
j =1

α j ( i *) ( K m (i*) − K m (c j ) ) = 0 ,

{ }

which, together with the fact α j ( i *) ≥ 0 and K m (i*) − K m (c j ) ≥ 0 , implies i* ∈ c j . Q.E.D
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Theorem 3 (Source-specific dominance). Suppose that the non-negative normalized
pixel-wise

local

{K (c ) = ⎡⎣ K (c ),..., K
j

1

j

m

volume

transfer

constants

}

(c j ),..., K J (c j ) ⎤⎦ ; j = 1,..., J at the corners of the pixel time series

scatter simplex are near well-grounded points and exist for each of the underlying tissue
compartments (i.e., nearly-pure volume pixels that satisfy K j (c j ) >> K m (c j ) for m ≠ j

reflecting source-specific dominance. Then the CAM-CM solution based on these corners

{K (c )}
j

achieves maximum source-specific dominance in the sense of the minimum

Kullback-Leibler divergence between

{e } and K (i) .
j

Proof of theorem 3. Since e j represents the ideal source-specific dominance for the jth tissue
compartment based on the definition of a pure-volume pixel, we can measure the degree of
source-specific dominance in K (c j ) by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Cover and
Thomas, 2006)

(

)

KL e j K (c j ) = log
Similarly,

we

can

evaluate

the

source-specific

1
.
K j (c j )
dominance

in

any

interior

pixel

K (i ) = ∑ j =1 pij K (c j ) of the convex hull defined by the corners {K (c j )} , which is sufficiently
J

close to K (c j ) (i.e., pij >> pim for m ≠ j with pij being the percentage of jth tissue
compartment in pixel i ), by the KL divergence

⎛
⎞
1
.
KL e j K (i ) = log ⎜
⎜ p K (c ) + p K (c ) + L + p K (c ) + ... + p K (c ) ⎟⎟
1
1
2
2
i
j
i
j
ij
j
j
iJ
j
J
⎝
⎠

(

)
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Since K j (c j )

{p

im

K m (c j ) and pij >> pim for m ≠ j , ignoring the second-order terms

K j (cm ), m ≠ j} (Haykin, 1999), we may therefore write

(

)

KL e j K (i ) = log

1
.
pij K j (c j )

Then we have

(

)

(

)

KL e j K (c j ) − KL e j K (i ) = log pij ≤ 0 ,

(

)

(

)

which implies KL e j K (c j ) ≤ KL e j K (i ) .

Q.E.D

2.3 Method and Algorithm
So far, we have developed a mathematical framework for partial volume
elimination and tissue-specific compartmental analysis. In this section, we fully develop
an associated practical algorithm, consisting of data preprocessing, clustering of pixel
time series, convex analysis of mixtures, and compartment analysis (see the schematic
flowchart of our algorithm in Fig. 2.1).

2.3.1 Data Preprocessing

For the identified tumor site, our algorithm begins with four data preprocessing steps.
First, the tumor area is extracted by masking out the normal tissues surrounding the tumor
site. This task can be fulfilled by either multivariate image segmentation or by a human
expert as done in drawing conventional ROIs (Padhani and Husband, 2001; Wang, et al.,
2006). Second, the first few image frames, for instance, four initial images in our
experiments, are taken out, as they correspond to the time period before sufficient tracer
uptake. This task is done with great care, in accordance with applied imaging protocols
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(Wang, et al., 2006; Wang, et al., 2004). Third, pixels whose temporal average signal
intensity is lower than 5% of the maximum value or whose temporal dynamic variation is
lower than 5% of the maximum value, are eliminated, as these non-informative pixels
could have a negative impact on subsequent analyses. Fourth, the pixel time series is
normalized over time using a sum-based normalization scheme specified by equation
(2.5), as similarly done in (Cinotti, et al., 1991). This step focuses our analysis on the
“shape” of pharmacokinetics rather than on absolute tracer concentration.

2.3.2 Clustering of Pixel Time Series

SFNM and EM Algorithm
The purpose of multivariate clustering of normalized pixel time series is threefold: 1) data clustering has proven to be an effective tool for reducing the impact of
noise/outlier data points on model learning (Chen, et al., 2004; Wang, et al., 2006; Zhu,
et al., 2008); 2) aggregation of pixel time series into a few clusters improves the
efficiency of subsequent convex analysis of mixtures (Chen, et al., 2008; Zhu, et al.,
2008); 3) the resultant clustered compartment model permits an automated determination
of the number of underlying tissue compartments using the minimum description length
(MDL) criterion (Graham and Miller, 2006; Hawkins, et al., 1986; Wang, et al., 2004).
There has been considerable success in using SFNMs to model clustered data sets
such as DCE-MRI data, taking a sum of the following general form (Chen, et al., 2004;
Titterington, et al., 1985; Wang, et al., 2006):
p ( K (i) ) = ∑ m =1 π m g ( K (i ) | em , Σ K , m ) + ∑ m = J +1 π m g ( K (i) | μ K ,m , Σ K , m ) ,
J

M
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(2.9)

where the first term corresponds to the clusters of pure volume pixels ( m = 1,..., J ) , the
second term corresponds to the clusters of partial volume pixels ( m = J + 1,..., M ) , M is
the total number of pixel clusters, π m is the mixing factor, g ( ⋅) is the Gaussian kernel,
em denotes the mth natural basis vector corresponding to the mean vector of the mth pure

tissue compartment, and μK,m and Σ K ,m are the mean vector and covariance matrix of
cluster m , respectively. It is worth noting that SFNMs are a flexible and powerful
statistical modeling tool and can adequately model clustered structure with essentially
arbitrary complexity by introducing a sufficient number of mixture components. Thus,
strict adherence of the (in general, unknown) ground-truth data distribution to the form in
(2.9) is not required in most real-world applications (Chen, et al., 2004; Titterington, et
al., 1985). By incorporating (2.7) into (2.9), the SFNM model for pixel time series
becomes:

p ( x(i) ) = ∑m=1π m g ( x(i) | am , Σx,m ) + ∑m= J +1π m g ( x(i) | μx,m , Σx,m ) ,
J

M

(2.10)

where Σ x ,m = AΣ K ,m AT and μ x ,m = Aμ K ,m , with A = [a1 ,..., a J ] . Accordingly, the first
term of (2.10) represents the corner clusters and the second term of (2.10) represents the
interior clusters (as shown in Fig. 2.1). From Theorem 1 and SFNM model (2.10), the
clustered pixel time series set X is (approximately) confined within a convex set whose
corner centers are the J compartment TCs a1 ,..., a J .
It has been shown that significant computational savings can be achieved by using
the EM algorithm to allow a mixture of the form (2.10) to be fitted to the data (Chen, et
al., 2004; Titterington, et al., 1985). Determination of the parameters of the model (2.10)
can be viewed as a “missing data” problem in which the missing information corresponds
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to pixel labels lim = I ( i, m ) specifying which cluster generated each data point with
I ( i, m ) denoting the indicator function. When no information about lim is available, the

log-likelihood for the model (2.10) takes the form
N
⎧M
⎫
log L(X | Θ) = ∑ log ⎨∑ π m g ⎡⎣ x(i ) | μ x,m , Σ x ,m ⎤⎦ ⎬ ,
i =1
⎩ m =1
⎭

(2.11)

where L ( ⋅) denotes the joint likelihood function of SFNM and Θ = {π m , μ x ,m , Σ x,m , ∀m} .
If, however, we were given a set of already clustered data with specified pixel labels, then
the log likelihood (known as the “complete” data log-likelihood) becomes
N

{

M

}

log L(X , L | Θ) = ∑∑ lim log π m g ⎡⎣ x(i ) | μ x , m , Σ x ,m ⎤⎦ ,
i =1 m =1

(2.12)

where L = {lim | i = 1,..., N ; m = 1,..., M } . Actually, we only have indirect, probabilistic,
information in the form of the posterior responsibilities zim for each model m having
generated the pixel time series x(i ) . Taking the expectation of (2.12), we then obtain the
complete data log likelihood in the form
N

M

{

}

log L(X , Z | Θ) = ∑∑ zim log π m g ⎡⎣ x(i ) | μ x, m , Σ x, m ⎤⎦ ,
i =1 m =1

(2.13)

in which the zim = Pr ( lim = 1| x(i ) ) are constants, and Z = {zim | i = 1,..., N ; m = 1,..., M } .
Maximization of (2.13) can be performed using the two-stage form of the EM
algorithm, where the pixel labels lim are treated as missing data as aforementioned. At
each complete cycle of the algorithm we commence with an “old” set of parameter values
Θ . We first use these parameters in the E-step to evaluate the posterior probabilities zim

using Bayes theorem
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zim = Pr ( lim = 1| x(i ) ) =

∑

π m g ⎡⎣ x(i) | μ x,m , Σ x ,m ⎤⎦
M
m '=1

π m ' g ⎡⎣ x(i ) | μ x ,m ' , Σ x,m ' ⎤⎦

, m ∈ {1,..., M } .

(2.14)

These posterior probabilities are then used in the M-step to obtain “new” values Θ using
the following re-estimation formulas

πm =

1
N

N

∑z

im

i =1

,

(2.15)

∑ z x(i) ,
=
∑ z
N

μ x,m

i =1 im
N

(2.16)

i =1 im

Σ x,m

∑
=

N

z

i =1 im

( x(i) − μ )( x(i) − μ )
∑ z

T

x,m

N

x,m

.

(2.17)

i =1 im

APC Initialization
To reduce the likelihood of pixel time series clustering being trapped into local
maxima, an effective and initialization-free affinity propagation clustering (APC) is
attempted to initialize the parameter Θ for the EM algorithm and to estimate the number
of obtainable clusters (Frey and Dueck, 2007). APC simultaneously considers all data
points as potential exemplars (cluster centers) and recursively exchange real-valued
messages between data points until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding
clusters gradually emerges. Let the “similarity” s ( i, m ) = − x ( i ) − x ( m )

2

indicate how

well the data point x ( m ) is suited to be the exemplar for data point x ( i ) ; the
“responsibility” r ( i, m ) reflects the accumulated evidence for how well-suited data point
x ( m ) is to serve as the exemplar for data point x ( i ) , and the “availability” a ( i, m )
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reflects the accumulated evidence for how appropriate the data point x ( i ) chooses data
point x ( m ) as its exemplar. Then, the responsibilities r ( i, m ) are computed based on
r ( i, m ) ← s ( i, m ) − max {a ( i, m ') + s ( i, m ')} ,
m '≠ m

(2.18)

where the availabilities a ( i, m ) are initialized to zero and the competitive update rule
(2.18) is purely data-driven. Whereas the responsibility update (2.18) allows all candidate
exemplars to compete for ownership of a data point, the availability update rule
⎧⎪
⎫⎪
a ( i, m ) ← min ⎨0, r ( m, m ) + ∑ max {0, r ( i ', m )}⎬
i '∉{i , m}
⎪⎩
⎪⎭

(2.19)

collects evidence from data points to support a good exemplar, where the “selfavailability” is updated differently
a ( m, m ) ← ∑ max {0, r ( i ', m )} .

(2.20)

i '∉m

Then, the availabilities and responsibilities are combined to identify exemplars; i.e., for a
data point x(i), its exemplar is identified as x(m*) by
m* = arg max {a ( i, m ) + r (i, m)} .
m

(2.21)

If i=m*, x(i) itself is a exemplar; otherwise x(m*) is the exemplar of the data point x(i).
The update rules (2.18)-(2.20) are repeated iteratively, and for each iteration, APC makes
decisions on the exemplars based on (2.21). The iteration is terminated when these
decisions do not change for 10 iterations (Frey and Dueck, 2007).
One advantage of APC is that it does not need initialization for the exemplars,
since the update rules are purely data-driven. A set of data points sharing the same
exemplar can be considered as a cluster, with the exemplar being the cluster center.
Therefore, the mean and the covariance matrix of this cluster can be estimated to
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initialize the parameter Θ for the EM algorithm. Another advantage of APC is that the
number of clusters need not be specified a priori but emerges from the message-passing
procedure and only depends on the density distribution of the data points. This enables
automatic model selection at clustering stage (Frey and Dueck, 2007).

2.3.3 Convex Analysis of Mixtures
At this point in our analysis procedure, each pixel time-course is represented by a
group of cluster centers, where both the dimensionality and noise/outlier effect are
significantly reduced. Given the obtained M cluster centers μ x,1 ,..., μ x ,M , CAM is applied
to separate pure-volume clusters from partial-volume clusters by detecting the “corners”
of the convex hull containing all clusters of pixel TCs (theoretically supported by Lemma
1 and Theorem 1). Assuming the number of compartments J is known a priori, an
exhaustive combinatorial search (with total C JM combinations), based on a convex-hullto-data fitting criterion, is performed to identify the most probable J corners. This
explicitly maps pure-volume pixels to the corners and partial-volume pixels to the interior
clusters of the convex hull.

{

Let μ x ,m1 ,..., μ x ,mJ

} be any size-J subset of {μ

x ,1

,..., μ x, M } . Then, the margin (i.e.,

{

distance) between μ x,m and the convex hull H μ x ,m1 ,..., μ x,mJ

δ m,( m ,...,m ) = min μ x,m − ∑ j =1α m μ x ,m
J

1

where α m j ≥ 0,

∑

J
j =1

J

α m1 ,...α mJ

j

j

2

} is computed by
(2.22)

,

α m = 1 . It shall be noted that if μ x,m is inside H {μ x ,m ,..., μ x ,m
j

1

J

}

then δ m ,( m1 ,...,mJ ) = 0 . Next, we define the convex-hull-to-data fitting error as the sum of
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the margin between the convex hull and the “exterior” cluster centers and detect the most

(

)

probably J corners with cluster indices m1* ,...mJ* when the criterion function reaches its
minimum:

min ∑
( m ,...m ) = arg
(
)
*
1

*
J

m1 ,..., mJ

M
m =1

δ m,( m ,...,m ) .
1

J

(2.23)

The optimization problems of (2.22) and (2.23) can be solved by advanced convex
optimization procedure described in (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004) and an exhaustive
combinatorial search (for realistic values of J and M, in practice), respectively.
One important issue concerning CAM-CM method is the detection of the
structural parameter J in the model (the number of underlying tissue compartments or
types), often called model selection (Rissanen, 1978; Wang, et al., 1998; Wax and
Kailath, 1985). This is indeed particularly critical in real-world applications where the
true structure of the compartment models may be unknown a priori. We propose to use a
widely-adopted and consistent information theoretic criterion, namely the minimum
description length (MDL) (Graham and Miller, 2006; Rissanen, 1978; Wax and Kailath,
1985), to guide model selection. The major thrust of this approach is the formulation of a
model fitting procedure in which an optimal model is selected from several competing
candidates, such that the selected model best fits the observed data. MDL formulates the
problem explicitly as an information coding problem in which the best model fit is
measured such that it assigns high probabilities to the observed data while at the same
time the model itself is not too complex to describe.
However, when the number of pixels is large as in DCE-MRI application, direct
use of MDL may underestimate the value of J, due to the lack of “structure” in classical
compartment models (over-parameterization) (Graham and Miller, 2006; Hawkins, et al.,
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1986; Wang, et al., 2004). We therefore propose to naturally adopt and extend the
clustered compartment models into the MDL formulation (Wang, et al., 2001). The
proposed clustered compartment model allows all pixels belonging to the same cluster to
share a common Km, thus greatly reducing model complexity for a given value of J (the
number of convex hull corners). Specifically, a model is selected with J tissue
compartments by minimizing the total description length defined by (Hawkins, et al.,
1986; Rissanen, 1978)

(

)

MDL ( J ) = − log L ( CM | Φ ( J ) ) +

5 + J ( M + 1)
log( LM )
2

(2.24)

where L ( ⋅) denotes the joint likelihood function of the clustered compartment model,
CM denotes the set of M cluster centers, and Φ ( J ) denotes the set of freely adjustable

parameters in the clustered compartment model (see the following subsection for more
detailed discussions).

Model selection based on the clustered compartment model

Our aim herein is to use MDL criterion (Hawkins, et al., 1986; Rissanen, 1978)
and the CAM-CM estimates to select the best value of J automatically (the number of
convex hull corners or tissue compartments). Since the number of pixels is large as in
DCE-MRI application, direct use of MDL may underestimate J, due to the lack of
“structure” in classical compartment models (over-parameterization) (Graham and Miller,
2006; Hawkins, et al., 1986; Wang, et al., 2004). We therefore propose to naturally adopt
and extend a clustered compartment model into the MDL formulation (Wang, et al.,
2001).
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In the clustered J-tissue compartment model, we allow all pixels belonging to the
same cluster (identified from SFNM, see equations (2.9) and (2.10)) to share a common
local volume transfer constant, namely K m with length J, m = 1,..., M . Letting Cm be the
mth cluster center associated with K m , from (2.2)–(2.4), we can express the clustered

compartment model as follows:
Cm = [ F1 ,..., FJ ] K m + n ,

where n is the modeling residual noise assumed to follow zero-mean white Gaussian
distribution n ~ N (0, σ 2 ⋅ I ) with variance σ 2 . The corresponding minimum description
length (MDL) (Rissanen, 1978) is then given by
MDL( J ) = − log(L(CM | Φ( J ))) +

| Φ( J ) |
log( LM ) ,
2

where CM = {Cm , m = 1, 2,..., M } , L(CM | Φ( J )) is the likelihood function for the
clustered compartment model, Φ( J ) is the set of freely-adjustable parameters in the
clustered compartment model, | Φ( J ) | is the cardinality of Φ( J ) , and L is the length of
Cm .
We specify Φ( J ) as follows. From equations (2.3)-(2.4), F1 ,..., FJ −1 are
parameterized by kep, j , j = 1, 2,..., J − 1 . Furthermore, C p

is parameterized by

{λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , α 2 , α 3} based on the well-known exponential model (Riabkov and Di Bella,
2002; Wang, et al., 2004). Then, together with K1 ,..., K M and σ , we have
Φ( J ) = {λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , α 2 , α 3 , kep,1 , kep,2 ,...kep, J −1 , K 1 ,..., K M , σ } , thus, | Φ( J ) |= 5 + J + M ⋅ J .
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Based

{kˆ

ep, j

on

CAM-CM

F1 ,..., FJ

estimated

determined

by

ˆ
C
p

and

}

, j = 1,..., J − 1 , and K m and σ obtained by the maximum-likelihood estimation,

ˆ = arg max ( log(L(C | Φ( J ))) ) = arg min (|| C − [ F ,..., F ] K ||2 ) ,
K
m
M
m
J
m
1
Km

Km

s.t. K m ≥ 0 ∀m

1 M
|| Cm − [ F1 ,..., FJ ] K m ||2 ,
∑
M ⋅ L m =1

σˆ = arg max ( log(L(CM | Φ( J ))) ) =
σ

we can express the joint likelihood function in the MDL as
M

L(CM | Φ( J )) = ∏ ( 2πσ 2 )
m =1

−L/ 2

⎛ || C − [ F1 ,..., FJ ] K m ||2 ⎞
exp ⎜ − m
⎟.
2σ 2
⎝
⎠

2.3.4 Tissue-specific Compartmental Analysis
Having determined the probabilistic pixel memberships associated with purevolume compartments, zij for j = 1,..., J , i = 1,..., N , we can then estimate the tissuespecific compartmental parameters, namely K trans
and kep, j , j = 1,..., J , directly from
j
DCE-MRI pixel time series Cmeasured (i) , in which various compartment modeling
techniques can be readily applied.
To specify which “exterior” cluster is associated with which compartment, we
investigate the temporal enhancement patterns of the “exterior” cluster centers. From (2.1)
and (2.2), C p is associated with the cluster of the fastest enhancement (reaching its peak
most rapidly); C j is associated with the cluster of jth tissue type. We then compute C p
and C j via
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Cp

∑
=

N

z Cmeasured (i)

i =1 iJ

∑

N

z
i =1 iJ

,

Cj

∑
=

N

z Cmeasured (i)

i =1 ij

∑

N

z
i =1 ij

, j = 1,..., J -1 .

(2.25)

C p (t ) ⊗ exp(−kep, j t ) , and discretize the
We then recall the relationship C j (t ) = K trans
j
convolution (with discretization interval Δt (/min)) to the following vector-matrix
notation
C j = K trans
H ( kep, j ) C p ,
j

j = 1,..., J -1

(2.26)

by constructing a Toeplitz matrix
⎡ e − kep , j t1
⎢ −k t
⎢ e ep, j 2
H ( kep, j ) = ⎢
⎢ ...
⎢e− kep , j tL
⎣

e

0

0

− kep , j t1

0
...

...
e

− kep , j tL−1

e

− kep , j t L−2

0 ⎤
⎥
...
0 ⎥
Δt
...
... ⎥⎥
−k t
... e ep , j 1 ⎥⎦
...

(2.27)

that is the sampled system impulse response. Then, the estimate of kep, j and K trans
can be
j
obtained by solving the following optimization problem

{kˆ

ep, j

}

= arg min C j − K trans
H ( kep, j ) C p
, Kˆ trans
j
j
K trans
, kep , f
f

s.t. K

trans
j

2

(2.28)

> 0, kep, j > 0

(

for j = 1,..., J -1 . Finally, we can calculate the compartment TCs F C p , kˆep,1 ,..., kˆep, J −1

)

based on C p and kˆep,1 ,..., kˆep, J −1 , and then estimate the local volume transfer constants
T

⎤
K trans (i) = ⎡⎣ K1trans (i),..., K Jtrans
−1 (i ), K p (i ) ⎦ based on equation (2.4) via

(

)

trans
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ trans (i) = arg min C
K
(i )
measured ( i ) − F C p , kep,1 ,..., kep, J −1 K
K trans ( i )

trans
1

s.t. K

( i ) ≥ 0,..., K

trans
J −1

2

( i ) ≥ 0, K p ( i ) ≥ 0,

that reflects the spatial heterogeneity of vascular permeability (Zhou, et al., 1997).
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(2.29)

Figure 2.3. The spatial distributions of the compartments and TCs associated with the
compartmental kinetic parameters used in the realistic DCE-MRI simulations. The nontumor background is denoted by “carpet texture” and the compartment pure-volume
distributions are denoted by three partially-overlapped gray regions. The boundaries of
the overlapping compartment pure-volume regions are also illustrated in “boundary map”.

2.4 Experiment and Results
In the absence of definitive ground truth about the volume transfer constants
K trans and flux rate constants kep in the tumor, the validation of a new method for tissuespecific compartment analysis of DCE-MRI data is always problematic. We propose
therefore to first validate CAM-CM on realistic simulation data for the typical case of
J=3, where there are two tissue compartments: fast flow and slow flow, and the input
function. The J=3 case has been widely considered in previous studies (K¨archer and
Schmid, 2010; Wang, et al., 2006; Wang, et al., 2004; Zhou, et al., 1997). We then
proceed to evaluate the method using real DCE-MRI data.
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2.4.1 Experiment Design and Data Analysis

All the data sets were analyzed according to the algorithm described in Fig. 2.1.
We tested CAM-CM on realistic simulation data, comparing the estimates of kinetic
parameters produced by CAM-CM to the ground truth, both in terms of biases (accuracy)
and variance (reproducibility) of the estimates, measured over 50 replicated data sets. For
comparison purposes, we also evaluated three most relevant methods, including two
ROI/subROI-based methods – classic CM and IQML (Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002; Tofts,
et al., 1999), and one pixel-based method – IML-CM (Wang, et al., 2004), with
randomized initialization of kinetic parameters within a pre-specific realistic range
(Knopp, et al., 1999; Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002). We assess the performance of these
peer methods using the same procedures as for CAM-CM. Specifically, classic CM and
IQML require the input of pre-defined compartment ROIs that can often be acquired by
winner-take-all classification of local volume transfer constants at each pixel (Cinotti, et
al., 1991). To illustrate the impact of PVE elimination, we also report the reduction of
relative bias achieved by CAM-CM over the peer methods, calculated as
1 − ( Bias CAM Bias Peer ) . To assess the accuracy of estimated local volume transfer
ˆ trans (i ) produced by CAM-CM and IML-CM, we calculated the root meanconstants K
square fitting error (RMSE) defined by (Kelm, et al., 2009)
RMSE j =

1
K

trans *
j

(

1 N ˆ trans
(i )
∑ K j (i) − K trans
j
N i =1

)

2

, j = 1,..., J ,

(2.30)

*
is the ground truth compartmental volume transfer constant for
where K trans
j

compartment j, K trans
(i ) is the ground truth local volume transfer constant for pixel i and
j
(i ) is the estimate of K trans
(i ) .
compartment j, and Kˆ trans
j
j
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We tested CAM-CM on four real DCE-MRI data sets acquired for breast cancer
studies (Costouros, et al., 2002; McDonald and Choyke, 2003). We visually examined the
convexity of projected pixel time series via the top two convexity-preserved projections.
The convexity-preserved projections pursues two orthonormal bases that project the data
points onto a 2-D space where the margin (i.e., distance) between the data points outside
the convex hull and the convex hull (see equation (2.22)) is minimum.
In all four data sets, we observed that J = 3 compartments were sufficient to
describe the scatter plots via a three-corner convex set. Additional compartments can be
used to account for the noisy data points in the imperfect convex hull. However, these
compartments become difficult to interpret (Kelm, et al., 2009; Riabkov and Di Bella,
2002). For comparison purposes, we analyzed the data using J = 4,5,6 and observed
noise-like and biologically implausible TC patterns associated with these additional
compartments. In addition, we also applied the proposed MDL criterion based on
clustered compartment model to these four data sets (see equation (2.24)); where MDL
achieves its minimum values when J=3 for all cases. We therefore use J = 3
compartments in the CAM-CM analysis. The number of clusters M takes integer values
between 12 and 18, determined automatically by the APC algorithm (Frey and Dueck,
2007). In addition to estimating kinetic parameters, we also plot the estimated
compartment TCs, the local volume transfer constant maps, and the fitting error between

(

)

the parametric compartment TCs F kˆep, f , kˆep,s , C p and non-parametric compartment TCs
μ x , f / s / p . To illustrate the existence of PVE and impact of partial-volume correction, we

compared the dissected tissue-specific compartment TCs and overall ROI-based TCs.
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2.4.2. Synthetic Data and Simulation Studies

To validate CAM-CM, we reconstituted a large set of synthetic DCE-MRI time
series by multiplying customized local volume transfer constant maps K trans (i ) by known
compartment TCs F ( kep, f , kep,s , C p ) (Fig. 2.3). Such mixtures mimic the common
scenario in DCE-MRI of actual tumors (Knopp, et al., 1999; McDonald and Choyke,
2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001; Wang, et al., 2006; Zhou, et al., 1997). Specifically,
four sets of compartment TCs were synthesized according to the ground truth kinetic
parameter values listed in Table 2.1 and were sampled at tl = 0.5(l − 1) for l = 1, 2, ...18
(Knopp, et al., 1999). The three customized local volume transfer constant maps K trans (i )
were synthesized based on the K (i ) maps given in Fig. 2.3 multiplied by the
compartment K trans listed in Table 2.1, where K (i ) takes one of the vectors

{[1, 0, 0] , [0,1, 0] , [0, 0,1]}

for

pure-volume

{[0.5, 0.5, 0] , [0.5, 0, 0.5] , [0, 0.5, 0.5]}

pixels,

one

of

the

vectors

for two-tissue compartment partial-volume pixels,

and equal-weight vector [1 3,1 3,1 3] for three-compartment partial-volume pixels. To
account for object variability, we superimposed maximally 15% relative object variability
to K (i ) by introducing a zero-mean Gaussian perturbation term, where negative values
were truncated to zero and K (i ) was re-normalized. For highly unlikely pixels with all
three negative values, we simply eliminated them from the synthetic data sets. To account
for experimental noise, we introduced a zero-mean Gaussian term ε with covariance

(

)

matrix Σ σ ij = 0.9 i − j σ 2 to each pixel kinetics C(i ) = [ F1 ,..., FJ ] K trans (i) + ε , where the
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values of σ 2 were chosen according to the three signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels listed
in Table 2.1 and defined by (Chen, et al., 2008)
2
⎡ L ⎛
⎤
1 L
⎞
SNR = 10 log10 ⎢∑ l =1 ⎜ C (i, tl ) − ∑ l ′=1 C (i, tl ′ ) ⎟ σ 2 L ⎥ .
L
⎝
⎠
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(2.30)

We report the results of the analysis of total 600 (=4×3×50) synthetic data sets,
where 50 replicated data sets were generated for each of the 12 parameter settings. We
compared the estimated tissue-specific compartmental kinetic parameter values by CAMCM with the ground truth and observed consistent high estimation accuracy in terms of
low estimation biases and variances (Table 2.1). From these experimental assessments,
the capability of CAM-CM approach is evident as the estimates of tissue-specific kinetic
parameters are very close to the ground truth even with significant PVE present in a large
number of pixels in the synthetic data sets.
Accurate correction of PVE enables the maximization of information obtainable
from DCE-MRI of a heterogeneous tumor (McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Padhani, 2003;
Padhani and Husband, 2001; Taheri and Sood, 2007). To estimate the beneficial impact
of eliminating PVE to tissue-specific compartment analysis, we analyzed the same data
sets using two ROI-based methods – classic CM and IQML. The extensive experimental
results show that CAM-CM significantly and consistently outperform the two peer
methods on almost all data sets in terms of much lower estimation biases and variances
(the most accurate estimates are marked as bold numbers for each scenario and noise
level in Table 2.1). Since classic CM and IQML do not explicitly correct PVE present in
the overlapping areas of different compartments, large resulting biases in the tissuespecific kinetic parameter estimates are expected. On the other hand, the experimental
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results show the efficacy of CAM in eliminating the impact of PVE and reducing the
estimation biases. Specifically, on K strans estimation, CAM-CM achieved 25~84% and
57~92% reductions in relative bias over classic CM and IQML, respectively; on K trans
f
estimation, CAM-CM achieved 68~93% and 64~94% reductions in relative bias over
classic CM and IQML, respectively; on kep,s estimation, CAM-CM achieved 85~98%
and 57~92% reductions in relative bias over classic CM and IQML, respectively; on kep, f
estimation, CAM-CM achieved 61~99% and 50~98% reductions in relative bias over
classic CM and IQML, respectively.
To further illustrate the inevitable impact of PVE to the estimation bias of the
tissue-specific kinetic parameters produced by classic CM and IQML, we used the true
values of the kinetic parameters (ground truth) to initialize the classic CM and IQML
algorithms. As expected (Table 2.2), the experimental results show that the parameter
estimates actually moved away from the initial, ground truth values, approaching the
biased values similar to those summarized in Table 2.1.
To validate CAM-CM in reconstructing local volume transfer constant maps
K trans (i ) based on (2.27), we calculated the RMSE between the estimated tissue-specific

ˆ trans (i ) by CAM-CM and the ground truth
compartmental kinetic parameter values K
using (2.28) and observed consistent high estimation accuracy. Specifically, on data sets
with scenario 1 parameter settings and 15dB SNR, CAM-CM achieved quite low RMSE
(mean

±

standard

deviation

calculated

over

50

replicated

data

sets),

with RMSE f = 0.163 ± 0.032 , RMSE s = 0.145 ± 0.042 , and RMSE p = 0.055 ± 0.021 ,
respectively. We then analyzed the same data sets using the pixel-based method – IML-
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CM

(Wang,

et

al.,

2004)

--

and

observed

much

higher

RMSE,

with

RMSE f = 0.529 ± 0.100 , RMSE s = 0.501 ± 0.095 , and RMSE p = 0.345 ± 0.040 , respectively.

Table 2.1. Kinetic parameter values estimated by CAM-CM, classic CM, and IQML
methods on the simulation data sets, with random initialization.
Ground truth
parameter
values

Scenario 1

K

trans
s

= 0.03

/min
kep, s = 0.1
/min
K trans
= 0.03
f

/min
kep, f = 0.5
/min

Scenario 2

K strans = 0.03

/min
kep, s = 0.1
/min
K trans
= 0.05
f

/min
kep, f = 1.2
/min

Scenario 3

K strans = 0.06

/min
kep, s = 0.5
/min
K trans
= 0.05
f

/min
kep, f = 1.2
/min

Scenario 4

K strans = 0.05

/min
kep, s = 0.6
/min
K trans
= 0.08
f

/min
kep, f = 1.5
/min

SNR=20dB
CAM

CM

SNR=15dB
IQML

CAM

CM

SNR=10dB
IQML

CAM

CM

IQML

0.035
±0.002

0.048 0.061
±0.001 ±0.040

0.047
0.066
0.079
0.033
0.037 0.046
±0.006 ±0.001 ±0.037 ±0.005 ±0.001 ±0.043

0.104
±0.003

0.226 0.208
±0.001 ±0.016

0.231
0.232
0.235
0.120
0.098 0.226
±0.022 ±0.001 ±0.081 ±0.030 ±0.003 ±0.077

0.035
±0.002

0.094 0.096
±0.001 ±0.064

0.083
0.098
0.123
0.034
0.038 0.084
±0.005 ±0.001 ±0.056 ±0.004 ±0.001 ±0.067

0.498
±0.020

0.913 0.606
±0.002 ±0.047

0.805
0.645
0.674
0.489
0.415 0.820
±0.031 ±0.001 ±0.324 ±0.057 ±0.008 ±0.272

0.043
±0.009

0.051 0.076
±0.001 ±0.043

0.050
0.079
0.042
0.042 0.0049 0.076
±0.010 ±0.001 ±0.036 ±0.005 ±0.001 ±0.036

0.124
±0.019

0.265 0.154
±0.001 ±0.002

0.258
0.192
0.171
0.116
0.088 0.247
±0.023 ±0.001 ±0.057 ±0.031 ±0.003 ±0.048

0.074
±0.017

0.125 0.116
±0.001 ±0.067

0.123
0.129
0.132
0.069
0.067 0.133
±0.017 ±0.008 ±0.061 ±0.007 ±0.001 ±0.063

1.286
±0.058

1.587 0.508
±0.005 ±0.007

1.545
0.654
0.648
1.232
1.003 1.708
±0.074 ±0.006 ±0.229 ±0.182 ±0.019 ±0.235

0.084
±0.010

0.095 0.118
±0.001 ±0.042

0.092
0.122
0.118
0.084
0.085 0.095
±0.010 ±0.001 ±0.033 ±0.011 ±0.001 ±0.042

0.507
±0.017

0.758 0.728
±0.001 ±0.133

0.743
0.735
0.728
0.510
0.516 0.758
±0.030 ±0.002 ±0.106 ±0.014 ±0.001 ±0.133

0.068
±0.011

0.134 0.149
±0.001 ±0.054

0.132
0.158
0.149
0.071
0.071 0.134
±0.009 ±0.001 ±0.043 ±0.010 ±0.001 ±0.054

1.233
±0.023

1.729 1.386
±0.001 ±0.319

1.736
1.435
1.386
1.256
1.256 1.729
±0.076 ±0.004 ±0.278 ±0.043 ±0.001 ±0.319

0.066
±0.009

0.101 0.112
±0.001 ±0.030

0.096
0.112
0.112
0.066
0.068 0.101
±0.009 ±0.001 ±0.033 ±0.009 ±0.001 ±0.030

0.627
±0.016

1.047 0.795
±0.001 ±0.201

1.000
0.784
0.795
0.627
0.625 1.047
±0.038 ±0.002 ±0.179 ±0.011 ±0.001 ±0.201

0.093
±0.010

0.168 0.169
±0.001 ±0.045

0.154
0.165
0.169
0.100
0.109 0.168
±0.017 ±0.001 ±0.048 ±0.015 ±0.001 ±0.045

1.465
±0.087

2.104 1.335
±0.004 ±0.401

1.957
1.309
1.335
1.425
1.582 2.104
±0.183 ±0.006 ±0.371 ±0.040 ±0.004 ±0.401
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Scenario 4

Scenario 3

Scenario 2

Scenario 1

Table 2.2. Kinetic parameter values estimated by classic CM and IQML with algorithms
being initialized by the ground truth.
Ground truth
parameter values
K strans = 0.03 /min

SNR=20dB
CM
IQML
0.048
0.074

SNR=15dB
CM
IQML
0.048 0.074

SNR=10dB
CM IQML
0.047 0.074

kep, s = 0.1 /min

0.227

0.170

0.231

0.193

0.228

0.186

K trans
= 0.03 /min
f

0.094

0.111

0.084

0.106

0.085

0.107

kep, f = 0.5 /min

0.920

0.496

0.810

0.515

0.827

0.509

= 0.03 /min

0.051

0.038

0.050

0.040

0.049

0.040

kep, s = 0.1 /min

0.266

0.154

0.257

0.163

0.253

0.156

= 0.05 /min

0.125

0.058

0.124

0.063

0.134

0.067

kep, f = 1.2 /min

1.596

0.506

1.542

0.545

1.708

0.572

K
K

trans
s

trans
f

= 0.06 /min

0.095

0.160

0.093

0.159

0.092

0.161

kep, s = 0.5 /min
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Fig. 2.4 shows the local volume transfer constant maps estimated by CAM-CM

and IML-CM, respectively. In addition, tested on the synthetic data sets with ground truth
flux rate constants kep, s = 0.1 min -1 and kep, f = 0.5 min -1 , CAM-CM produced more accurate
and reliable estimates of kˆep, s = 0.120 ± 0.022 min -1 and kˆep, f = 0.489 ± 0.031 min -1 as
compared to the highly biased and unstable estimates of kˆep, s = 0.2773 ± 0.105 min -1 and
kˆep, f = 0.635 ± 0.278 min -1 produced by IML-CM.

To determine whether the proposed MDL criterion (2.24) selects the correct
number of underlying tissue compartments (J=3), we calculated the MDL values for
J = 2, 3, ..., 6 and found that MDL achieves its minimum values when J=3, indicating the
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efficacy of the proposed MDL criterion in determining correct model structure. Fig. 2.5
displays the calculated MDL values (for scenarios 1-4) when SNR=10 dB.

2.4.3. Real DCE-MRI Data Studies

As aforementioned, classic compartment modeling methods are oblivious to tissue
heterogeneity. They can neither distinguish between variations in kinetic patterns
resulting from actual physiological changes versus differences in tissue-type composition,
nor identify the contributions of different compartments to the total measured tracer
concentration. Therefore, their power to detect mechanistic change of kinetic patterns
could be significantly confounded by tumor variations under different tissue-type
compositions (McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001).
We first considered a T1-weighted gadolinium-enhanced (Gd-DTPA) DCE-MRI
data set (collected by Dr. Choyke, NIH Clinical Center) of an advanced breast cancer
case (Choyke, et al., 2003; Turkbey, et al., 2010) (Fig. 2.1). The three-dimensional
DCE-MRI scans were performed every 30 seconds for a total of 11 minutes after the
injection, on a 1.5 Tesla magnet using

three-dimensional spoiled gradient-echo

sequences (TR < 7 msec, TE < 1.5 msec, flip angle = 30°, matrix = 192 × 256, 0.5
averages). Typically, 12-15 slices are obtained and 15-18 time frames are acquired for
each case.
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Figure 2.4. Local volume transfer constants maps estimated by CAM-CM and IML-CM.
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Figure 2.5. Model selection by MDL on different simulation data sets. MDL consistently
indicates J=3 as the optimum model order that is also consistent with the ground truth.
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Figure 2.6. Model selection by MDL on real DCE-MRI data sets. MDL consistently
suggests J=3 as the optimum model order.
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We applied the proposed MDL criterion together with clustered compartment
model to detect the number of underlying tissue compartments, and observed that with
J=3, MDL achieves its minimum value (see Fig. 2.6a). We therefore set J=3 for this data
set. Our CAM-CM analysis reveals two biologically interpretable compartments with
distinct physiological kinetic patterns (Fig. 2.7c): (1) Fast-flow: fast clearance rate of the
tracer; (2) Slow-flow: very slow tracer kinetics. They are associated with local volume
transfer constant maps with different spatial distributions (Fig. 2.7d): (1) Fast-flow:
peripheral “rim” region of the tumor; (2) Slow-flow: inner “core” region of the tumor. As
can be expected, the overlap of regions (partial volume pixels) that was noticed on these
maps cannot be obtained in the ROI studies. Our analysis indicates that the tumor site
contains a significant fraction (84.3%) of partial volume pixels, which can be visually
observed from and verified by the “filled” three-corner convex hull of the projected pixel
time series scatter plot (Fig. 2.7a). As shown by the dissected and overall TC dynamic
patterns (Fig. 2.7c versus 7b), the values found for the kinetic parameters by CAM-CM
demonstrate that the tumor site contains rapid and slow tracer clearance compartments
and estimated K trans (i ) varies from pixel to pixel, which otherwise could not be seen if
tissue heterogeneity was not taken into account (Padhani and Husband, 2001).
The outcomes of CAM-CM analysis are plausibly consistent with the previously
reported heterogeneity within tumors (Choyke, et al., 2003; Costouros, et al., 2002;
McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001). Since angiogenesis is
essential to tumor development, it has been widely observed that active angiogenesis in
advanced breast tumors often occurs in the peripheral “rim” with co-occurrence of innercore hypoxia (McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Yankeelov, et al., 2007). Defective
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endothelial barrier function due to vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression
is one of the best-documented abnormalities of tumor vessels, resulting in spatially
heterogeneous high microvascular permeability to macromolecules (Choyke, et al., 2003;
McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001). Specifically, tumor
neovasculature is abnormal – leaky vessels, chaotic and tortuous structure, and dead ends,
giving rise to a rapid enhancement and gradual washout pattern (Choyke, et al., 2003). At
the same time, as a tumor grows, it rapidly outgrows its blood supply and requires
neovessel maturation, leaving an inner core of the tumor with regions where the blood
flow and oxygen concentration are significantly lower than in normal tissues, gives rise to
a much slower accumulation and minimum washout pattern (Brown and Wilson, 2004;
Choyke, et al., 2003). In fact, the estimated K trans (i ) maps reveal regions of differential
function that correlate with differential gene expression involved in angiogenesis
(Choyke, et al., 2003; Costouros, et al., 2002). Furthermore, the CAM-CM estimated
values of kep, f = 3.06 min -1 and kep, s = 0.29 min -1 were generally consistent with the
parameter values ( kep, f = 2.95 min -1 and kep, s = 0.16 min -1 ) reported by the most relevant
studies (Knopp, et al., 1999).
As an example of a more complex problem, we considered the data sets arising
from a longitudinal study of tumor response to anti-angiogenic therapy using similar
imaging protocols (Figs. 2.8–2.10) (Choyke, et al., 2003; Costouros, et al., 2002;
McDonald and Choyke, 2003). Three sets of DCE-MRI data were acquired before, during,
and after the treatment period, each three months apart, serving as the potential endpoints
in assessing the response to therapy. We calculated the MDL values based on equation
(2.24) for J=2,…,6, and MDL suggests J=3 for all these three data sets (see Figs. 2.6 b-d).
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On data set 1 (baseline), our CAM-CM analysis reveals two biologically interpretable
compartments with distinct physiological kinetic patterns (Fig. 2.8c). They are associated
with local volume transfer constants maps with a significant fraction (72.4%) of partial
volume pixels (Fig. 2.8d), which can be visually observed from the “filled” three-corner
equal-lateral convex hull of the projected pixel time series scatter plot (Fig. 2.8a). This
represents a relatively less aggressive and early stage breast tumor with relatively higher
permeability kep, f = 2.093 min -1 in its fast-flow pool and relatively lower permeability
kep, s = 0.695 min -1 in its slow-flow pool (Table 2.3). As expected, local volume transfer

constants maps do not show any visible rim-shape region of aggressive angiogenesis or
inner-core region of hypoxia but rather more uniform distributions of the two
compartments.
On data set 2 (the same tumor, acquired during the treatment), our CAM-CM
analysis reveals two biologically interpretable compartments with distinct, yet with much
closer physiological kinetic patterns (Fig. 2.9c). They are associated with local volume
transfer constants maps with a significant fraction (61.8%) of partial volume pixels (Fig.
2.9d), which can be visually observed from the “filled” three-corner convex hull of the

projected pixel time series scatter plot (Fig. 2.9a). The CAM-CM estimated values of
kep, f = 1.781 min -1 and kep, s = 0.749 min -1 indicated much reduced permeability in its fast-

flow pool and slightly increased permeability in its slow-flow pool (Table 2.3), while
local volume transfer constant maps reveal disconnected and reduced regions of localized
angiogenesis and connected and enlarged regions of normalized tissue (Fig. 2.9d). On the
data set 3 of the same tumor acquired after the treatment period, our CAM-CM analysis
reveals two similar compartments with largely converged physiological kinetic patterns
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(Fig. 2.10c). They are associated with local volume transfer constants maps with a
significant fraction (59.4%) of partial volume pixels (Fig. 2.10d), which can be visually
observed from the blended obtuse-isosceles triangle convex hull of the projected pixel
time series scatter plot (Fig. 2.10a). The CAM-CM estimated values of kep, f = 1.068 min -1
and kep, s = 0.582 min -1 indicate significantly reduced overall vascular permeability (Table
2.3), while local volume transfer constant maps reveal globally reduced yet only isolated

angiogenic activities (Fig. 2.10d).
The outcomes of CAM-CM analysis here are plausibly consistent with the
reported observations on tumor response to antiangiogenic therapy (Choyke, et al., 2003;
Jain, 2005; McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Padhani, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001;
Turkbey, et al., 2010; Yankeelov, et al., 2007). The interaction between angiogenic
inhibitors and tumor vasculature is a complex process depending upon the doses and
timing of the applied therapeutic agents (Jain, 2005; Padhani and Husband, 2001). For
example, controlled antiangiogenic therapies not only destroy aggressive angiogenesis
but also transiently “normalize” the abnormal structure and function of surviving tumor
vasculature to make it more efficient for oxygen and drug delivery. Initial results from
trials of angiogenesis inhibitors monitored with DEC-MRI suggest that before therapy,
the tumors are often highly and heterogeneously perfused and permeable, while soon
after successful therapy begins, dramatically decreased perfusion and permeability can be
detected (Choyke, et al., 2003; McDonald and Choyke, 2003). In breast cancer, a
decrease in transendothelial permeability has been reported to accompany tumor response
to therapy (Choyke, et al., 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001). We note that tumor
induced vascular activities were significantly reduced as an early response to therapy,
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Normalized Overall TC

Figure 2.7. The experimental results of CAM-CM on a typical breast cancer DCE-MRI
data. The estimated kinetic parameters are K trans
=0.382 /min, K strans =0.017 /min,
f
kep, f =3.063 /min, kep,s =0.293 /min. (a): The identified convex hull of clustered pixel TCs
(Blue dots: normalized pixel TCs; Red circles: cluster centers; Blue lines: cluster
memberships). (b): Normalized overall TC calculated from the entire tumor ROI. (c):
Normalized compartment TCs estimated by CAM-CM (the discrete curves show the
normalized TCs directly estimated via CAM; while the smooth curves show the
normalized TCs which are fitted by the kinetic parameters estimated via CAM-CM). (d):
Local volume transfer constant maps estimated by CAM-CM.
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where most noticeable is the large and consistent drop in the relative fraction of the
K trans
( i ) map and permeability rate kep, f (slower initial enhancement, decreased
f
amplitude, slower wash-out) (Choyke, et al., 2003). We note that the tumor vasculature is
intrinsically heterogeneous and, as a result, the whole tumor region may not demonstrate
responses to antiangiogenic therapy that occur in some parts of the tumor but not in other
parts (Turkbey, et al., 2010). We also note that tumor islands of persistent enhancement
have escaped the effects of therapy, representing previously reported foci of resistant and
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Figure 2.8. The results of CAM-CM on DCE-MRI data set 1 of the breast cancer

longitudinal study. (a) Identified convex hull of clustered pixel TCs (Blue dots:
normalized pixel TCs; Red circles: cluster centers; Blue lines: cluster memberships). (b)
Normalized overall TC calculated from the entire tumor ROI. (c) Normalized
compartment TCs estimated by CAM-CM. (d) Local volume transfer constant maps
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more aggressive clones within a tumor (Choyke, et al., 2003; Padhani, 2003). Once again,
the CAM-CM estimated values of kep = 0.58 ~ 2.09 min -1 were generally consistent with the
parameter values of kep = 0.88 ~ 1.93 min -1 reported by the most relevant studies (Knopp,
et al., 1999).
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Figure 2.9. The results of CAM-CM on DCE-MRI data set 2 of the breast cancer
longitudinal study.
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Figure 2.10. The results of CAM-CM on DCE-MRI data set 3 of the breast cancer
longitudinal study.
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Table 2.3. The estimated kinetic parameters on longitudinal breast cancer DCE-MRI data
sets.

Longitudinal 1
Longitudinal 2
Longitudinal 3

(/min)
K trans
f

K strans (/min)

kep, f (/min)

kep,s (/min)

1.780
0.412
0.289

0.270
0.057
0.055

2.093
1.781
1.068

0.695
0.749
0.582
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2.5 Conclusion and Discussions
We have addressed the critical yet subtle issue of spatially-mixed pixel-wise
partial volume effect in multi-compartment modeling applied to kinetic parameter
estimation using real DCE-MRI data (Choyke, et al., 2003; Padhani, 2003; Padhani and
Husband, 2001; Taheri and Sood, 2007; Turkbey, et al., 2010). We have presented the
CAM-CM approach to implement tissue-specific compartment modeling of DCE-MRI on
complex tumors, which combines multivariate pixel time-series clustering, convex
geometry analysis of the clustered scatter plot simplex, and PVE-free compartment
modeling (Fig. 2.1). As illustrated both by extensive realistic simulations with significant
PVE (more than 50% of pixels being spatially-mixed pixel-wise partial-volume pixels)
and by real examples, CAM-CM can be very effective at revealing multi-compartment
structure within the DCE-MRI data of highly heterogeneous tumors, eliminating partialvolume pixels, and estimating tissue-specific kinetic parameter values. The multiform
summaries of Figs. 2.7-2.10 are visually simple to interpret, yet still convey considerable
mathematical insights. While the effectiveness of many attempts on tissue-specific
compartment modeling is often data-dependent given the challenging nature of the task,
we would expect the CAM-CM method, with publicly available open-source software
package, to be a very useful tool for the exploratory analysis in many research and
clinical applications.
It is important to emphasize that in compartment modeling there is no absolute
ground truth about the underlying physical model, and so it is difficult to validate the
merits of a particular tissue-specific compartment modeling technique. This is one reason,
clearly, why there are repeated discussions on the problems associated with tissue
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heterogeneity in compartment modeling (Choyke, et al., 2003; McDonald and Choyke,
2003; Padhani, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001; Taheri and Sood, 2007; Turkbey, et
al., 2010; Wang, et al., 2006). We note that we have opted for mathematical
identifiability as opposed to large-scale assessment in designing our method.

Our

primary goal was to demonstrate that convex analysis of the clustered pixel time-series
scatter plot simplex is able to separate pure-volume pixels from spatially-mixed partialvolume pixels and to achieve PVE-free tissue-specific compartment modeling. Our
studies suggest that using a sufficient number of pure-volume pixels detected by clustered
CAM as we do here combines the advantages of high-SNR sub-ROI based methods and
less-PVE pixel-based methods (Choyke, et al., 2003; Cinotti, et al., 1991; Padhani, 2003;
Padhani and Husband, 2001; Roberts, et al., 2006; Turkbey, et al., 2010; Zhu, et al.,
2000), leading to a substantial improvement in the accuracy and reproducibility of multicompartment kinetic parameter estimation. We have not explored the full flexibility that
this method readily allows, with different numbers of clusters, M. Presumably, equal or
better performance could be achieved with more clusters if more pixels were available.
We may readily extend our method to incorporate spatial prior knowledge in place of the
pixel time-series clustering in the current CAM-CM framework (Kelm, et al., 2009).
In relation to previous work, the concept of isolating sub-ROIs or single pixels for
compartment or parametric analysis can be traced back to Zhu et al. (Zhu, et al., 2000),
Hayes et al. (Hayes, et al., 2002), Li et al. (Li, et al., 2005), and Mayr et al. (Mayr, et al.,
2000), and was further developed by Riabkov et al., (Riabkov and Di Bella, 2002),
Yankeelov et al. (Yankeelov, et al., 2007), and Kelm et al. (Kelm, et al., 2009) by
incorporating spatial prior knowledge (adjacent smoothness) or histogram analysis. As
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pointed out by Padhani and Leach (Padhani, 2003; Padhani and Leach, 2005) and Cinotti
et al. (Cinotti, et al., 1991), pixel-based approaches attempt to visually appreciate tissue
heterogeneity (thus being able to spatially match diagnostically-important tumor vascular
characteristics) and remove the need to selectively place user-defined sub-ROIs, while at
the cost of having poor SNR and less quantitative interpretability. It is important to
emphasize that an additional limitation associated with these approaches is the inability to
address spatially-mixed pixel-wise partial-volume effect, while the CAM-CM approach
discussed in this paper permits robust identification of pure-volume pixels and
subsequent PVE-free multi-compartment modeling. There is some similarity between the
present method and our earlier work (Wang, et al., 2004) which explicitly incorporates
the PVE model (3) into a pixel-based maximum likelihood framework and so offers the
potential for unbiased multi-compartment modeling. As well as again a key distinction is
that the CAM-CM approach also allows to minimize the noise effect on modeling by
aggregating pixels in a few clusters. Thus, it avoids a pixel by pixel compartmental
analysis where noise would be maximum due to the lack of statistical accuracy (Cinotti,
et al., 1991).
Although CAM-CM has promising results for the simulation data and the real
data, there are several unsolved issues for CAM-CM. First of all, although CAM-CM is
robust to noise (shown by Table 2.1), its performance still degrade as the data become
more noisy. Table 2.4 shows the performance of CAM-CM on simulation data with
SNR=0, 5, 10, 15, and 20. We can see that if we add noise with lower SNR, CAM-CM
estimates will be less accurate for all the scenarios. Further, when the data is very noisy
and two corners of the convex hull are very near to each other (scenario 3 and 4, SNR=0),
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the model selection of CAM-CM may consider the two corners as one corner, so that
CAM-CM will miss a compartment, as shown in Table 2.4. Moreover, although proposed
for a general problem, CAM has only been tested on dynamic imaging datasets. Thus to
bring CAM-CM to a broader range of applications is necessary and timely.

Table 2.4 Kinetic parameter estimates by CAM-CM with different SNR
Ground truth

Scenario 1

K strans = 0.03

/min
kep, s = 0.1
/min
K trans
= 0.03
f

/min
kep, f = 0.5
/min

Scenario 2

K strans = 0.03

/min
kep, s = 0.1
/min
K trans
= 0.05
f

/min
kep, f = 1.2
/min

Scenario 3

K strans = 0.06

/min
kep, s = 0.5
/min
K trans
= 0.05
f

/min
kep, f = 1.2
/min

Scenario 4

K strans = 0.05

/min
kep, s = 0.6
/min
K trans
= 0.08
f

/min
kep, f = 1.5
/min

SNR=0 SNR=5 SNR=10 SNR=15
0.037
0.035
0.037
0.033
±0.002 ±0.006 ±0.005
±0.006

SNR=20
0.035
±0.002

0.096
±0.050

0.090
±0.042

0.098
±0.030

0.120
±0.022

0.104
±0.003

0.035
±0.007

0.035
±0.005

0.038
±0.004

0.034
±0.005

0.035
±0.002

0.370
±0.069

0.349
±0.032

0.415
±0.057

0.489
±0.031

0.498
±0.020

0.073
±0.019

0.040
±0.010

0.042
±0.005

0.042
±0.010

0.043
±0.009

0.128
±0.081

0.110
±0.032

0.088
±0.031

0.116
±0.023

0.124
±0.019

0.074
±0.017

0.065
±0.007

0.067
±0.007

0.069
±0.017

0.074
±0.017

2.116
±0.386

0.875
±0.127

1.003
±0.182

1.232
±0.074

1.286
±0.058

0.136
±0.021

0.083
±0.009

0.085
±0.011

0.084
±0.010

0.084
±0.010

0.164
±0.144

0.496
±0.035

0.516
±0.014

0.510
±0.030

0.507
±0.017

-

0.150
±0.059

0.071
±0.010

0.071
±0.009

0.068
±0.011

-

1.566
±0.086

1.256
±0.043

1.256
±0.076

1.233
±0.023

0.136
±0.029

0.096
±0.013

0.068
±0.009

0.066
±0.009

0.066
±0.009

0.164
±0.211

0.668
±0.040

0.625
±0.011

0.627
±0.038

0.627
±0.016

-

0.246
±0.065

0.109
±0.015

0.100
±0.017

0.093
±0.010

-

2.985
±0.983

1.582
±0.040

1.425
±0.183

1.565
±0.087
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A software implementation of the CAM-CM algorithm in open-source MATLAB is
freely available from: http://www.cbil.ece.vt.edu/software.htm
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3.

Computational

Analysis

for

Detecting

DNA

SNP

Interactions
3.1 Introduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been widely applied recently to identify
SNPs associated with common human diseases (Brookes, 1999; Consortium, 2007;
Couzin and Kaiser, 2007; Donnelly, 2008; Hardy and Singleton, 2009; Hirschhorn, 2005;
Ku, et al., 2010; Manolio, et al., 2009; Wang, et al., 2005), including cardiovascular
diseases (Consortium, 2007; Kathiresan, et al., 2008; McPherson, et al., 2007; Mohlke, et
al., 2008; Samani, et al., 2007), diabetes (Consortium, 2007; Freedman, et al., 2011;
Paterson, et al., 2010; Saxena, et al., 2007; Scott, et al., 2007; Tsai, et al., 2007), lupus
(Crow, 2008; Harley, et al., 2009; Harley, et al., 2008), autoimmune diseases (Lettre and
Rioux, 2008), autism (Hussman, et al., 2011), and cancer (Amundadottir, et al., 2009;
Easton and Eeles, 2008; Easton, et al., 2007; Hunter, et al., 2007). However, with few
exceptions (Easton, et al., 2007; McPherson, et al., 2007; Saxena, et al., 2007; Scott, et
al., 2007), the discovered genetic variants with significant main effects account for only a
small fraction of clinically important phenotypic variations for many traits (Maher, 2008;
Manolio, et al., 2009). While there are multiple causes for missing some well-known
genetic risk factors or disease heritability (including e.g., rare variants not genotyped in a
GWAS study), a frequently cited reason is that most common diseases have complex
mechanisms, involving multi-locus gene-gene and gene-environment interactions
(Cordell, 2009; Maher, 2008; Manolio, et al., 2009; Moore, et al., 2010; Musani, et al.,
2007).
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For detecting interacting loci in high dimensional GWAS data with sufficient
power and computational feasibility, a variety of SNP interaction detection methods
(Kooperberg and Ruczinski, 2005; Marchini, et al., 2005; Miller, et al., 2009; Moore, et
al., 2006; Park and Hastie, 2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Yang, et al.,
2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007) have been recently proposed. However, their relative
performance remains largely unclear, mainly because different data sources, detection
performance criteria, and experimental protocols were used in the papers introducing
these methods and in subsequent studies. Moreover, there have been few studies
analyzing the theoretical relationship between the interaction effect and the genetic
factors that affect it.
Given the importance of detecting gene-gene and gene-environment interactions
and unclear performance of the previously proposed methods, a rigorous, comprehensive,
and explorative computational analysis is warranted. The aim of this computational
analysis is three-fold: (1) to conduct a comparison study to unravel the merits and
limitations of available interaction detection methods, (2) to analyze the theoretical
relationship among interaction effect, main effect, penetrance function and minor allele
frequency, in order to validate the comparison results and infer principles for developing
more effective methods, (3) last but not least, based on the insights gained from the
comparative and the theoretical analysis, to propose a novel statistically principled
method, namely hybrid correlation-based association (HCA), to detect gene-gene/geneenvironment interactions in high dimensional GWAS data.
In section 3.2, we report a simulation tool designed for detecting multi-locus
interaction and, based on the simulation tool, a comparative study on eight representative
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methods for detecting interactions among single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The
selected methods were compared on a large number of simulated data sets, each,
consistent with complex disease models, embedding multiple sets of interacting SNPs,
under different interaction models. The assessment criteria included several relevant
detection power measures, family-wise type I error rate, and computational complexity.
There are several important results from this study, which provide new insights into the
strengths and limitations of current methods for detecting interacting loci, and should
help support development of improved methods.
In section 3.2, a theoretical analysis is performed, to reveal how interaction effect is
affected by penetrance function and minor allele frequency, and the relationship between
interaction effect and main effect. The theoretical conclusions are then used to verify the
correctness of experimental observations in the comparison study, and further
summarized to guide developing advanced method for detecting multi-locus interactions.
Based on the comparative analysis and the theoretical analysis, we proposed a
statistically principled method, namely hybrid correlation-based association (HCA) to
detect gene-gene/gene-environment interactions in the high-throughput GWAS data.
HCA includes three summary statistics to synthetically measure the interaction effect and
a heuristic search strategy to reduce the computational complexity with analytical control
of the balance between the loss of power and the saving of computation.
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3.2 A Comparative and Theoretical Study of Methods for Detecting
Interactive SNPs
For detecting interacting loci in high dimensional GWAS data with sufficient power and
computational feasibility, some pioneering work, with promising results, has been
reported, encompassing: i) real GWAS study papers, as cited above; ii) interaction
detection methodology (Moore, et al., 2006; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Zhang and Liu, 2007);
iii) theoretical papers that characterize the principle problem (interaction detection) and
its challenges (Li and Reich, 2000; Moore, et al., 2010; Szymczak, et al., 2009; Wang, et
al., 2010); iv) review and methods comparison papers (Carlborg and Haley, 2004;
Cordell, 2009; Garcia-Magarinos, et al., 2009; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Musani, et al.,
2007; Szymczak, et al., 2009; Van Steen, 2011).
In particular, multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) (Ritchie, et al., 2001)
measures the association between SNPs and disease risk using prediction accuracy of
selected multifactor models. Full interaction model (FIM) (Marchini, et al., 2005) applies
d
logistic regression, using 3 − 1 binary variables constructed based on a d-SNP subset.

Information gain (IG) (Jakulin and Bratko, 2004; Moore, et al., 2006) measures mutual
information to assess multi-locus joint effects. Bayesian epistasis association mapping
(BEAM) (Zhang and Liu, 2007) treats the disease-associated markers and their
interactions via a Bayesian partitioning model and computes, via Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC), the posterior probability that each SNP set is associated with the disease.
SNP harvester (SH) (Yang, et al., 2009) proposes a heuristic search to reduce
computational complexity and detect SNP interactions with weak marginal effects.
Random forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001) is an ensemble classifier consisting of many
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decision trees, each tree using only a subset of the available features for class decision
making. Thus, the detected features (SNPs) are the ones most frequently used by trees in
the ensemble. Logic regression (LOR) (Kooperberg and Ruczinski, 2005) identifies
interactions as Boolean (logical) combinations of SNPs. In (Schwender and Ickstadt,
2008), an extension of logic regression was also proposed to identify SNP interactions
explanatory for the disease status, with two measures devised for quantifying the
importance of these interactions for the accuracy of disease prediction. Treating SNPs
and their interaction terms as predictors, penalized logistic regression (PLR) (Park and
Hastie, 2008) maximizes the model log-likelihood subject to an L2-norm constraint on
the coefficients. Related to FIM and PLR, adaptive group lasso (AGL) (Yang, et al., 2010)
adds all possible interaction effects at first and second order to a group lasso model, with
L1-norm penalized logistic regression used to identify a sparse set of marginal and
interaction terms. Maximum entropy conditional probability modeling (MECPM) (Miller,
et al., 2009), applying a novel, deterministic model structure search, builds multiple,
variable-order interactions into a phenotype-posterior model, and is coupled with the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to estimate the number of interaction models
present. Logistic regression with an interaction term (LRIT) has been widely applied to
detect interactions (Agresti, 2002). It treats the multiplicative term between SNPs, along
with individual SNP terms, as predictors in the logistic regression model.
Despite strong current interest in this area and a number of recent review articles
(Carlborg and Haley, 2004; Cordell, 2009; Garcia-Magarinos, et al., 2009; MotsingerReif, et al., 2008; Musani, et al., 2007; Szymczak, et al., 2009; Van Steen, 2011), no
commonly accepted performance standards for evaluating methods to detect multi-locus
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interactions have been established. For example, one might choose to evaluate power to
detect individual SNPs involved in interactions, or power to precisely detect whole
(multi-SNP) interactions. Moreover, the relationship between the power to detect
interacting loci and the factors on which it depends (penetrance, minor allele frequency
(MAF), main effects, and LD), while considered in some previous studies (Jung, et al.,
2007; Marchini, et al., 2005; Wang, et al., 2010; Yang, et al., 2010; Zhang and Liu,
2007), has not been fully investigated, either experimentally or analytically. Most
importantly, although some assessment and performance comparison was undertaken
both in the original papers proposing new methods (Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et al.,
2006; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Yang, et al., 2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007)
and in the comparison papers (Garcia-Magarinos, et al., 2009; Motsinger-Reif, et al.,
2008), it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions about the absolute and relative
performance of these methods from this body of studies due to the following: (1) each
study was based on a different simulation data set and a different set of experimental
protocols (including the detection power definition used, the sample size, the number of
evaluated SNPs, and the computational allowance of methods). While use of different
data sets and protocols may be well-warranted, as it may allow a study to focus on unique
scenarios/application contexts not considered previously, it also makes it difficult to
compare the performance of methods, excepting those head-to-head evaluated in the
same study. Some methods were found to perform quite favorably in one study but poorly
in others. For example, MDR (Ritchie, et al., 2001) performed well in the original
simulation study and the comparison paper (Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008), but poorly in
subsequent studies (Miller, et al., 2009; Yang, et al., 2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007); (2)
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often, only simple cases were tested, which may not reflect the realistic application of a
method. For example, a common practice is to include only a single interaction model in
the data (Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie,
et al., 2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu, 2007), whereas common diseases are
usually complex, with multiple genetic causes (Maher, 2008), suggesting that multiple
interaction models should be present. Our previous papers (Chen, et al., 2009; Miller, et
al., 2009) considered multiple interaction models, but an insufficient number of data set
replications to draw definitive conclusions on relative performance of methods.
(Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008) also evaluated multiple interaction models, but only
compared three methods, evaluated only one interaction power definition, and did not
comprehensively evaluate the effects of penetrance, MAF, main effects, and linkage
disequilibrium (LD) on power; (3) only limited interaction patterns were considered, e.g.
2-way interactions but no higher-order interactions in (Garcia-Magarinos, et al., 2009;
Yang, et al., 2010). This is an important limitation, especially considering that data sets
with 1000 or fewer SNPs were evaluated in these studies - in such cases, exhaustive
evaluation of candidate pairwise interactions is computationally feasible, whereas
heuristic search, which will affect detection power in practice, is necessitated if either
higher order interactions or much larger SNP sets are considered. Thus, to more
realistically assess detection power, either higher order interactions and/or more SNPs
should be considered; (4) Perhaps most critically, methods providing P-value assessments
(Marchini, et al., 2005; Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu, 2007) evaluated power for a
given significance threshold, but did not rigorously evaluate the accuracy of the P-value
assessment, i.e. whether the Bonferroni-corrected P-value truly reflects the family-wise
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type I error rate (Hochberg and Tamhane, 1987). This evaluation is of great importance
for methods that use asymptotic statistics (Marchini, et al., 2005; Yang, et al., 2009;
Zhang and Liu, 2007), since it reveals whether or not the asymptotic P-value is a reliable
detection criterion. Specifically, the P-value could be too liberal (in which case, more
family-wise errors than expected will occur in practice and the estimated detection power
is too optimistic) or too conservative (in which case the detection power estimate is too
pessimistic). By not performing such assessment, it is unclear even whether use of Pvalues is providing a fair comparison of detection power between methods (i.e., for the
same family-wise error rate) in (Marchini, et al., 2005; Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu,
2007). We further note that although there were efforts to measure the type I error rate in
(Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Yang, et al., 2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007), the evaluations
were not based on the commonly used family-wise error rate, but rather on another
definition of type 1 error (Zhang and Liu, 2007) that does not directly reflect the
Bonferroni-corrected P-value; (5) In most past studies (Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et
al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Yang, et
al., 2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007), only a single definition of an interaction detection event
(and, thus, a single measure of detection power) was used. However, this does not capture
the full range of relevant detection events for some applications of GWAS. In particular,
in some works an exact joint detection event is defined, i.e. detection is successful only if
all SNPs involved in the interaction (and only these SNPs) are jointly detected
(Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Yang, et al., 2010). This is a stringent definition that gives
no credit to a method that detects a subset of the interacting SNPs (e.g. 3 of the SNPs in a
5-way interaction), even though such partial detection is clearly helpful if e.g. one is
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seeking to identify a gene pathway, or if the remaining SNPs in the interaction can be
subsequently detected by applying more sensitive (and computationally heavy) methods.
Exact detection is especially stringent when there are multiple interactions present, with
the disease risk effectively divided between the multiple models. Finally, we note that
individual methods have their own inductive biases and, thus, may perform better under
different detection criteria – one method may find more ground-truth SNPs, while another
may be more successful at finding whole interactions. Use of multiple power definitions
can reveal these differences between methods; (6) Most of the proposed methods (e.g.
MDR, FIM, BEAM, MECPM, SH) are designed to detect both main effects and
interaction effects, while to date they have only been evaluated on data sets containing
interactions. It is thus also meaningful to measure how effective they are at detecting
SNPs with only main effects, and how many false positive interactions they detect
involving main effect SNPs.
Finally, we note that there are very few true (strict) comparison papers – most
studies have focused on developing new methods, with experimental evaluation not the
central paper focus. Two exceptions are (Garcia-Magarinos, et al., 2009) and (MotsingerReif, et al., 2008). However, they both embedded only a single interaction model in the
data and considered data sets with only 100 SNPs; Moreover, (Motsinger-Reif, et al.,
2008) evaluated only 2-way and 3-way interaction detection, while (Garcia-Magarinos, et
al., 2009) evaluated only two-way interaction detection.
The aforementioned limitations of previous studies are not surprising because of
the following challenges associated with comparison studies: (1) it is impractical to
evaluate methods on all of the (numerous possible) interaction models ; (2) multiple
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aforementioned factors (MAF, penetrance, LD) jointly decide interaction effects, which
thus entails extensive study design, experimentation, and computational efforts; (3) many
replicated data sets are required to accurately estimate power and family-wise type I error
rate, further increasing computational burden; (4) computational costs of some methods
are inherently high; thus a thorough evaluation of these methods is a difficult hurdle; and
(5) fair evaluation criteria are not easily designed because distinct methods have different
inductive biases and produce different forms of output (e.g., some give P-value
assessments while others only provide SNP rankings); (6) there is no consensus definition
of power when seeking to identify multiple sets of predictors that are jointly associated
with outcomes of interest.
Addressing the above challenges, a ground-truth based comparative study is
reported in this paper. The goals are three-fold: (1) to describe and make publicly
available simulation tools for evaluating performance of any technique designed to detect
interactions among genetic variants in case-control studies; (2) to use these tools to
compare performance of eight popular SNP detection methods; (3) to develop analytical
relationships between power to detect interacting SNPs and the factors on which it
depends (penetrance, MAF, main effects, LD), which support and help explain the
experimental results.
Our simulation tools allow users to vary the parameters that impact performance,
including interaction pattern, MAF, penetrance (which together determine the strength of
the association) and the sporadic disease rate, while maintaining the normally occurring
linkage disequilibrium structure. Also, the simulation tools allow users to embed multiple
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interaction models within each data set. These tools can be used to produce any number
of test sets composed of user specified numbers of subjects and SNPs.
Our comparison study, based on these simulation tools, involves thousands of data
sets and consists of three steps, as graphically illustrated in Figure 1. Step 1 (with no
ground-truth SNPs present) measures the empirical family-wise type I error rate, which
has not been evaluated in many previous studies, and yet is critically important if the (e.g.
P-value based) significance threshold is used as the criterion for detecting interacting
SNPs.
In particular, foreshadowing our Step 1 results, we will find that most methods
(except LR) in this study that produce P-values in fact produce conservative ones, with
the degree of conservativeness method-dependent. Thus, using the same P-value
threshold for all methods will not ensure the methods are being fairly compared, at a
common family-wise error rate. Both for this reason, and because some of the methods
do not even produce P-values, in Step 2 we evaluate detection power as a function of the
number of top-ranked SNPs, rather than for a specified P-value threshold. Accordingly,
note the logical structure in Figure 1, with the Step 1 results helping us to determine how
to evaluate detection power in Step 2.
As aforementioned, Step 2 (with a variety of ground-truth interaction models
present) investigates power. We formulate a more challenging, yet more realistic situation
than most previous studies by including multiple ground-truth interaction models in each
simulated data set. These simulations are motivated in part by our experience with
complex genetic diseases such as autoimmune diseases, diabetes and end-stage renal
disease (Freedman, et al., 2011; Harley, et al., 2008; Neel, 1962; Wolf, et al., 2000). In
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total, ninety different interaction models are investigated in this study, jointly determined
by 5 underlying interaction types and 3 parameters, controlling penetrance, MAF, and LD.
Step 3 investigates the power to detect main effect SNPs, i.e. we investigate how the
methods (many of which are designed to detect both interactions and main effect SNPs)
perform when only main effects are present in the data.
The main contributions and novelty of our comparison study are: (1)
comprehensive comparison of state-of-the-art techniques on realistic simulated data sets,
each of which includes multiple interaction models; (2) new proposed power criteria,
well-matched to distinct GWAS applications (e.g., detection of “at least one SNP in an
interaction”); (3) evaluation of the accuracy of (P-value based) significance assessments
made by the detection methods; (4) investigation of detection of models with variable
order interactions (up to 5th order) in SNP data sets; (5) new analytical results on the
relationship between interaction parameters and statistical power; (6) investigation of the
flexibility of interaction-detection methods, i.e. whether (and with what accuracy) they
can detect both interactions and main effects; (7) discoveries concerning relative
performance of methods (e.g., comparative evaluation of the promising recent method,
MECPM). Since we are presenting a diversity of results, both experimental and analytical,
to assist the reader in navigating our work, Fig. 3.1 gives a graphical summary of our
experimental steps, the results produced there from, and the connections between the
different results, both experimental and analytical.
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Fig. 3.1 A flowchart for the performance evaluation of interaction detection methods.

3.2.1 Methods Tested in the Comparative Analysis

We selected eight representative methods for evaluation, based on their reported
effectiveness and computational efficiency. The eight methods originate from different
underlying techniques and principles, and thus can be categorized in different ways, as
shown in Table 3.1. FIM, BEAM, SH, LRIT, and LR asymptotically approximate the
null distribution to assess statistical significance; MECPM models SNP interactions
under a maximum-entropy principle, and uses the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
as the model selection strategy; MDR and IG only provide a ranking of candidate
interactions. These methods employ three main search strategies: exhaustive search (IG,
LRIT and LR), stochastic search (BEAM and MDR), and deterministic heuristic search
(SH, FIM and MECPM). Each method uses a different detection principle: SH applies
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χ 2 or B statistics (Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu, 2007); BEAM uses Bayesian
inference or B statistics; FIM, LRIT and LR are based on the logistic regression model;
IG ranks SNPs by mutual information; MDR selects SNPs via prediction error; MECPM
uses BIC to rank interactions and to assess statistical significance.
Table 3.1 Properties of methods tested in this paper.
Name
MDR
FIM
IG
BEAM
MECPM
SH
LRIT
LR

Detection
Principle
Prediction
accuracy
Logistic
regression
Mutual Info.
Bayesian
model
BIC

χ2

or B
statistic
Logistic
regression
Logistic
regression

Heuristic
search

Asymptotic
null
distribution

Free-accessible software

Stochastic

No

http://www.multifactordimen
sionalityreduction.org/

Deterministic

Yes

N/A

N/A

No

Stochastic

Yes

Deterministic

No

N/A
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~j
unliu/BEAM/
http://www.cbil.ece.vt.edu/sof
tware/MECPM.zip

Deterministic

Yes

http://bioinformatics.ust.hk/S
NPHarvester.html

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

A brief summary of these eight methods follows.
(1) Multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) (Ritchie, et al., 2001). For a set of SNPs,
MDR labels a genotype as “high-risk” if the ratio between the number of cases and the
number of controls exceeds some threshold (e.g., 1.0). A binary variable is thus formed,
pooling high-risk genotypes into one group and low-risk ones into another. If the subject
has a high-risk genotype it is predicted as a case; otherwise as a control. The prediction
error of each model is estimated by 10-fold cross validation and serves as the measure of
association between the set of SNPs and the disease.
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(2) Full Interaction Model (FIM) (Marchini, et al., 2005). In FIM, 3d − 1 binary variables
x j , j = 1, 2,...,3d − 1 are introduced for a subset of d SNPs and a logistic regression
model with 3d parameters is estimated from the data. x j (i ) corresponds to the jth
genotype combination (or interaction term) of the SNP subset on the ith subject. x j (i) = 1
if the jth genotype combination is present for the ith subject, and 0 otherwise. For the
row vector x(i) = [ x1 (i), x2 (i ),..., x3d −1 (i )] , let π ( x(i ) ) be the disease risk. The logistic
regression is parameterized as
⎛ π (x(i )) ⎞
T
log ⎜
⎟ = β 0 + βx(i )
π
−
x
1
(
(
i
))
⎝
⎠

(3.1)

where β 0 , β = ⎡⎣ β1 ,..., β3d −1 ⎤⎦ are estimated via maximum likelihood estimation. A
likelihood-ratio test is applied to calculate the significance of this SNP subset via an
asymptotic χ 2 distribution.

(3) Information Gain (IG) (Jakulin and Bratko, 2004; Moore, et al., 2006). Let C denote
the disease status random variable. The information gain of {A, B} is defined as
IG ( A, B, C ) = I ( A; B | C ) − I ( A; B)

(3.2)

where the mutual information I ( A; B ) is a non-negative measure of the reduction in
uncertainty about the value of (SNP locus) random variable A, given knowledge of
random variable B (Cover and Thomas, 1991). Equivalently, it is a measure of the
statistical dependence between A and B. The conditional mutual information I ( A; B | C )
likewise gives a measure of the statistical dependence between A and B given that the
phenotype random variable, C, is known. The magnitude of IG thus indicates the
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increased statistical dependence between A and B given knowledge of C, i.e. the strength
of an interaction between loci A and B.

(4) Bayesian Epistasis Association Mapping (BEAM) (Zhang and Liu, 2007). Suppose N
samples ( N d cases and N u controls) are genotyped at L SNPs. BEAM partitions the L
SNPs into 3 groups: markers with no association with disease, markers with only main
effects, and markers with interaction effects. Let the genotypes on cases be
D = ( d1 ,..., d L ) with d j = ⎡⎣ d j1 ,..., d jNd ⎤⎦ representing genotype vector of the jth SNP at all
the cases. According to the abovementioned partitioning, D can be divided into three
subsets, D0 , D1 , and D2 , where D0 is the subset consisting of SNPs (SNP genotype
vectors) with no association, D1 is the subset consisting of SNPs with only main effects,
and D2 is the subset consisting of SNPs with interaction effects. Likewise, let the

(

genotypes on controls be U = ( u1 ,..., uL ) with u j = u j1 ,..., u jNu

) representing genotypes

of the jth SNP at the controls. Let I = [ I1 , I 2 ,..., I L ] be the membership of SNPs within
each group, e.g. I j = 0 means that the jth SNP has a main effect, I j = 1 means that the jth
SNP has only main effects, I j = 2 means that the jth SNP has interaction effects. Let
P(⋅) be the probability symbol. Following certain assumptions (Zhang and Liu, 2007), the
posterior distribution of I given D and U is inferred by:
P(I | D,U ) ∝ P( D1 | I ) ⋅ P ( D2 | I ) ⋅ P( D0 , U | I ) ⋅ P(I ).

(3.3)

Based on (3.5), BEAM draws I using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The output is
the posterior probability of main-effect markers and interactions associated with the
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disease. A “B” statistic is also applied to measure statistical significance of SNPs and
interactions.

(5) SNP Harvester (SH) (Yang, et al., 2009). This method aims to detect interactions with
weak marginal effects. It includes the following steps:
5a. Remove SNPs with significant main effects;
5b. For a fixed M, run the “PathSeeker” heuristic search to identify M-way SNP
interactions. First, randomly select M SNPs to form a M-way set A = { x1 , x2 ,..., xM } .
Second, swap one of the remaining SNPs with each member of A , to see whether a
statistical score s ( A ) (e.g. χ 2 statistic, B statistic) increases. Then iteratively repeat this
second step until convergence; record s ( A ) if statistically significant. Then go back to
the first step, with the optimal A removed as a candidate for the next run.
5c. Use L2-norm penalized logistic regression (Park and Hastie, 2008) as a post
processing step to further select interactions from those identified in 5b.
Although SH removes SNPs with strong main effects, for purpose of fair
comparison, we still give it credit for identifying these main-effect SNPs in calculating its
power.

(6) Maximum entropy conditional probability modeling (MECPM) (Miller, et al., 2009).
MECPM builds the phenotype posterior under a maximum entropy principle, encodes
constraints into the model that correspond 1-to-1 to interactions, flexibly allows dominant
or recessive coding for each locus in a candidate interaction, searches interactions via a
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greedy interaction growing search strategy that evaluates candidates up to fifth order, and
uses the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as the model selection strategy.

(7) Logistic regression (LR) (Agresti, 2002). LR is a generalized linear model used for
binomial regression. Let x (i ) correspond to the genotype of a SNP for the ith subject.
x(i) = 0 denotes homozygous major alleles; x(i) = 1 denotes heterozygous genotypes;
and x(i) = 2 denotes homozygous minor alleles. Let π ( x(i) ) be the disease risk. The
logistic regression is parameterized as:
⎛ π ( x(i)) ⎞
log ⎜
⎟ = β 0 + β1 x(i)
⎝ 1 − π ( x(i)) ⎠

(3.4)

, where β 0 and β1 are the regression coefficients, learned via maximum likelihood. By a
likelihood ratio test, logistic regression evaluates statistical significance for each SNP.

(8) Logistic regression with interaction term (LRIT) (Agresti, 2002). LRIT aims at
detecting interaction effects based on the logistic regression model. Let xm (i) and xn (i )
correspond to genotypes of the mth SNP and nth SNPs for the ith subject, respectively.
xm (i ) = 0 or xn (i ) = 0 denotes homozygous major alleles; xm (i) = 1 or xn (i) = 1 denotes
heterozygous genotypes; and xm (i ) = 2 or xn (i) = 2 denotes homozygous minor alleles.
Let π ( xm (i ), xn (i ) ) be the disease risk. The logistic regression is parameterized as:
⎛ π ( xm (i), xn (i)) ⎞
log ⎜
⎟ = β 0 + β1 xm (i) + β 2 xn (i) + β3 xm (i ) ⋅ xn (i )
⎝ 1 − π ( xm (i), xn (i)) ⎠
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(3.5)

, where β 0 , β1 , β 2 , β3 are the regression coefficients, learned via maximum likelihood.
By a likelihood ratio test, logistic regression evaluates the statistical significance for this
pair of SNPs (the statistical significance reflects the joint effects of the two individual
terms and the multiplicative term).

3.2.2 Evaluation Design and Protocol

We selected eight representative methods for evaluation, based on their reported
effectiveness and computational efficiency. Seven of them (MDR, FIM, IG, BEAM, SH,
MECPM and LRIT) are designed to detect interacting loci, with the remaining one based
on the widely-used logistic regression model (LR). LR, using only main effect terms,
serves as a baseline method to compare against all the interaction-detection methods, i.e.,
to see whether they give any advantage over pure “main effect” methods when the goal is
simply to detect the subset of SNPs that either individually, or via interactions, are
predictive of the phenotype. The description of the eight methods is given in the
“Methods” part.

Simulation Data Sets
Each data set contains individuals simulated from the control subjects genotyped
by the 317K-SNP Illumina HumanHap300 BeadChip as part of the New York City
Cancer Control Project (NYCCCP). To facilitate this investigation (Miller, et al., 2009), a
flexible simulation program was written that generates user defined sample size, number
of SNPs, no missing data or missing data patterns consistent with the observed missing
data in the original genome scan, and affected or unaffected disease status under the null
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hypothesis (i.e., no associations in the genome) or under the alternative hypothesis (i.e.,
hard-coded penetrance functions). Missing data is filled in completely at random and
proportional to the allele frequencies in the original data. The data sets were produced as
follows. Consider a matrix with 223 rows corresponding to NYCCCP individuals and
317,503 columns corresponding to the 317,503 SNPs. The elements of this matrix are the
individual genotypes. The columns were partitioned into blocks of 500 SNPs, i.e. 636
blocks, with the last block containing only 3 SNPs. The simulated genome scan data for
each individual was obtained by random draws (with replacement) from a real data
matrix of 223 individuals and 636 blocks of 500 SNPs. Specifically, the simulated data
for an individual was generated by randomly selecting the first block from the 223
individuals (rows), randomly selecting with replacement the second block from the 223
individuals, randomly selecting with replacement the third block from the 223 individuals,
and so on. Thus the data retains the basic patterns of linkage disequilibrium (broken by
strong recombination hotspots), missing data, and allele frequencies observed in the
original genome scan data. The exception to this is only at the 635 breaks in the genome
corresponding to the block boundaries. Fig. 2 visually illustrates this simulation approach
for randomly resampling genome scan data starting from the real NYCCP scans. The
simulations presented here correspond to approximately 2000 subjects simulated under
the alternative hypothesis described below and no missing data. Only autosomal loci are
considered in the data.
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Fig. 3.2 A visual illustration of SNP “blocking” and random sampling, used for
generating simulated individuals. “Ind i” denotes the ith real individual, and “Sim Ind”
denotes the simulated individual. First, genomes of the real individuals are segmented
into a number of blocks; second, for each block, a genome segment is randomly drawn
from the set of real individuals; finally, the randomly drawn genome segments, for all
blocks, are stitched together to form a simulated individual.

The eight methods were applied to sets of 1000~10,000 SNPs selected at random
from the autosomal loci. This number of SNPs is consistent with a GWAS study
following an initial SNP screening stage and also with pathway-based association studies.
When selecting SNPs, we first removed those with genotypes that significantly deviate
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, and then selected the desired number of ground-truth
and “null” SNPs. For each replication data set, ground-truth SNPs were randomly
selected, according to the requirements of MAF (within a narrow window of tolerance),
and “null” SNPs were chosen completely at random. The simulations reported assume
that the disease risk is explained by several ground-truth interaction models and the
sporadic disease rate S, which accounts for the missing heritability and other diseaserelated factors. Let Pr (d i ), r = 1, 2,...R be the disease probability generated by R
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interaction models for the ith subject. Assuming all disease factors act independently,
disease risk of this subject is then
R

P(di ) = 1 − ∏ (1 − Pr (d i ))(1 − S ).

(3.6)

r =1

The simulation data sets have different ground truth interaction models
Pr (d i ), r = 1, 2,...R and the sporadic disease rate S for different steps. For Step 1, we did
not embed any ground truth SNPs in the data sets; for Step 2, we embedded five
interaction models in each data set; and for Step 3, we embedded five main-effect-only
SNPs in each data set. In all three steps, we adjusted the sporadic rate S so that each data
set has approximately 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls, the typical situation (balanced
cases and controls) in GWAS studies, e.g. in Step 1, S=0.5. The ground truth interaction
models in Step 2 and the ground truth main-effect-only SNPs will be described later.
In Fig. 3.3, we provide a flowchart detailing all of the steps (as described above)
used in producing our simulated GWAS data sets.

Fig. 3.3 A flowchart detailing all of the steps used in producing the simulated GWAS
data sets.
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The simulation approach used in this comparison study is the same as that used in
(Miller, et al., 2009). Our simulation approach has one commonality with, but two main
differences from the simulation approaches used in the previous methods and comparison
study papers evaluating MDR, IG, FIM, SH, and BEAM (Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore,
et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang
and Liu, 2007). Both in these papers and in our current study, all SNPs are consistent
with Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. However, in these previous papers, the simulated data
were purely synthetic, generated according to user-specified allele frequencies (Marchini,
et al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang,
et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu, 2007). By contrast, our simulated data is obtained by
resampling from real genome scan data and is thus more realistic, preserving the allele
frequencies and LD structure manifested by the original genome scan data. Another
resampling simulation method was proposed in (Wright, et al., 2007; Yuan, et al., 2011),
but this approach has not been used for evaluating the MDR, IG, FIM, SH, and BEAM
methods. Another important distinction between our simulation method and other
simulation methods lies in the phenotype generation. In our simulation, multiple
interactions simultaneously exist in each data set (which is reasonable considering
complex disease mechanisms) and jointly decide the phenotype; by contrast, other
simulation methods usually embed only one SNP interaction (i.e., single interaction
model) in each data set (Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al.,
2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu, 2007). Also, we consider
interactions with interaction order from 2 to 5, while most other simulations (Marchini, et
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al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001; Yang, et
al., 2009) only consider interactions with interaction order up to 3.
As mentioned previously, our simulation study consists of three main
experimental steps, which we next more fully describe.

Step 1: assess family-wise type I error rate
An accurate family-wise type I error rate is crucial for methods that select
candidate SNPs based on their P-values and for reliably comparing methods. If the
family-wise type I error rate is either conservative or liberal, the P-value loses its
intended meaning and does not reflect the actual false positive rate. That is, we will not
be able to control how many false positives are detected by setting a (e.g. P-value based)
threshold. For example, a method with a lower family-wise type I error rate than expected
(based on the estimated P-value) sets a threshold that overestimates the empirical false
positive rate; thus, fewer false positives (than the target) will be selected, likely also
leading to fewer true associations being identified.
BEAM, SH and FIM detect significant SNPs based on P-values calculated from
asymptotic distributions and heuristic searches. Thus, based on the preceding discussion,
evaluating the accuracy of their P-value assessments is not only of theoretical importance
(how well their proposed asymptotic distributions approximate the real distribution), but
also of great practical necessity in applying these methods.
To evaluate the accuracy of P-value assessment, we replicated 1,000 data sets by
repeatedly randomly selecting 1,000 null SNPs from the SNP pool, i.e. to easily assess
family-wise type I error rate, no ground-truth SNPs were embedded in these data sets.
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Step 2: assess power
In step 2, each data set has N SNPs, with 15 ground-truth SNPs and N-15 null
SNPs, selected via the procedure described in the “Simulation Data Sets” subsection. N is
chosen to be either 1000 or 10,000 for different experiments. There are several points to
make regarding the number of SNPs we consider. First, assuming approximately
1000~10,000 SNPs is realistic for candidate gene and biological pathway studies where
interaction detection is needed. Second, considering GWAS studies, a 0.15%~1.5%
percentage of ground-truth SNPs realistically models the output of first stage SNP
screening/filtering (which greatly reduces the number of candidate SNPs) in the widelyapplied 2-stage GWAS detection process . Finally, the 1000~10,000 SNPs considered
here is much larger than the 100 SNPs in the previous comparison study (Yang, et al.,
2009) and comparable to that considered in several other recent papers .
The 15 ground-truth SNPs each participate in one of 5 ground-truth SNP
interactions, which contribute independently to the disease, as described by (1). There are
three standard factors that determine interactions: penetrance, MAF and LD (Hirschhorn,
2005; Wang, et al., 2005). Penetrance is the proportion of individuals with a specific
genotype who manifest the phenotype. For example, if all individuals with a specific
disease genotype show the disease phenotype, then the penetrance value is 1 and the
genotype is said to be “completely penetrant”; otherwise, it is “incompletely penetrant”
(Hirschhorn, 2005). LD is the non-random association of alleles of different linked
polymorphisms in a population (Wang, et al., 2005). MAF is the frequency of the least
common allele of a polymorphic locus. It has a value that lies between 0 and 0.5, and can
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vary between populations (Wang, et al., 2005). The 5 ground-truth SNP interactions are
jointly determined by 5 basic model types and 3 (discrete-valued) parameters, controlling
the MAF, penetrance, and LD, which will be specified later. Based on the choices for
these 3 parameters, there are 3 × 3 × 2 = 18 possible parameter configurations (so the
aforementioned ninety models are generated by the 5 basic model types, each with 18
different parameter settings). Each configuration is applied simultaneously to the 5 basic
models, thus yielding 5 fully specified interaction models for a given data set. With some
allowable randomness in the 5 new interaction models, we generated 100 replication data
sets for each configuration with N=1000, and 10 replication data sets for one typical
configuration with N= 10,000; thus we have in total 18 ×100 + 10 = 1,810 data sets in step
2, involving 18 × 5 = 90 interaction models.
The 5 basic models vary in interaction order, genetic models (dominant,

recessive, or additive), incomplete/complete penetrance, MAF, and marginal effects. To
indicate the strength of interaction effects and main effects for each basic model, we
calculated the odds ratio by dichotomizing the genotypes of each interaction into a group
with the lowest penetrance value (usually with “0” penetrance) and another group with
higher penetrance values (the specific calculation can be found in section S4 of the
supplementary information).
The 5 basic models are defined by the penetrance tables and MAFs below. The
penetrance function is the probability of disease given the individual’s genotype. Thus,
the penetrance tables show the probability of developing disease given the genotypes
(Cordell, 2002; Hirschhorn, 2005), with each table entry being the disease probability
conditional on the specific single or multi-locus genotypes. The interaction models are
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motivated by our experience studying complex genetic traits where there are multiple loci
contributing to disease risk. Specifically, the simulation study is motivated by our
experience in autoimmune diseases, diabetes and renal diseases where there are some
larger effects (e.g., human leukocyte antigen region in autoimmune diseases such as
systemic lupus erythematosus, neonatal lupus, and juvenile arthritis (Harley, et al., 2008);
and gene APOL1 in end-stage renal disease in African Americans (Freedman, et al.,
2011)), and multiple modest to smaller effects with 1.1 < odds ratios <1.3. To date, there
are few robustly established (i.e., with convincing discovery evidence on multiple
replications in independent cohorts) gene-gene interactions in the human disease
literature. Thus, we attempted to be consistent with the complex genetic disease paradigm
and assumed multiple loci, several interacting, contribute to the risk of disease. We
examined combinations of SNPs in the lupus genome-wide scan (Harley, et al., 2008) to
estimate some examples of potential two-locus interactions as well as constructed other
higher-order interactions consistent with traditional interpretations of Mendelian
inheritance (i.e., dominant, additive or recessive genetic model) but spanning multiple
loci. Some interactions are based on a two-locus, common allele with a low penetrance
model as might be hypothesized in diabetes from the “thrifty gene hypothesis” (Neel,
1962) and other multi-locus models are modest penetrance models for the low frequency
alleles. Additional motivation comes from studies of epistasis (Wolf, et al., 2000). The
five locus interaction is a conjectural one that should challenge these analytic methods.

Basic model 1 – two-locus interaction under a dominant model for the major allele. The

model is for two very common but low penetrant alleles. The MAFs at these two loci are
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both 0.25. This model is expected to generate 62 cases per 1000 subjects. The odds ratio
is 1.16 for the joint interaction effect between A and B, and 1.15 for main effects of both
A and B. This model simulates the situation of common disease where the major allele is
disease-related but with weak interaction effects. “M1” denotes model 1. G11A denotes the
homozygous major allele genotype of SNP A; G12A denotes the heterozygous genotype of
SNP A; G22A denotes the homozygous minor allele genotype of SNP A; likewise for the
notations in the other basic models.
M1

G11A

G12A

G22A

G11B

0.07

0.07

0

G12B

0.07

0.07

0

G22B

0

0

0

Basic model 2 – two-locus interaction for common alleles under a dominant genetic

model at each locus. The minor allele frequencies are 0.20 for locus A and 0.30 for locus
B. This model is expected to generate 102 cases per 1000 subjects. The odds ratio is 3.79
for the joint interaction effect between A and B, 1.89 for the main effect of A and 1.56 for
the main effect of B. This model simulates the situation that the minor allele is diseaserelated, and both interaction effects and main effects are strong.
M2

G11A

G12A

G22A

G11B

0

0

0

G12B

0

0.5

0.7

G22B

0

0.7

0.7

Basic model 3 – three-locus interaction, common alleles, incomplete penetrance. The

MAFs at the three loci are 0.40 for A, 0.25 for B, and 0.25 for C. This model is expected
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to generate 46 cases per 1000 subjects. The odds ratio is 2.28 for the joint interaction
effect among A, B and C, 1.16 for the main effect of A, 1.25 for the main effect of B, and
1.25 for the main effect of C.
M3

G11A

G12A

G22A

G11C

G12C

C
G22

G11C

G12C

C
G22

G11C

G12C

C
G22

G11B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

G12B

0

0

0

0

0.35

0.35

0

0.35

0.7

G22B

0

0

0

0

0.35

0.7

0

0.7

0.7

Basic model 4 – three-locus interaction among common alleles. The minor allele

frequencies are 0.25 for A, 0.20 for B, and 0.20 for C. This model is expected to generate
26 cases per 1000 subjects. The odds ratio is 5.79 for the joint interaction effect among A,
B and C, 2.45 for the main effect of A, 1.06 for the main effect of B, and 1.06 for the main
effect of C. This model has strong interaction effects and a strong main effect at A, but
weak main effects at B and C. Two-SNP subsets of the three-locus interaction, { A, B}
and { A, C} , also have strong effects.
M4

G11A

G12A

G22A

G11C

G12C

C
G22

G11C

G12C

C
G22

G11C

G12C

C
G22

G11B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.7

0.7

G12B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.7

0.7

0.7

G22B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.7

0.7

0.7

Basic model 5 – five-locus interaction among common alleles. It assumes a MAF of 0.30

at each locus and has a penetrance value of 0.63 if the minor allele is present at each
locus; and 0 otherwise. In equation form, the penetrance function is:
P( Disease | G12A or 22 I G12B or 22 I G12C or 22 I G12D or 22 I G12E or 22 ) = 0.63; 0 otherwise.
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This model is expected to generate 22 cases per 1000 subjects. The odds ratio is 4.48 for
the joint interaction effect among the five loci, and 1.09 for the main effect at all five loci.
This model simulates the situation of significant high-order interaction effects but weak
main effects.
Three parameters are used to assess the robustness of the various methods to

variations in penetrance, MAF, and LD, because i) as aforementioned, penetrance, MAF,
and LD jointly define the disease model, and thus decide the disease status; ii) it is of
interests, in the field of SNP interaction detection, to explore how detection power varies
with these parameters (Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al.,
2008; Yang, et al., 2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007); iii) we have derived the analytical
relationships between interaction effects and these parameters in the Supplementary
Information, so a simulation study using these parameters provides us the opportunity to
validate the analytical relationships in an empirical way. For each basic model, we
control its penetrance by multiplying every value in the penetrance table by the
penetrance factor (multiplier) θ ∈ {1, 1.3, 1.4} (the larger θ is, the larger disease risk there
will be); we discount the MAF by multiplying the MAF of each SNP by a MAF factor

β ∈ {1, 0.9, 0.7} (the larger β is, the larger frequency the minor allele will have); and to
control the LD level, we replace each ground-truth SNP by an “LD SNP”, which has a
certain correlation coefficient l ∈ {0.8, null} with the ground-truth SNP ( l = null means
we do not replace the ground-truth SNP). The “LD SNP” simulates the realistic case
where the ground-truth SNP is not directly genotyped; in this case we may detect a SNP
in LD with the ground-truth SNP. For example, for basic model 2, under parameters

θ , β , l , the MAFs are 0.2 * β for locus A and 0.3* β for locus B, θ determines a new
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penetrance function shown below, and if l = 0.8 , we replace A / B by a SNP correlated to
A / B with correlation coefficient 0.8.
G11A

G12A

G22A

G11B

0

0

0

G12B

0

0.5* θ

0.7 * θ

G22B

0

0.7 *θ

0.7 * θ

The theoretical, analytical relationship among penetrance, MAF, and statistical
significance of an interaction model is investigated in the supplementary information,
with these results also summarized in the “Experimental Results” section.

Step 3: assess the power to detect SNPs with only main effects
Most of the interaction-detection methods are designed to find either interactions
or main effects (e.g. MDR, FIM, BEAM, MECPM and SH). Thus, it is meaningful to see
how these methods fare in detecting main effects and also whether they detect false
positive interactions (which may involve either null and/or main effect SNPs) when there
are only main effects present.
In Step 3, we simulated 100 replication data sets, following a similar approach
as in Step 2. Each data set includes five main-effect ground truth SNPs and 995 null
SNPs. The penetrances and MAFs for the five ground truth SNPs are:
SNP 1. Dominant model for the major allele, low penetrance, MAF=0.25.
S1

G11A

G12A

G22A

0.066

0.066

0

SNP 2. Additive model for the minor allele, MAF=0.3.
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S2

G11A

G12A

G22A

0

0.188

0.252

SNP 3. Additive model for the minor allele, MAF=0.4.
S3

G11A

G12A

G22A

0

0.068

0.084

SNP 4. Recessive model for the minor allele, high penetrance, MAF=0.25.
S4

G11A

G12A

G22A

0

0

0.4128

SNP 5. Dominant model for the minor allele, low penetrance, MAF=0.3.
S5

G11A

G12A

G22A

0

0.043

0.043

Although SNP 1 and SNP 5 have relatively weaker effects, we still included them
because (1) they also affect many subjects’ disease status, since a large proportion of
subjects carry the disease genotype of SNP1 and SNP 5 (which simulates commondisease markers); (2) our experimental results will show that these weak-effect SNPs
differentiate the performance of the methods.
Note that we configured the methods to detect both main effects and interaction
effects since, in practice, it will not be known whether interactions are present or not.

3.2.3 Design of Performance Measures

The performance of the methods is evaluated by the accuracy of P-value assessment,
various definitions of power, reproducibility, and computational complexity.
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A. Family-wise type I error rate (the accuracy of P-value assessment). There are
1,000 SNPs in each data set. Thus there are multiple comparison effects, and the P-values
obtained by the methods are accordingly adjusted by Bonferroni correction. In this way,
the accuracy of P-value assessment is represented by the family-wise type I error rate: an
error event occurs on a data set with no ground truth SNPs if there are any (necessarily
false) positive detections. Since SH, MDR and FIM use Bonferroni correction, we
measure the accuracy of their P-value assessments by how well the significance threshold
(P-value) agrees with the family-wise type I error rate.
B. Various power definitions and the ROC curve. Power can be defined in several
ways, depending on what we desire to measure. We next give several power definitions
experimentally evaluated in the sequel.
Power to progressively detect interactions (Power definition 1): the frequency
with which a model's ground-truth SNPs are ranked within the top K positions. Several
comments are in order here. First, it is important to note that the significance threshold is
not being applied to define power because (1) the methods’ P-value assessments are, as
noted earlier, conservative (as shown in the sequel), and (2) not all methods provides
significance assessments (e.g. IG and MECPM). Second, in our experiments, the ranking
of a SNP is decided by the strength of effect of the most significant interaction that
includes this SNP. Third, note that each data set contains multiple interaction models,
with the detection power measured separately for each model. In measuring the power to
detect SNPs in a given interaction amongst the top K SNPs, we are only interested in
whether the ground-truth SNPs in the interaction are ranked higher than null SNPs, not
whether they are ranked higher than ground-truth SNPs from other interactions that are
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present. Accordingly, when measuring the power to detect SNPs in a given interaction,
we do not rank ground-truth SNPs from other interactions, but only rank SNPs from the
given interaction and all null SNPs. For an M-way interaction, let { xK (i), i = 1, 2,...,100}
be the number of its ground-truth SNPs reported within the top K SNPs over the 100
replicated data sets. The power for this interaction model is then given by:
Power ( K ) =

100

1
100 ⋅ M

∑x
i =1

K

(i )

(7)

We can also define power over the entire ground-truth SNP set by setting M=15 and
considering all ground-truth SNPs in the ranking.
Power to precisely detect interactions (power definition 2: exact interaction
power): for an M-way ground-truth interaction, how likely it is detected amongst the top
K M-way candidates produced by a method. This power definition evaluates the
sensitivity to detect the interaction as a whole, rather than as individual SNPs. Again,
similar to power definition 1, in evaluating the top K M-way candidates, we only consider
M-way combinations that include ground-truth SNPs from the interaction of interest and
null SNPs, i.e. we exclude M-way SNP combinations involving any SNPs that participate
in other ground truth interactions. Mathematically, for an M-way interaction {s1 ,..., sM } ,
in the ith data set, if

{s1 ,..., sM }

is detected within the top K M-way candidates,

x2,i ( K ) = 1 ; otherwise, x2,i ( K ) = 0 . Power definition 2 is then given by:
Power ( K ) =

1 100
∑ x2,i ( K )
100 i =1

Power to detect at least 1 SNP in the ground-truth interaction (power definition 3:
partial interaction power). As revealed by the definitions of the interaction models, a
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subset of the interacting SNPs may have strong association to disease risk. Detecting an
interaction subset should be acceptable since this gives a good ``clue” to help further
identify the complete interaction. We thus give power definition 3 as follows: for an Mway interaction model {s1 ,..., sM } , if any SNP from {s1 ,..., sM } is within the top K SNPs
reported by the methods (excluding other ground-truth SNPs that do not participate in this
interaction model), x3,i ( K ) = 1 ; otherwise, x3,i ( K ) = 0 . Power definition 3 is then given
by:
Power ( K ) =

1 100
∑ x3,i ( K ) .
100 i =1

Power to detect individual SNPs (power definition 4: single SNP power). The
power definitions above ignore differences between SNPs within the same interaction,
e.g., differences in MAF, asymmetric penetrance table and thus different main effects,
which may largely affect their potential for being detected. So it is also necessary to see
how well individual ground-truth SNPs with different MAFs, penetrances, and main
effects, are detected by the 5 methods. Accordingly, we give power definition 4 as
follows. For a ground-truth SNP s j , j = 1, 2,...,15 , if s j is within the top K SNPs reported
(excluding the other ground-truth SNPs), xi ( K ) = 1 ; otherwise, xi ( K ) = 0 . The single
SNP power for s j is then given by:
Power ( K ) =

1 100
∑ xi ( K ) .
100 i =1

ROC curve. We also evaluate the methods via the ROC curve, which shows how
many ground-truth SNPs are detected for a given false positive SNP count.
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C. Reproducibility. The estimated power, even if high, could deviate significantly
across different data set replications, due to the inherent randomness in our simulation
approach. Thus, we also want to see how reproducible the detection power is over the
data set replications. To evaluate this, we measure the standard deviation of the estimated
power across the replicated data sets.
1 100 ⎛
1 100
⎞
Reproducibility( K ) =
(
)
x
K
xi′ ( K ) ⎟
−
∑
∑
i
⎜
100 i =1 ⎝
100 i′
⎠

2

D. Computational complexity. Computational complexity was measured by the
execution time and memory occupancy of the methods for the same platform.

3.2.3 Evaluation Results

In Step 1, we evaluated the three methods with asymptotic statistics (FIM, BEAM
and SH). In Step 2, we evaluated all eight methods (as described in the “Method” section)
on the 1000-SNP data sets, and six methods (FIM, IG, BEAM, MECPM, SH and LR) on
the 10,000-SNP data sets - we do not evaluate MDR for the 10,000-SNP data sets
because the high memory occupancy of the MDR software prevents this evaluation. We
also evaluated six methods (MDR, FIM, BEAM, MECPM, SH and LR) in Step 3 – we do
not evaluate IG and LRIT, because, by design, they only output multi-locus interaction
candidates, and thus are inappropriate to be assessed in Step 3’s main effect evaluation.
Specifically, IG and LRIT will necessarily have 0 true positives, no matter how well they
detect interactions involving the main-effect-only SNPs, since in Step 3 only “singlet”
main effects are considered to be true positives. MDR, BEAM, SH and MECPM were all
implemented using the authors’ freely available software. LR, LRIT, FIM and IG were
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implemented using C++, with the software freely available. The eight methods were
tested on the same platform: OS: Windows, CPU: 3G, RAM: 2G. The parameters used by
the respective methods follow their default settings wherever possible. We only modified
one parameter when testing MDR: we used its heuristic search (1 hour execution time
limit) instead of exhaustive search when testing MDR on the 1000-SNP data sets in step 2,
because exhaustive search of MDR required huge memory and quite impractically high
computational cost - when implementing MDR with exhaustive search, our machine
crashed from running out memory; moreover, the estimated exhaustive-search MDR
execution time for a 1000-SNP , 2000-sample data set is 1.4 × 106 seconds (roughly 15
years) on our platform. Here we compare the eight peer methods along several
performance fronts. The results are then further evaluated and summarized in the
“Discussion” section.

Accuracy of P-value assessment in step 1
Based on the definition in the subsection “Design of Performance Measures”, we
tested the accuracy of P-value assessment for BEAM, SH, and FIM on the 1,000 data sets
in step 1. Regarding the other methods, IG and MECPM do not give significance
assessments, while the significance assessment of MDR is (necessarily) accurate since it
uses random permutation testing (However, it should also be noted that MDR only
evaluates the significance of the top-ranking interaction. Thus, in practice, MDR does not
in fact use a P-value to practically set an interaction detection threshold.). The average
family-wise type I error rates at different significance thresholds were calculated. Since
each interaction order has a different Bonferroni penalty, we separately list the results for
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1st, 2nd, and 3rd orders, shown in Table 3.2. BEAM, SH and FIM all have accurate
family-wise type I error rates at 1st order, but give conservative results (empirical familywise type I error rate is less than expected) at 2nd and 3rd order. BEAM is the most
conservative and FIM the least. Thus, the P-values generated by these methods are
conservative, and not to the same degree. Thus the estimation of power (at the targeted
type I error rate value) is likewise both conservative and not truly comparable across the
methods. There are multiple causes for this conservativeness, which we subsequently
discuss.
Table 3.2 The average family-wise type I error rates (step 1) for BEAM, SH and FIM
under the significance threshold of 0.1 (after Bonferroni correction). More results can be
found in the supplementary information.
family-wise type I error rate

BEAM

SH

FIM

1st order

0.094

0.084

0.097

2nd order

0

0.026

0.032

3rd order

0

0.002

0.006

Power (definition 1) and ROC curve in step 2
We measured power (definition 1) for each interaction model and also for the entire 15SNP ground-truth set. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 show some of our results for 1000 SNPs and
10,000 SNPs in each data set, respectively. Many more results, under different parameter
configurations, are given in the supplementary information.
For the 1000-SNP case (Fig. 3.4), although the methods can detect some SNPs
with strong interacting effects (Fig. 3.4(c), model 2), most of the methods (MDR, BEAM,
IG, FIM, SH, and LR) miss many other ground-truth interacting SNPs at a low false
positive SNP count (i.e., for small K) (Figs. 3.4(b), (d) ~ (f)); further increases in power
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Fig. 3.4 Power evaluation (definition 1) of the eight methods on 100 replication data sets with
parameter setting: θ=1.4, β=1, l=null. (a) evaluates the power on the whole ground-truth SNP set, and
(b) ~ (f) evaluate the power individually on the 5 interaction models. Blue curve – SH, magenta curve
– FIM, green curve – MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve – MECPM, grey curve – LRIT, yellow
curve – LR.
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are modest and are only attained by accepting many more false positive SNPs.
Comparatively, MECPM performs quite well on most interaction models (including the
difficult five-way (Fig. 3.4(f)) and the three-way interactions (Fig. 3.4(d)(e)), except for
model 1 (Fig. 3.4(b)). Only a partial curve is shown for MECPM because MECPM uses
the BIC criterion to choose its model order (and, thus, the number of interactions) (Miller,
et al., 2009) and it has large computational complexity to output all the power curve. Few
true SNPs are added as K is increased beyond the BIC stopping point -- MECPM has
high specificity at the BIC stopping point (Hirschhorn, 2005; Wang, et al., 2005)
(MECPM specificity= 0.99 for the whole ground truth SNP set at the BIC stopping point).
Accordingly, MECPM execution was terminated shortly after the BIC stopping point.
From Fig. 3.4(a), MECPM is overall the best-performing method, with SH second,
BEAM third, FIM fourth, the baseline LR fifth, LRIT sixth, IG seventh and MDR eighth.
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Individual methods perform more favorably for certain models, e.g. IG performs well for
a 3-way model (Fig. 3.4(e)). Also, all methods tend to detect more interacting SNPs with
strong main effects than those with weak main effects (power of all the methods on
models 2 and 3 is generally higher than on models 1, 4, and 5). We give some
explanation for these results in the “Discussion” section.
For the 10,000-SNP case (Fig. 3.5), we have similar observations as in the 1000SNP case, except that the general performance of all methods is degraded. It is worth
noting that all the methods perform comparably to their 1000-SNP detection power for
model 2 (Fig. 3.5(c)), and MECPM also performs comparably to its 1000-SNP detection
power for models 3 and 4 (Fig. 3.5(d)(e)). MECPM is the overall best-performing
method, with SH second, BEAM third, LR fourth, LRIT fifth, FIM sixth and IG seventh.

Fig. 3.5 Power evaluation (definition 1) of six methods on 10 replication data sets with parameter
setting: θ=1.4, β=1, l=null. (a) evaluates the power on the whole ground-truth SNP set, and (b) ~ (f)
evaluate the power individually on the 5 interaction models. In (c), all the methods have overlapped
power curve at the upmost part of the figure. Magenta curve – FIM, black curve – IG, red curve –
BEAM, blue curve – SH, cyan curve – MECPM, grey curve – LRIT, yellow curve – LR.
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Impact of penetrance, MAF, and LD on power (definition 1)
Fig. 3.6 shows the power for different penetrance, MAF, and LD factors. The

power is calculated based on the whole ground-truth SNP set. More detailed results are
given in the supplementary information. From Fig. 3.6, a smaller penetrance value or
MAF significantly degrades the power curves of the methods. Among the methods, SH is
most robust to changes in penetrance and MAF, and IG is most sensitive to these changes.

Reproducibility of power (definition 1)
We measured the reproducibility by the standard deviation of power across the
100 replication data sets. These results are given in the supplementary information.

Power (definition 1) to detect interacting SNPs for a fixed significance threshold
Although the statistical significance level is unreliable for measuring performance
of the methods (as illustrated in Table 3.2), we want to give readers an empirical sense of
how the methods perform when using the statistical significance level to select candidate
SNPs in the step 2 experiment. These results, given in the supplementary information,
show that using the same significance threshold, the methods detect very different
numbers of both true positive and false positive SNPs. Moreover, considering the balance
of true positives and false positives achieved by each of the methods, none of them
performs strongly.
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Fig. 3.6 The impact of penetrance value (θ), MAF (β), and LD factor (l) on power for the
whole ground-truth SNP set. Blue curve – SH, magenta curve – FIM, green curve – MDR,
black curve – IG, cyan curve – MECPM, yellow curve LR..

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(c) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(d) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(f) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null

(g) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(h) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(i) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8

(l) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8

(j) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8

Power to detect entire interactions (definition 2)
Based on power definition 2, we did experiments to evaluate all the methods on
the 1000-SNP data sets of Step 2. Considering the high computational complexity and the
applicability of the methods, we compare the power of IG, LRIT, FIM, SH and MDR on
2-way interactions, the power of FIM, SH, and MDR on 3-way interactions, and the
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power of MDR on 5-way interactions. Fig. 3.7 shows the results. Due to the limited
number of total interactions output by BEAM and MECPM, we do not evaluate BEAM
here, and list the power of MECPM only at its stopping point: model 1 - 0, model 2 –
0.96, model 3 – 0.94, model 4 – 0, model 5 – 0.46.
We can observe that all the methods have poor performance for models 1 and 4.
For models 3 and 5, all the methods fare poorly except for MECPM. For model 2, IG,
LRIT and FIM have very good performance (power =1); MECPM also performs well
(power=0.96); while the other methods still perform poorly.
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Fig. 3.7 Power evaluation (definition 2) of the methods on 100 replication data sets with
parameter setting: θ=1.4, β=1, l=null. In (a), FIM, IG, MDR and LRIT have power
constantly equal to 0; in (b) FIM and IG and LRIT have power constantly equal to 1; in
(d) SH, FIM and MDR have power constantly equal to 0. Blue curve – SH, magenta
curve – FIM, green curve – MDR, black curve – IG, grey curve - LRIT, yellow curve –
LR.
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Power to detect at least 1 SNPin an interaction - partial interaction detection (definition
3)
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Fig. 3.8 Power evaluation (definition 3) of the eight methods on 100 replication data sets
with parameter setting: θ=1.4, β=1, l=null. Blue curve - SH, magenta curve – FIM, green
curve – MDR, black curve – IG, grey curve - LRIT, yellow curve – LR.
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Based on power definition 3, we evaluated SH, BEAM, IG, FIM, MDR, LRIT and
MECPM. The major results are shown in Fig. 3.8. Due to the limited number of total
interactions output by MECPM at its stopping criteria, we give a text description, instead
of drawing a curve, to show the power at its stopping point: model 1 – 0.17, model 2 – 1,
model 3 – 0.98, model 4 – 0.97, model 5 – 0.46. From Fig. 3.8, BEAM, SH, FIM, LRIT
and MECPM obtain good results for models 2~5. We believe that these good results are
partly due to the relatively strong main effects of SNPs involved in these interaction
models. Note that there is a substantial increase in power compared to Fig. 3.7. Also, by
comparing with the results for power definition 1 (Fig. 3.4), we can see that there is
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largely increased power for most models, indicating most interaction models can be
partly detected by the methods.

Power to detect individual SNP main effects (definition 4)
Based on Fig. 3.9, we can confirm our previous statement that main effects play an
important role in determining whether or not a SNP can be detected. For example, the
two SNPs in model 2 (odds ratio: 1.89 in the basic model) and SNP A (odds ratio: 2.45 in
the basic model) in model 4 have strong main effects, and all the methods detect them
well.
Also, we observe similar power for SNPs participating in interactions with
symmetric penetrance tables and the same MAFs. For example, all the SNPs in model 1
and model 5 have similar power; likewise for SNPs B and C in models 3 and 4. This
observation is reasonable since these SNPs not only have the same main effects, but also
have the same interaction effects.
For SNPs participating in interactions with a symmetric penetrance table but
different MAFs, an interesting (and perhaps unexpected) finding is that for model 2, the
power to detect SNP A (MAF=0.2), is greater than the power to detect SNP B, which has
a larger MAF (MAF=0.3). We give theoretical justification for this result in section 1 of
the supplementary information.

Performance for step 3, the main-effect-only case
We used power definition 4 to evaluate performance of the methods on the main-effectonly data sets in Step 3. We did not include the IG and LRIT method in this Step because
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Fig. 3.9 The power to detect individual SNPs, for parameter θ=1.4, β=1, l=null. Blue
curve – SH, magenta curve – FIM, green curve – MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve –
MECPM, grey curve - LRIT, yellow curve – LR.
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IG and LRIT only detect multilocus interactions, not single (main effect) SNPs; thus, for
Step 3, involving only main effects, detected interactions, even ones involving the main
effect SNPs, are necessarily false positive interactions. Fig. 3.10 shows the power curves,
from which we observe that, except for MDR, most methods (FIM, BEAM, SH, MECPM,
LR) achieve similar, good power at the beginning, with SH becoming a bit better as K
increases.
We also evaluated whether the methods detect false positive interactions when
there are only main effects. Here we evaluated the 3 methods that give P-value
assessments, looking at the number of false positive interactions detected under the Pvalue of 0.1 after Bonferroni correction. Table 3.3 lists the results, from which we can
see that BEAM and SH are quite good at inhibiting false positive interactions caused by
marginal effects, but FIM produces many false positive interactions.

Fig. 3.10 Power evaluation of 6 methods (using power definition 1) on main-effects-only data (step 3).
Blue curve – SH, magenta curve – FIM, green curve – MDR, cyan curve – MECPM, yellow curve –
LR.
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Computational complexity and memory occupancy
Computational complexity for the eight methods was evaluated for the same platform:
OS: Windows, CPU: 3G, RAM: 2G. SH, IG, FIM, LR, LRIT, MECPM and BEAM do
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Table 3.3 The average number of false positive interactions (step 3) for BEAM, SH and FIM under
the significance threshold of 0.1 (after Bonferroni correction). Each row gives the false positive rates
at a fixed interaction order.
number of false positives

BEAM

SH

FIM

2nd order

0

0

2.21

3rd order

0

0

64.19

not require much memory, but the exhaustive search used by MDR requires an
impractical amount of memory for a large number of SNPs. Thus, as noted earlier, we
applied the heuristic search option in the MDR software, with a 1 hour time limit to avoid
memory overflow. Fig. 3.11(a) shows that, as expected, most methods’ execution times
increase linearly with sample size. The exception is BEAM execution, which grows more
quickly. Fig. 3.11(b) shows execution times for different numbers of SNPs. SH obtains
the highest efficiency (~ linearly increasing execution time); IG and BEAM are more
time consuming (~ quadratically increasing); and FIM is most time-consuming (~ cubic
in the number of SNPs). Besides Fig. 3.11(b), we also list execution time of LR, LRIT
and MECPM (at MECPM’s stopping point): the execution time of LR on 1000-SNP data
and 10000-SNP data is 1 second and 10 seconds, respectively; the execution time of
LRIT on 1000-SNP data and 10000-SNP data sets is 24 seconds and 576 seconds,
respectively; the execution time for MECPM on the 1000-SNP data and 10,000 SNP data
was 7033 seconds and 25944 seconds, respectively. Compared with Fig. 3.11(b), we can
see that MECPM’s computation complexity is, relatively, quite high for 1000 SNPs, but
is in fact lower than that of several of the other methods for 10,000 SNPs.
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Fig. 3.11 Execution time (sec) of 4 methods for: (a) number of SNPs = 1,000; (b) number of subjects
= 2,000. Due to limited space in (b), we list hereby the execution time of the methods on 2000-subject
10,000-SNP data: SH - 962 seconds, IG – 18291 seconds, BEAM – 36423 seconds, FIM – 91251
seconds.
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3.2.4 Discussion

General Summary of the Study and Its Results
We report a comparison of eight representative methods, multifactor dimensionality
reduction (MDR), full interaction model (FIM), information gain (IG), Bayesian epistasis
association mapping (BEAM), SNP harvester (SH), maximum entropy conditional
probability modeling (MECPM), logistic regression with an interaction term (LRIM), and
logistic regression (LR). The first seven were specifically designed to detect interactions
among SNPs, and the last is a popular main-effect testing method serving as a baseline
for performance evaluation. The selected methods were compared on a large number of
simulated data sets, each, consistent with complex disease models, embedded with
multiple sets of interacting SNPs, under different interaction models. The assessment
criteria included several relevant detection power measures, family-wise type I error rate,
and computational complexity. The principal experimental results are as follows: i) while
some SNPs in interactions with strong effects are successfully detected, most of the
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methods miss many interacting SNPs at an acceptable rate of false positives; in this study,
the best-performing method was MECPM; ii) the statistical significance assessment
criteria, used by some of these methods to control the type I error rate, are quite
conservative, which further limits their power and makes it difficult to fairly compare
them; iii) the power varies for different models as a function of penetrance, minor allele
frequency, linkage disequilibrium and marginal effects; iv) analytical relationships
between power and these factors are derived, which support and help explain the
experimental results; v) for these methods the magnitude of the main effects plays an
important role in whether an interacting SNP is detected; vi) most methods can detect
some ground-truth SNPs, but fare modestly at detecting the whole set of interacting SNPs.
Based on the simulation data sets used in this study, which include multiple
interaction models present in each data set in Step 2, most of the methods miss some
interacting SNPs, leading to only moderate power at low false positive SNP counts (Fig.
3.4, 3.5).

Compared to the promising powers achieved for the simulation studies reported in
the methods’ respective papers, the degraded performance seen in this comparative study
for most methods is attributed to the more difficult yet likely more realistic simulation
data that we used. The methods (excepting LR and MECPM) were previously reported as
powerful on simulation data sets including only a single, strong ground-truth interaction,
but our study included 5 interactions present in each data set to simulate multiple genetic
causes for complex diseases. The disease risk is thus effectively divided among the 5
interaction models, giving each a weaker (less easily detected) effect.
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Main effects play an important role in whether a ground-truth SNP is detected at low
false positive SNP counts
Another notable finding is that the main effects of the interacting SNPs affect
their likelihood of being detected at low false positive SNP counts by most methods. For
interaction models with very weak marginal effects (models 1 and 5), all the methods
have low power (see Fig. 3.4 (b) (f)). Although some methods (e.g. SH) emphasize the
detection of interactions with weak marginal effects, their results on these models are
very modest. Heuristic search strategies used by the methods count on at least one SNP in
the interaction having a relatively strong effect; this explains why model 1, without
strong main effects, is difficult to detect. Moreover, the huge search space for 5-way
interactions makes it easy for heuristic search strategies to miss model 5.

For the same interaction model, different levels of power are achieved by the eight
methods
For each interaction model, the power varies across methods because of the quite
different detection principles applied by the methods. For example, IG and LRIT, which
are based on pairwise SNP statistics, can detect 2-way interaction effects well (see
models 2 and 4, where model 4 can be considered as two overlapped 2-way interactions),
but IG and LRIT gets poorer results for higher-order models. For the difficult 5-way
interaction, only MECPM gave promising results.

Power on the whole ground-truth SNP set – MECPM performs the best, while MDR
performs the worst
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From Fig. 3.4(a), MECPM achieves the best performance; BEAM, SH, FIM, LR,
LRIT and IG have similar and moderate performance; MDR performs the worst, among
the eight methods we tested. From Fig. 3.6, SH outperforms BEAM and FIM for weaker
effects (i.e., for discounted penetrance values and MAF). Here we briefly discuss how
these performance differences are a product of the different methodologies employed.
Power may be degraded by an insufficiently sensitive ranking criterion, by the
heuristic search strategy used, or by a suboptimal output design of a method. The high
computational complexity of MDR necessitates using its heuristic search option to keep
the running time/memory usage in a reasonable range. This heuristic search forces a
significantly reduced search space, and hence the performance of MDR is expected to be
degraded.
The ranking criterion of IG detects pure interaction effects (see equation (4) and
the definition of mutual information). However, what really affects disease risk is a
combination of both pure interaction effects and main effects. Additionally, IG is only
explicitly designed to detect 2-way interactions, and thus may have difficulty detecting
higher order ones.
Comparatively, MECPM, BEAM, FIM and SH have less critical limitations, with
these mainly in the sensitivity of their ranking criteria and their use of heuristic search -e.g., the difficulty for heuristic search to pick up interactions with weak marginal effects
and high-order interactions due to the large search space (Consider a contingency table
with 35=243 cells for a 5-way interaction.).
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The performance of the methods is sensitive to changes in penetrance value, MAF, and
LD
From Fig. 3.6, the seven methods all have clearly decreased power when we
reduce penetrance values and the MAF, or replace ground-truth SNPs by surrogates in
LD with them. Among the methods, SH is the most robust while IG is the most sensitive
to these factors. Besides our empirical results, a theoretical analysis of how power
changes with penetrance or MAF is given in the supplementary information. The
analytical results, which are consistent with (and thus support and explain) our
experimental results are as follows: 1) increasing the penetrance of an interaction model
results in both a stronger (more easily detected) joint interaction effect and in stronger
marginal effects of the participating SNPs; 2) increasing the frequency of a diseaserelated genotype results in a stronger joint effect, under certain conditions; 3) the impact
of genotype frequency on main effects is more complicated -- when the marginal
frequency, a, of a disease-related genotype is small, the strengths of the marginal effects
increase when a increases, and when a is large, the strengths of the marginal effects
decrease as a increases.

Most methods can partially but not exactly detect the interactions
The results for power definition 2 (see Fig. 3.7) are quite different from those for
power definition 1 (see Fig. 3.4), indicating that most methods detect the interacting
ground truth SNPs as singlets or subsets of the ground truth interactions. There are
multiple reasons for this, in some cases method-specific. For example, the large degrees
of freedom of FIM render a high false positive rate, making ground-truth interactions
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easily buried amongst many false positives; due to the use of heuristic search strategies,
the methods may not even evaluate the ground-truth interactions as candidates; also, for
some methods, e.g. FIM, successful detection of an interaction relies on first detecting
main effects for (at least some) SNPs involved in the interaction, thus this type of
heuristic search strategy will miss ground-truth interactions that possess only weak main
effects; moreover, SH excludes SNPs with strong main effects from higher-order search,
so SH in particular will miss interactions that possess strong main effects (see Fig. 3.7(b)).

The P-value assessments of BEAM, SH and FIM are variable across method and all are
overly conservative
From the subsection “Power for a fixed significance threshold” and results given
in the supplementary information, we observe that for the same significance threshold,
BEAM, SH and FIM have quite different power and false positive SNP counts. Also, in
the subsection “Accuracy of P-value assessment in step 1”, we showed that their P-value
assessments are conservative for 2nd and 3rd order interactions. From further
experiments, we conclude that this phenomenon originates from three factors: the
heuristic search strategies, dependencies between SNP combinations, and the summary
statistics used by the methods.
For BEAM, SH, and FIM, the heuristic search strategies evaluate fewer SNP
combination candidates than the number actually penalized in the Bonferroni correction.
Moreover, SH and BEAM exclude SNPs with strong marginal effects from high-order
interactions, which further decreases the number of searched SNP combinations. So the
Bonferroni-corrected P-value is smaller than it should be. Also, some SNP combinations
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have dependencies with others, either because they share a common SNP subset and/or
because SNPs in different subsets are in LD. Such dependencies make the Bonferroni
correction inherently conservative.
Besides heuristic search and dependencies, the conservativeness also derives from
the summary statistics themselves. The authors of BEAM evaluated the B statistic’s
conservativeness with exhaustive search in the supplementary information. In the
supplementary information, we likewise evaluate conservativeness of the χ 2 statistics
applied by SH and FIM. We considered the case where there is neither multiple testing
nor heuristic search. The χ 2 statistics turn out to be conservative, becoming more so as
the significance threshold is decreased (see Tables 3.4 and 3.5). Theoretically, such
conservativeness may come from the discreteness of the SNP data. Since the χ 2 statistics
in SH and FIM are calculated from the discrete-valued SNP data, the χ 2 statistics are
also discrete. At the tail part of the χ 2 distribution, two consecutive discrete χ 2 values
may correspond to very different significance levels. For example, let the P-values of
consecutive χ 2 values be p1 , p2 ( p1 >> p2 ) ; when the significance threshold is p0 and
p1 > p0 > p2 , the type I error rate actually corresponds to p2 , which is much less than p0 ,
making the results quite conservative.

Table 3.4 Consistency for the χ 2 statistic (obtained from Pearson’s χ 2 test used in SH) between the
significance threshold and the false positive rate.
Significance threshold

False positive rate

false positive rate / Significance threshold

0.5

0.5042

1.0084

0.1

0.0892

0.8920

0.01

0.0056

0.5600

0.005

0.0022

0.4400
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Table 3.5 Consistency for the χ 2 statistic (obtained from the likelihood ratio test used in FIM)
between the significance threshold and the false positive rate.
Significance threshold

False positive rate

false positive rate / Significance threshold

0.5

0.4162

0.8324

0.1

0.0682

0.6820

0.01

0.0064

0.6400

0.005

0.0034

0.6800

Limitations of the Current Study and Future Work
There are a number of possible extensions of this simulation study that we intend
to consider in our future work. First, our current simulation software only handles
categorical traits and categorical (ternary-valued, SNP) covariates. Environmental
covariates and admixture-adjusting variables could be either quantitative or ordinalvalued. Likewise, traits (phenotype) could be quantitative or ordinal. There are natural
ways of extending our current simulation approach to allow for these more general
covariate and trait types, which we will consider in future work. Second, we have not
investigated missing SNP-values and their effect on detection power. Third, while we
have chosen five plausible penetrance function models, another possibility would be to
use “data-driven” penetrance functions, i.e. penetrance functions estimated based on real
GWAS data sets with known ground-truth and known (i.e., previously detected)
interactions.

More detailed Comparison Results
More details of the comparison results are reported in the Figs. 3.12 - 3.17.
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Fig. 3.12 The power of the 7 methods for basic model 1 with different parameter settings. Blue curve SH, red curve - BEAM, magenta curve - FIM, green curve - MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve –
MECPM, yellow curve: LR.

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=null

(c) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(d) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=null

(g) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(h) θ=1, β=0.9, l=null

(i) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null

(j) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=0.8

(l) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8

(m) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(n) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=0.8

(o) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8
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(f) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(p) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(q) θ=1, β=0.9, l=0.8
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(r) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8

Fig. 3.13. The power of the 7 methods for basic model 2 with different parameter settings. Blue curve
- SH, red curve - BEAM, magenta curve - FIM, green curve - MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve –
MECPM, yellow curve: LR.

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=null

(c) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(d) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=null

(f) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(g) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(h) θ=1, β=0.9, l=null

(i) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null

(j) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=0.8

(l) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8

(m) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(n) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=0.8
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(o) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8

(p) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(q) θ=1, β=0.9, l=0.8

(r) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8

Fig. 3.14. The power of the 7 methods for basic model 3 with different parameter settings. Blue curve
- SH, red curve - BEAM, magenta curve - FIM, green curve - MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve –
MECPM, yellow curve: LR.

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=null

(d) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=null

(f) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(g) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(h) θ=1, β=0.9, l=null

(i) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null

(j) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=0.8

(l) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8
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(c) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(m) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(p) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(n) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=0.8

(q) θ=1, β=0.9, l=0.8

(o) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8

(r) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8

Fig. 3.15 The power of the 7 methods for basic model 4 with different parameter settings. Blue curve SH, red curve - BEAM, magenta curve - FIM, green curve - MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve –
MECPM, yellow curve: LR.

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=null

(c) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(d) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=null

(f) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(g) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(h) θ=1, β=0.9, l=null

(i) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null
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(j) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=0.8

(l) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8
Detection power
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Number of top-ranked SNPs selected

(m) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(n) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=0.8

(o) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8

(p) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(q) θ=1, β=0.9, l=0.8

(r) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8
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Fig. 3.16 The power of the 7 methods for basic model 5 with different parameter settings. Blue curve SH, red curve - BEAM, magenta curve - FIM, green curve - MDR, black curve – IG, cyan curve –
MECPM, yellow curve: LR.

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(d) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=null

(c) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=null

(f) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(g) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(h) θ=1, β=0.9, l=null

(i) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null

(j) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=0.8

(l) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8

(m) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(n) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=0.8

(o) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8
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(p) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(q) θ=1, β=0.9, l=0.8

(r) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8

Fig. 3.17 The power of the 7 methods for the whole 15-ground-truth-SNP set with different parameter
settings. Blue curve - SH, red curve - BEAM, magenta curve - FIM, green curve - MDR, black curve –
IG, cyan curve – MECPM, yellow curve: LR.

(a) θ=1.4, β=1, l=null

(b) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=null

(d) θ=1.3, β=1, l=null

(e) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=null

(g) θ=1, β=1, l=null

(h) θ=1, β=0.9, l=null

(j) θ=1.4, β=1, l=0.8

(k) θ=1.4, β=0.9, l=0.8
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(c) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=null

(f) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=null

(i) θ=1, β=0.7, l=null

(l) θ=1.4, β=0.7, l=0.8

(m) θ=1.3, β=1, l=0.8

(n) θ=1.3, β=0.9, l=0.8

(p) θ=1, β=1, l=0.8

(q) θ=1, β=0.9, l=0.8

(o) θ=1.3, β=0.7, l=0.8

(r) θ=1, β=0.7, l=0.8

3.3 Theoretical Works on Relationships between Association Strength,
Joint Effect, Main Effect, Penetrance Function, and Minor Allele
Frequency
In section 3.3.1, we theoretically analyze how the penetrance function and MAF affect
the statistical significance of an interaction model. In section 3.3.2, we show that our
theoretical conclusions support our experimental results under various power definitions.

3.3.1 Theoretical Analysis on the Relationship between Interaction Effect, Main
Effect, Penetrance Function, and MAF

A. An approximate yet general interaction model
For a combination of interacting SNPs, let g denote its genotype for a patient,
and d be the disease status (if the patient has the disease, d = 1 ; otherwise d = 0 ). For
ease of analysis, we dichotomize the genotypes of this SNP combination into a set of
disease-related genotypes G and a set of disease-unrelated genotypes: when g ∈ G , the
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disease risk brought by the interaction model is m ; when g ∈ G , the disease risk brought
by the interaction model is 0 .
We consider a complex yet realistic situation: the disease has multiple SNP-SNP
interaction causes (factors), as well as other unknown genetic/environmental factors. For
simplicity, we treat the current interaction model as one cause for the disease and
effectively treat all the other factors lumped together as another independent cause, i.e.,
the second cause will provide a baseline disease risk q , regardless of whether g ∈ G or
not. Since these two causes independently affect the disease status, a non-disease status
is obtained only when neither of the two causes leads to the disease. Thus, we have
Prob(d = 0 | g ∈ G ) = (1 − m) ⋅ (1 − q)
,
Prob(d = 0 | g ∉ G ) = (1 − 0) ⋅ (1 − q ) = 1 − q
and accordingly
⎧ Prob(d
⎨
⎩ Prob(d
⎧ Prob(d
⇒⎨
⎩ Prob(d

= 1| g ∈ G ) = m + q − mq
= 1| g ∉ G ) = q
= 1, g ∈ G ) = Prob(d = 1| g ∈ G ) ⋅ Prob( g ∈ G ) = B(m + q − mq )

(3.8)

= 1, g ∉ G ) = Prob(d = 1| g ∉ G ) ⋅ P rob( g ∉ G ) = (1 − B)q.

Let k be the observed number of cases with g ∈ G and N be the total number of
subjects. From equation (3.8), the expectation of k is given by N (m + 1 − mq ) . Letting η
be the ratio between the number of cases and that of controls, we can construct the
contingency table in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Contingency table of the interaction model defined in (3.8)
g ∈G

g ∉G

Column sum

Disease

k

Nη − k

Nη

Normal

NB − k

N (1 − B) − η N − k

N (1 − η )

Row sum

NB

N (1 − B)

N
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From Fisher’s Exact Test, we can estimate the statistical significance of this
observation based on the hypergeometric distribution K ~ H ( N , NB, Nη ) . The P value is
given by
Pval=Prob( K > k | B,η , N ) .

Note that this hypergeometric distribution is the null distribution, and the observation k
is generated by the alternative hypothesis denoted by (3.8). We then consider the ideal
case where the observations are equal to their expectation based on the alternative
hypothesis, i.e., from (1), k = NB(m + 1 − mq ) and Nη − k = N (1 − B )q , and the P value
becomes

Pval=Prob( K > N (m + 1 − mq) | B,η , N ) .

Since

k = NB (m + 1 − mq )

and

Nη − k = N (1 − B )q , we can obtain

η = Bp + (1 − B )q ,

(3.9)

where p = m + (1 − m)q .
From the definition of hypergeometric distribution, the expectation of K (based on
the null distribution) is
E[ K ] = NBη = NB[ Bp + (1 − B ) q]

, and the variance of K is
Var ( K ) = N 2 B(1 − B)[ Bp + (1 − B)q ][ B(1 − p ) + (1 − B)(1 − q)] /( N − 1)
≈ NB(1 − B)[ Bp + (1 − B )q][ B (1 − p ) + (1 − B )(1 − q )]

.

Direct estimation of the P value requires us to calculate the probability mass
function at every possible value of K , which is computationally hazardous and too
complex for our further analysis. So we approximate K ’s hypergeometric
distribution by a Gaussian distribution:
K ~ G ( NB[ Bp + (1 − B )q ], NB (1 − B )[ Bp + (1 − B )q ][ B(1 − p) + (1 − B)(1 − q)])
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This approximation is good when 3 conditions are met: i) N is large enough; ii) N is
large compared to NB ; iii) Bp + (1 − B )q is not close to 0 and 1. For GWAS, N is
usually large enough, so i) is met; and in most cases ii) and iii) can also be hold.
Moreover, our subsequent analysis focuses on the increasing/decreasing relationship
between power and different parameters, instead of the accurate quantitative
measurement, so we use this approximation.
After standardization of K , we have
X=

K − NB[ Bp + (1 − B)q ]
~ G (0,1) .
NB (1 − B)[ Bp + (1 − B )q][ B (1 − p ) + (1 − B )(1 − q )]

So the approximated P value is given by
Prob( K > NBp | B, p, q, N ) = Prob( X > x0 ) = erfc(x0 )
, where erfc is the complementary Gaussian error function and
x0 =
=

NBp − NB[ Bp + (1 − B )q]
Q p = m + (1 − m)q
NB(1 − B)[ Bp + (1 − B)q ][ B(1 − p ) + (1 − B)(1 − q)]
N ⋅ B (1 − B ) ⋅ 1 − q

.

(3.10)

q ⋅ 1/ m + B / q − B ⋅ 1/ m − B

B. The relationship among statistical significance, penetrance, and the frequency of
disease-related genotypes of an interaction model.
First we consider the general relationship between the P value of the interaction
model, the penetrance value m , and the frequency of the disease-related genotypes B .
With fixed B , from (3.10), we can see that when m become larger,
1/ m + B / q − B and 1/ m − B both will become smaller; thus x0 will become larger.
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Since erfc is a decreasing function, the P value erfc(x0 ) will become smaller. Thus, the P
value of the interaction model is decreasing for increasing penetrance value m .
With fixed m , equation (3.10) can be rewritten as;
x0 =

NBp − NB[ Bp + (1 − B )q]
Q p = m + (1 − m)q
NB(1 − B)[ Bp + (1 − B)q ][ B(1 − p ) + (1 − B)(1 − q)]

= N⋅

The factor

B(1 − B)

(3.11)

B + q /(m − mq ) ⋅ 1/ m − B
B(1 − B)
B + q /(m − mq ) ⋅ 1/ m − B

is quite complicated and not necessarily

monotonic, so the relationship between P value and B is not so simple. Here, we give
some hints on how B affects the P value in extreme cases. Since B is the frequency of
genotypes, 0 ≤ B ≤ 1 . When B = 0 or B = 1 , from (3.11), we get x0 = 0 , which means the
interaction effect is not significant at all. Therefore, when the frequency of the diseaserelated genotypes is either too large ( B = 1 ) or too small ( B = 0 ), the interaction
effect will be very small. Intuitively, this conclusion is somehow against the common
sense that a larger frequency of disease-related genotype would bring more
interaction effect. However, consider a dataset with all samples having the same
genotype. Then there are no occurrences of other genotypes and, thus, this
interaction model behaves like a baseline disease rate, which cannot then be detected
as a (separate) interaction.
Next, we consider the case in our simulation study. As explained in the main text,
in our simulation, we adjust the sporadic rate so that the number of cases and the number
of controls are approximately equal in each dataset. Under this constraint, we investigate
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the relationship between P value, frequency of the disease-related genotypes B , and the
penetrance value m . From Table 3.6, we can write the constraint as:
k + NBp + N (1 − B)q − k = Nη
⇒ Bp + (1 − B)q = η
Since p = m + (1 − m) ⋅ q , we have
q=

η − Bm

(3.12)

1 − Bm

where η ≈ 0.5 is the proportion of cases in each dataset. Substituting (3.12) in (3.10), we
have

x0 =
=

NBp − NB[ Bp + (1 − B)q ]
NB(1 − B)[ Bp + (1 − B)q ][ B(1 − p ) + (1 − B )(1 − q )]
NB ⋅ ( p − η )
NB(1 − B)η (1 − η )

N
B
η − Bm
=
⋅ ( p −η ) ⋅
Q p = m + (1 − m) ⋅ q, q =
1− B
1 − Bm
η (1 − η )
=

(3.13)

N
m(1 − B )(1 − η )
B
⋅
⋅
1 − Bm
1− B
η (1 − η )

In Equation (3.13), N and η are fixed and considered as constants. When B is fixed,
(3.13) becomes x0 =

N ⋅ (1 − η )
m
⋅ (1 − B ) B
. As m becomes larger, x0 will
1 − Bm
η (1 − η )

become larger, and the P value of the interaction model erfc( x0 ) will become smaller.
When m is fixed, from (3.13):

x0 = m N ⋅
=m N⋅

(1 − η )

η
(1 − η )

η
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⋅

(1 − B ) B
(1 − Bm) 2

⋅ y

where y =

(1 − B) B
. x0 is increasing for increasing y . Thus we have
(1 − Bm) 2
dy (1 − 2 B )(1 − mB) 2 − (1 − B) ⋅ B ⋅ 2(1 − mB ) ⋅ (− m)
=
4
dB
(1 − mB )
=
=

(1 − 2 B)(1 − mB) − (1 − B) ⋅ B ⋅ 2 ⋅ (− m)

(1 − mB )
1 − (2 − m) B

(1 − mB )

Since 1 − mB > 0 , when B <

3

3

.

dy
dy
1
1
,
,
> 0 ; otherwise
≤ 0 . Thus, when B <
dB
2 − m dB
2−m

as B becomes larger, y will become larger, x0 will become larger, and the P value of the
interaction model erfc( x0 ) will become smaller; when B >

1
, as B becomes larger,
2−m

the P value will become larger. So we have the following results:

Conclusion 1:
In our simulation study (with the ratio between the number of cases and that of
controls being fixed), the P value of a interaction model is decreasing for increasing
penetrance value m . Moreover, the P value of a interaction model is decreasing for
increasing B when B <

1
1
, and increasing for increasing B when B >
.
2−m
2−m

This result is consistent with common prior knowledge in genetic association testing.
It is also consistent with our observations in Figs. 3.13 – 3.17 -- with larger penetrance

multiplier parameter θ, more detection power (definition 1) is obtained by the methods
for all the interaction models. Since the disease-related genotype frequency of models 2,
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3, 4, 5 is quite small ( B <

1
), with larger MAF multiplier parameter β, there is a
2−m

larger frequency B of disease-related genotypes for models 2, 3, 4, 5. Again consistent
with our theoretical conclusions, more detection power (definition 1) overall is
experimentally observed to be obtained by the methods on interaction models 2, 3, 4, 5
(see Figs. 3.13 - 3.16).
However, for model 1, whose disease-related genotypes are formed by major alleles,
the situation is different. The disease-related genotype frequency B is large ( B >

1
),
2−m

so from theoretical conclusion 1, the statistical significance is expected to be decreasing
for increasing B . Also, different from models 2, 3, 4, 5, in model 1, B is decreasing for
increasing MAF. Therefore, theoretically, the significance of the interaction effect should
be larger as the MAF increases. By looking at Fig. 3.12, we observe that the powers
(definition 1) of the methods do increase when β is larger, which coincides with our
theoretical result.
However, we also note that conclusion 1 is based on the ideal case, where it is
assumed all ground-truth interactions are evaluated by the heuristic search and
estimated accurately. Actually, main effects of the ground-truth interactions may
also enhance power (under definition 1). So we need to step back from the conclusion

that the joint effects fully explain the increased power when we increase θ and β. Note
that Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 demonstrate an important problem with these detection
methods: they fail to detect most interaction effects, but rather detect interacting SNPs by
their main effects, i.e., by comparing Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.7, we see that models 1, 3, 4, and
5 are rarely detected jointly as interactions; instead, they are (partly) detected by their
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main effects. Therefore the significance of the interaction is not sufficient to explain the
power changes in these models. We also still need to further analyze how the main effect
of an interaction model changes when we adjust the penetrance of the interaction model
and the MAF.

C. The relationship between main effect of an interaction model, penetrance value, and
the frequency of disease-related genotypes
For simplicity, let us first look at a 2-way interaction model with dominant or
recessive allele coding. Similar to (3.8), we assume that the disease-related genotypes
have uniform penetrance value. So we can shrink the 3x3 penetrance table into a 2x2
table as in Table 3.7, where the disease-related genotype is the shaded grid. For the
disease-related genotype, let its frequency be a ⋅ b , where a is from SNP A and b is
from SNP B. Similar to (3.9), let q denote the baseline disease rate and m denote the
penetrance value of the disease-related genotypes. We want to determine the relationship
among a, b, m and the main effects of SNP A and SNP B.

Table 3.7 Penetrance table for a simplified 2-way interaction model. The part with the dashed line is
not the penetrance table, but rather indicates the marginal frequencies for SNP A and SNP B.
0

0

1-a

0

m

a

1-b

b

By adding the baseline disease rate, Table 3.7 becomes
q

q
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1-a

q
1-b

p

a

b

, where p = m + (1 − m)q . By projecting this interaction model onto SNP A, we have the
main penetrance table of A as:

Table 3.8 Main penetrance table of SNP A. The part with the dashed line is not the penetrance table,
but rather the genotype frequencies.
bp + (1 − b) q

q

a

1− a

Let G A be the genotypes with frequency a . From Table 3.8, we construct the
contingency table as
Table 3.9 Contingency table for the main effect of SNP A
g ∈GA

g ∉GA

Disease

Na(bp + (1 − b)q )

N (1 − a )q

Normal

Na (1 − bp − (1 − b) q )

N (1 − a )(1 − q )

Similar to subsection 3.3.1.A, we define the number of cases carrying g ∈ G A as the
random variable K . K follows the hypergeometric distribution with mean
E[ K ] =

N (abp − abq + q) Na
= Na (abp − abq + q)
N

and variance
N (abp − abq + q ) N (1 − abp + abq − q ) N (1 − a ) Na
N 2 ( N − 1)
.
≈ N (abp − abq + q )(1 − abp + abq − q )(1 − a)a

Var ( K ) =
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Then we asymptotically invoke the Gaussian distribution to calculate the P value as:
⎛
⎞
Na(bp + (1 − b)q ) − Na (abp − abq + q)
erfc ⎜
⎜ N (abp − abq + q )(1 − abp + abq − q )(1 − a)a ⎟⎟
⎝
⎠
⎛
⎞
Nab( p − q )(1 − a)
=erfc ⎜
⎜ N (abp − abq + q )(1 − abp + abq − q )(1 − a)a ⎟⎟
⎝
⎠
⎛
⎞
b( p − q )
=erfc ⎜ Na (1 − a ) ⋅
⎟.
⎜
(abp − abq + q )(1 − abp + abq − q ) ⎟⎠
⎝

(3.14)

Equation (3.14) is quite complicated and not necessarily monotonic. But in our
simulation study, we add the constraint that the proportion of cases in each dataset ( η ) is
fixed, so from Table 3.9 we have:
Na (bp + (1 − b)q ) + N (1 − a )q = Nη
⇒ abp − abq + q = η

(3.15)

Substituting (3.15) in (3.14), we obtain the P value as
⎛
erfc ⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
= erfc ⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
= erfc ⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎜
= erfc ⎜
⎜
⎝

Na(1 − a ) ⋅
Na (1 − a ) ⋅
Na (1 − a ) ⋅

⎞
b( p − q )
⎟
(abp − abq + q )(1 − abp + abq − q ) ⎟⎠
b( p − q ) ⎞
⎟
η (1 − η ) ⎟⎠

Q abp − abq + q = η

⎞
bm
(1 − q ) ⎟
⎟
η (1 − η )
⎠

Qq =

η − abm
1 − abm

from (4.12)

(3.16)

⎞
1 −η ⎟
Na (1 − a ) ⋅
⎟
1
η
⎟
−a
bm
⎠
1

, where N and η are constants,
From (3.16), we obtain that the P value is decreasing for increasing b ; and the P
value is decreasing for increasing m . Also let z =
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a − a2
, the P value becomes:
(1 − bma ) 2

⎛
1 −η ⎞
erfc ⎜⎜ N ⋅ z ⋅ bm ⋅
⎟
η ⎟⎠
⎝
, which is decreasing for increasing z . Then we have

dz (1 − bma )2 (1 − 2a ) − 2(a − a 2 )(1 − bma )(−bm)
=
da
(1 − bma ) 4
(1 − bma)(1 − 2a ) − 2(a − a 2 )(−bm)
=
(1 − bma )3
1 − (2 − bm)a
=
.
(1 − bma )3
So when a <

1
, z is increasing for increasing a , thus the P value is decreasing for
2 − bm

increasing a ; when a >

1
, z is decreasing for increasing a , thus the P value is
2 − bm

increasing for increasing a .

Conclusion 2: In our simulation study (wherein the ratio between the number of cases
and controls being fixed), for the interaction between SNP A and SNP B, the P value
for the main effects of SNP A is decreasing for increasing penetrance value m at the
disease-related genotype. The P value for the main effects of SNP A is decreasing for
increasing marginal frequency b of other SNP in this interaction model. When

a ∈ (0,

1
] , the P value is decreasing for increasing marginal frequency a of the
2 − bm

disease-related genotype. But when a ∈ (

1
, 1) , the P value is increasing for
2 − bm

increasing marginal frequency a of the disease-related genotype.
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In most cases, not all of a , b , and m will be large simultaneously (otherwise, the

disease would be prevailing). So we can assume their product abm << 1 , and (3.16) can be
rewritten as
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎛
1
1 −η ⎟
1 −η ⎞
erfc ⎜ Na (1 − a) ⋅
≈ erfc ⎜⎜ Na(1 − a ) ⋅ bm ⋅
⎟
⎟
1
η ⎟⎠
⎝
⎜
−a η ⎟
bm
⎝
⎠
, and the P value is increasing for increasing a when a ∈ (0.5, 1) .

Similar conclusions can be obtained for higher-order interactions.

3.3.2 The Theoretical Conclusions Well Support the Comparison Results

The theoretical conclusions in section 3.3.1 well explain our experimental
comparison results. From Fig. 3.4, we observed that models 1, 3, 4, and 5 are rarely
detected as full interactions by the methods; instead, their main effects are detected (see
Figs. 3.8 and 3.9); also, some methods can detect the interaction effects of model 2.

Accordingly, the theoretical analysis of main effects is consistent with and thus
reasonably explains the experimentally observed relationship between power, MAF,
and penetrance for models 1, 3, 4 and 5. Likewise, the theoretical analyses of both
main and interaction effects reasonably explain the observed relationship between
power, MAF, and penetrance for model 2.

A. Power (definition 1) goes down when we decrease β or θ .
For models 3, 4, and 5, of which the power is mainly decided by main effect, the
disease-related genotypes are associated with minor alleles, so a larger MAF multiplier
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parameter β will lead to larger a and b . Also, it is easy to see that the main frequencies
of disease genotypes are quite small. Based on Conclusion 2, the P value is decreasing
for increasing a (when a is small), b , and m . As a and b are increasing for
increasing β , and m is increasing for increasing θ , the P value is decreasing for
increasing β and θ , indicating that a smaller β or θ means weaker main effect. For
model 2, of which power is mainly decided by interaction effect, Conclusion 1 also
indicates a smaller β or θ means weaker main effect. So for models 2, 3, 4, 5, it is
reasonable to observe that the power (definition 1) goes down when we decrease β
or θ , as shown in Fig. 3.13 – 3.17.

For model 1, the disease-related genotypes are associated with major alleles. So
we use the following analysis to further explore the relationship between power, β and

θ . The penetrance table of Model A can be rewritten as:
(1 − 0.25β ) 2

2(1 − 0.25β )0.25β

( 0.25β )

(1 − 0.25β ) 2

0.07θ

0.07θ

0

2(1 − 0.25β )0.25β

0.07θ

0.07θ

0

(0.25β ) 2

0

0

0

2

, where the first row and first column denote the frequency of genotypes. The MAFs for
both SNP A and B are 0.25β . By combining the disease-related genotypes, we get
1 − (0.25β ) 2

(0.25β ) 2

1 − (0.25β ) 2

0.07θ

0

(0.25β ) 2

0

0
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Corresponding

to

Table

3.7,

we

have a = b = 1 − (0.25β ) 2 ,

m = 0.07θ

.

Since m = 0.07θ << 1, a < 1, b < 1 , we have abm << 1 . The P value in equation (3.16) can
then be written as:
⎛
⎞
⎜
1
1 −η ⎟
erfc ⎜ Na(1 − a ) ⋅
⎟
1
η
⎜
⎟
−a
bm
⎝
⎠

Q a = b, abm << 1

⎛
1 −η ⎞
≈ erfc ⎜⎜ Na 3 (1 − a) ⋅ m ⋅
⎟
η ⎟⎠
⎝
Because β ∈ (0,1) , a = 1 − (0.25β ) 2 , a ∈ (0.9375,1) . Thus, it is easy to see that a 3 (1 − a)
is decreasing for increasing a , and so the P value is increasing for increasing a . Since a

larger β means smaller a and b , we infer that the P value is decreasing for
increasing β , i.e., a larger β means stronger main effects. Therefore, it is
reasonable that that all the methods have higher power for model 1 when β is
increasing, as shown in Fig. 3.12.

B. The relationship between MAF and main effects of SNPs within an interaction model

An interesting finding in Fig. 3.9(c) and Fig. 3.9(d) is that while the MAF of SNP
A is smaller than that of SNP B in model 2, SNP A is more likely to be detected by
the methods. This phenomenon seems against our common sense, but note that we
keep the proportion of cases fixed in each dataset by adjusting baseline disease rate
(sporadic rate), and under this constraint, this phenomenon can be well explained
by further analysis of equation (3.16).
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From penetrance of model 2, it is easy to infer that the marginal frequencies of the
disease-related genotype ( a for SNP A and b for SNP B) have relationship b > a . From
(9), the P values for the main effects of A and B are
⎛
bm(1 − q ) ⎞
PA=erfc ⎜ Na (1 − a ) ⋅
⎟
⎜
η (1 − η ) ⎟⎠
⎝
⎛
am(1 − q ) ⎞
PB=erfc ⎜ Nb(1 − b) ⋅
⎟
⎜
η (1 − η ) ⎟⎠
⎝
, respectively. Because
Na (1 − a ) ⋅
=

bm(1 − q)
am(1 − q )
− Nb(1 − b) ⋅
η (1 − η )
η (1 − η )

N
m(1 − q )
η (1 − η )

(

ab 2 − a 2b 2 − a 2b − a 2b 2

)

Q b > a, ab 2 − a 2b 2 > a 2b − a 2b 2

>0
, we have
Na(1 − a ) ⋅

bm(1 − q )
am(1 − q )
> Nb(1 − b) ⋅
η (1 − η )
η (1 − η )

, so
⎛
⎛
bm(1 − q ) ⎞
am(1 − q ) ⎞
< erfc ⎜ Nb(1 − b) ⋅
erfc ⎜ Na (1 − a) ⋅
⎟
⎟ , i.e., PA < PB .
⎜
⎜
η (1 − η ) ⎟⎠
η (1 − η ) ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝
Therefore, the main effect of SNP A are stronger than that of SNP B. Thus it is reasonable
to observe that the power for SNP A in Fig. 3.9(c) is greater than that for SNP B in Fig.

3.9(d).
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3.3.3 A Summary of the Theoretical Work
Under the constraint that the proportion of cases is fixed in each dataset, the impacts
of penetrance to both joint effect and main effect of an interaction model are quite direct:
the larger penetrance value results in stronger joint effects of this interaction and stronger
main effects of its SNP members.
Under the same constraint, the impact of the frequency of disease-related genotypes
to the joint effect of an interaction model is also clear: joint effect is increasing for
increasing frequency of disease-related genotypes if the frequency of disease-related
genotypes is small ( B <

1
), while decreasing for increasing frequency of disease2−m

related genotypes otherwise. While the impact of the frequency of disease-related
genotypes to the main effect of SNPs is more complicated. For the interaction between
SNP A and SNP B, the P value for the main effects of SNP A is decreasing for increasing
penetrance value m at the disease-related genotype. The P value for the main effects of
SNP A is decreasing for increasing marginal frequency b of other SNP in this interaction
model. When a ∈ (0,

1
] , the P value is decreasing for increasing marginal frequency
2 − bm

a of the disease-related genotype. But when a ∈ (

1
, 1) , the P value is increasing for
2 − bm

increasing marginal frequency a of the disease-related genotype.
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3.4 Hybrid Correlation-based Association
Based on the insights gained from the comparative study and the theoretical analysis, we
developed a statistically principled method, namely hybrid correlation-based association
(HCA), for detecting gene-gene/gene-environment interactions in GWAS. HCA is
strategically composed of statistical models that are specifically designed to address
challenges in detecting gene-gene/gene-environment interactions, and a heuristic search
strategy devised to make a good balance between detection power and computational
complexity on the high-throughput GWAS data. In particular, the challenges are
recognized from the insights obtained form the observations in the comparative analysis
the theoretical analysis in sections 3.2 and 3.3. Fig. 3.18 provides an overview of the
observations, insights, goals and their relationships.
Here we summarize the relationship in Fig. 3.18 as:
(1) Large degrees of freedom (DOF), i.e. a large number of variables if we want to
describe all the possible contingency table for an interaction. For example, as
discussed in section 3.2, FIM yields less promising results because it has 3k − 1
variables/parameters for a k-way interaction, and such large number of variables
easily cause over-fitting.
(2) Interaction effects and main effects are usually concomitant. For example, as shown
in section 3.2 and discussed in section 3.3, the SNP interactions usually have more or
less main effects. This phenomenon is a double-edged sword: on one hand, it helps
methods to detect interaction effects through detecting their main effects, which is a
much easier task (the candidate pool is much smaller); on the other hand, a SNP with
strong main effects can combine with many null SNPs, to form false positive interact
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Fig. 3.18 An overview of our insights and their relation to interaction detection. The red arrow means
that the phenomenon will help achieve the goal, while the green arrow means that phenomenon will
prevent achieving the goal.

-ions. For example, as pointed out in section 3.2, most of peer methods detect
interactions by detecting their main effects, and they suffer from a large number of
false positives.
(3) High computational complexity. Given the large number of SNPs in GWAS (usually
1,000~1,000,000), to detect SNP-SNP interactions is a computationally daunting task.
Most of the peer methods (Breiman, 2001; Kooperberg and Ruczinski, 2005;
Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Park and Hastie, 2008; Ritchie, et al.,
2001; Schwender and Ickstadt, 2008) have large computational complexity, and
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occupy large memory. Heuristic search strategies are on demand to dramatically
reduce the computational complexity. However, accompanied with the heuristic
search, loss of detection power (sensitivity) is unavoidable. Moreover, some methods
(e.g. (Yang, et al., 2009)) purposely prevent the evaluation of certain types of
interactions candidates, making their P value unreliable (P value does not reflect
empirical type I error, see Table 3.2).
(4) There are a variety of causes for the inaccurate significance assessment. Besides the
above mentioned heuristic search, other causes, such as discrete-valued statistics, will
also result in inaccurate significance assessment (see the paragraph right above Table

3.4)
Based on the above insights, HCA addresses the challenges by
(1) HCA starts from a flexible allele coding model, to decrease the degree of freedom
from 3k − 1 to 1, with sacrifice of incurring some multiple comparison effect, k is the
interaction order. The decrease is huge if we consider a higher interaction (a large k).
(2) HCA defines “SNP interaction” as the SNP set not only with significant joint effect,
but also with significant “true” interaction effect that cannot by explained by the main
effect. The strong joint effect help identify the SNPs largely account for the disease
risk, while the strong “true” interaction effect help ensure that the joint effect is due to
interaction effect, instead of the main effect. Previously proposed methods either only
detect joint effects (MDR, FIM, BEAM, SH) or only detect “true” interaction effects
(LRIT, IG), non of them use the intersection of this two criteria.
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(3) HCA applies three correlation-based statistics to specifically measure the joint effect
and two typical types of “true” interaction effects. The three statistics are synthesized
based on the principles in (2).
(4) HCA searches for interactions via a heuristic search strategy. The strategy is based on
the facts that strong interaction effects usually have some main effects. The strategy
largely reduces the computationally scalability of detecting interaction of any order to
O(k ⋅ M 2 ) , where k is the interaction order and M is the number of SNPs. The balance
between efficacy and efficiency of the heuristic search strategy is quantified,
providing users an analytical way to control the balance between detection power and
time cost.
(5) There are other minor challenges that HCA is designed to meet, such as the flexibility
to both categorical variables (e.g. SNPs) and quantitative variables (e.g. environment
factors) in gene-environment interaction detection, the flexibility to both categorical
phenotype and quantitative phenotype (e.g. Expression Quantitative Trait Loci), the
convenience to deal with the case that there are missing values in the SNP data, etc.

3.4.1 Flexible Allele Coding
There are three allele models for a SNP, namely dominant model, recessive model and
additive model (Brookes, 1999; Cordell, 2009). Under the dominant model, genotypes of
a SNP with one or two minor alleles carry the same penetrance (disease risk); under the
recessive model, genotypes of a SNP with one or two major alleles carry the same
penetrance; under the additive model, genotypes of a SNP carry more/less penetrance
when more alleles are minor alleles. Mathematically, let a and b be the major and minor
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allele of a SNP, respectively. Homozygous major allele genotype is represented as aa;
heterozygous genotype is represented as ab; and homozygous minor allele genotype is
represented as bb. The genotype table of the SNP can be represented as:
aa ab bb
Under the dominant model, the genotype table can be simplified as
aa ab or bb
Under the recessive model, the genotype table can be simplified as
aa or ab bb
If SNPs follow the dominant or recessive model, the DOF can be largely reduced,
from 3k − 1 to 2k − 1 , where k is the interaction order. Also, if a SNP is with the additive
model, its association to the disease status can be partially reflected by using dominant or
recessive model. Therefore, to largely reduce the DOF while keeping a reasonable
sensitivity, we define a flexible allele coding scheme by assuming every SNP follows the
dominant or recessive model.
Mathematically, let xm (i ) be the genotype of the mth SNP at the ith subject. With
different allele coding model, xm (i ) has different values. Under a dominant model, we
can define two variables x1m , d (i ) and xm0 , d (i )

1
m,d

x

⎧0, homozygous major allele
⎪
(i ) = ⎨1, heterozygous
,
⎪1, homozygous minor allele
⎩

0
m,d

x

; while under a recessive model
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⎧1, homozygous major allele
⎪
(i ) = ⎨0, heterozygous
⎪0, homozygous minor allele
⎩

(3.17)

⎧0, homozygous major allele
⎧1, homozygous major allele
⎪
⎪
0
x (i ) = ⎨0, heterozygous
, xm, r (i ) = ⎨1, heterozygous
⎪1, homozygous minor allele
⎪0, homozygous minor allele
⎩
⎩
1
m,r

(3.18)

, i=1, 2, …, N.
Based on the dominant/recessive coding models, we can define four random
variables X m1 , d , X m0 , d , X m1 , r and X m0 , r for the mth SNP. x1m, d (1), x1m, d (2),..., x1m,d ( N ) are
considered as samples of X m1 , d . We can also define the disease status variable as Y , by
letting y (i ) = 1 indicate disease and y (i ) = 0 indicate normal of the ith subject. Then the
association between the SNP and the disease status can be expressed by
max{sim( X m1 , d , Y ), sim( X m0 , d , Y ), sim( X m1 ,r , Y ), sim( X m0 ,r , Y )} ,
where sim( X , Y ) can be any statistical measure to measure the similarity between X and
Y.

3.4.2 Interaction Variables
Based on the dominant/recessive coding models, we have defined four 1-way
variables X m1 , d , X m0 , d , X m1 , r and X m0 , r for the mth SNP. Here we want to extend the
dominant/recessive coding model to k-way interactions, i.e. every member of a k-way
interaction is assumed to follow the dominant/recessive model. In this way, a k-way
genotype combination has 2k genotypes, and constitutes 2k − 1 DOF. Fig. 3.19 gives an
example, which simplifies a 3x3 genotype table to a 2x2 genotype table
But 2k − 1 is still a large number, bringing over-fitting for machine learning
methods and serious multiple comparison effect, as fully illustrated by previous
literatures (Cordell, 2002; Li and Reich, 2000; Moore, et al., 2010; Moore, et al., 2006).
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We then proposed a further approximate simplification on the interaction model to
decrease DOF. We simply partition the genotypes as two groups, disease-related
genotypes and disease un-related genotypes, as shown in Fig. 3.20. This simplification
will decrease the DOF tremendously; from 2k − 1 to 1, although it produces more
candidates (k possible candidate partitions) (see Fig. 3.20). Although the detection of
other interaction formats will be affected by such simplification, the interaction effects
are not fully neglected, especially when the disease-related genotype is with similar
penetrance (disease risk). For example, the simulated models M2-M4 (see section 3.2) do
not follow the assumption, but they can be detected well by HCA. Such simplification
was also applied in some peer methods (Moore, et al., 2006; Park and Hastie, 2008; Wu,
et al., 2009).

Fig. 3.19 An example of two-way SNP genotype table with both of its member SNPs
following dominant model

Fig. 3.20 Partition of a 2-way SNP genotype
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In consistent with the “no free-lunch” theorem (Wolpert and Macready, 1996), the
dominant/recessive simplification and the partitioning reduce the large DOF by incurring
multiple comparison effects, i.e., there are 2k dominant/recessive choices and 2k
partition choices. We choose such simplification because the sample size is too limited
compared to the large DOF, and we want to ensure that the significant SNP interactions
will not be buried among a large number of false positives due to the large DOF. We
admit that the incurred multiple comparison effect will also make the SNP interactions
become insignificant by increasing the Bonferroni penalty. It is difficult to theoretically
prove that the transferring from DOF to multiple comparison effect is beneficial. But
from our experiments, the large DOF (e.g. in FIM, see Table 3.3 and Fig 3.4-3.5) causes
the method fail at the first place. Moreover, such simplification will largely decrease the
computational complexity, which is essential to the success of an interaction detection
method.
Mathematically, we use a set of interaction variables to denote whether the
genotype is disease-related or disease-unrelated. The interaction term should record the
order of interaction, the indices of the interacting SNPs, the dominant/recessive choice
for each SNP, the partition choice for each SNP, and the choice which partitioned group
is disease-related. For a k-way interaction candidate M = {m1 , m2 , ..., mk } ( m1 , m2 , ..., mk
are SNP indices), the interaction term is defined as X M , A , t , u , with A = {a1 , a2 , ..., ak }
being the dominant/recessive choices ( ak = 1 means choosing dominant model for the kth
SNP, ak = 0 means recessive model), t being the partition choice and u denoting which
of the two partitioned groups is disease-related. With certain values of M , A , u, and t,
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⎧1, the genotype is disease − related ,
X M , A , t, u = ⎨
⎩0, otherwise.

(3.19)

For each SNP combination, there are multiple interaction variables due to
multiple dominant/recessive choices, multiple partitioning choices and multiple choices
on the disease related group. We choose the choices that generate the most significant
interaction variable to represent the significance of this interaction.
X M = arg max{association( X M , A , t , u , Y )}

(3.20)

XM , A , t, u

3.4.3 Three Scenarios Summary Statistics
Based on our insights from the comparative study in section 3.2 and the theoretical study
in section 3.3, we know that the main effects and interaction effects usually coexist.
Although main effects help the peer methods detect some interacting SNPs, the SNPs are
not detected as members of interactions, but rather as main-effect SNPs (comparing Fig.

3.4 and Fig. 3.7). Moreover, the false positive interactions brought by strong main effects
heavily degrade the performance of the peer methods (see Table 3.3).
So an important challenge for detecting interactions is to differentiate interaction
effects and main effects. To meet the challenge, we have to reconsider the definition of
interaction effect: is it the joint effect of multiple SNPs (defined in FIM, MDR, BEAM,
etc.), or the part of joint effect (we call intrinsic interaction effect) that does not depend
on the main effect (applied in LRIT, IG, etc.)? The joint effect is important since it
measures whether this SNP set does affect sizeable disease risk, which is the prerequisite
of biomarker detection. The intrinsic interaction effect is also important since it tells us
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whether the joint effect is caused by “true” interaction or just main effects. So we have to
devise statistics to measure both joint effect and the intrinsic interaction effect.
Additionally, by checking with literatures discussing the different interaction
formats (Li and Reich, 2000; Wang, et al., 2010), we understand that the intrinsic
interactions have a variety of formats corresponding to different biological meanings.
Two typical interaction formats are: (1) exact interaction: some joint genotypes of
multiple genes will bring a significant disease risk, and this disease risk is larger than the
addition of main effects of these genes; (2) conditional interaction: some particular
genotype of a gene will enhance/mask the effect of another gene (Wang, et al., 2010). We
want to devise statistics specifically for measuring the effect of these two interaction
formats.
Therefore, we define a summary statistic to measure the joint effect and two
summary statistics to measure two types of intrinsic interaction effect.

A. Correlation Coefficient for Joint effect
The correlation coefficient between an interaction variable X M and phenotype
variable Y is given by cM = corr ( X M , Y ) , where corr (⋅ , ⋅) is the operator of Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. cM can be transformed to a t-statistic (Zar, 1998)
tM = cM

N −2
1 − cM 2

with df = N − 2.

(3.21)

Bonferroni correction is then performed on the P values assessed by tM , PT (t > tM ) ⋅ 2
(multiplying 2 is because the t-statistic is symmetric and of two tails). For a k-way
interaction, the Bonferroni penalty should count the number of possible SNP
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⎛M ⎞
combinations ⎜ ⎟ , the number of possible dominant/recessive choices 2k , the number
⎝k ⎠
of partitions 2k , and the number of partitioned groups 2. So the Bonferroni-corrected P
value is given by
⎛M ⎞
PM = PT (t > tM ) ⋅ 2 ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ 2k ⋅ 2k ⋅ 2
⎝k ⎠

(3.22)

After Bonferroni correction, we can compare interaction variables with different orders in
a theoretically “fair” standard.

B. Partial Correlation Coefficient for Exact Interaction
We measure the association between an interaction variable and the disease status,
while removing the effect of the SNP subsets of this interaction variable, via the partial
correlation (Kunihiro, et al., 2004). For example, the significance of a 2-way variable is
measured based on the partial correlation between the 2-way variable and the disease status,
excluding the effect of its subset 1-way terms.
Assuming

[ y1 , y2 , ..., yN ]

T

[ x1 , x2 , ..., xN ]

T

is the data vector for a k-way variable X M , A , t , u ,

⎡ z11 " z1n ⎤
⎢
⎥
is the data vector for the disease status variable Y , and ⎢ # % # ⎥ is
⎢
⎥
⎢z
⎥
z
"
Nn ⎦
⎣ N1

the data matrix for a set of variable {Z1 ,...Z n } , each describes a subset of the SNP set
described by X M , A , t , u , we first want to project X M , A , t , u and Y onto the normal
hyperplane

of

{Z1 ,...Z n } .

w = [ w1 , w2 ,..., wn ]T as

the

Let

z i = [ zi1 , zi 2 ,..., zin ]T .

projection

weights.
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The

Define
projection

an
of

n×1 vector

X M , A , t, u ,

rX = [rX ,1 , rX ,2 ,..., rX , N ]T , and the projection of Y , rY = [rY ,1 , rY ,2 ,..., rY , N ]T , are calculated as
follows
⎧N
⎫
rX ,i = xi − wX , zi , where wX = arg min ⎨∑ ( xi − w, zi ) ⎬ ;
w
⎩ i =1
⎭
⎧N
⎫
rY ,i = yi − wY , zi , where wY = arg min ⎨∑ ( yi − w, zi ) ⎬ .
w
⎩ i =1
⎭
The partial correlation coefficient is then calculated as the correlation coefficient between

rX and rY :
N ∑ i =1 rX ,i rY ,i − ∑ i =1 rX ,i ∑ i =1 rY ,i
N

ρˆ XY ⋅Z =

N∑ r
N

2
i =1 X ,i

−

(∑

N

N

r

i =1 X ,i

)

2

N

N∑ r −
N

2
i =1 Y ,i

(∑

N

r

i =1 Y ,i

)

2

.

(3.21)

Based on ρˆ XY ⋅Z , a conditional independence test (Fisher, 1924) is performed with summary
statistic

⎛ 1 + ρˆ XY ⋅Z ⎞
1
N − n − 3 ln ⎜
⎟ following Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
2
⎝ 1 − ρˆ XY ⋅Z ⎠

unit variance, with the null hypothesis ρˆ XY ⋅Z = 0 .

Conditional Correlation Coefficient for Conditional Interaction
c A |B = c(Y , X M A , A A , t A , u A | X M B , A B , tB , uB = 1)
t A | B = c A |B

N ⋅ P( X M B , A B , tB , uB = 1) − 2
1 − c A |B 2

with df = N − 2.

(3.22)

Note that although Partial Correlation Coefficient and Conditional Correlation
Coefficient both “subtract” the main effects from interaction effects, they do it in different
ways, and they actually measure different interaction formats. Partial Correlation
Coefficient is to mathematically subtract the main effects, based on all the samples;
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Conditional Correlation Coefficient still stick on the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, but
neglect the main effects by selecting a subset of samples.

3.4.4 Synthesize the Three Summary Statistics
Although we have devised three summary statistics to test the interactions, we
cannot use all the summary statistics for all the interaction candidates. This is because our
detection consists of two purposes: (1) to find the SNP sets largely explaining the disease
risk; (2) to find the SNP sets with intrinsic interaction effect. Summary statistic 1 is
responsible for purpose (1), while summary statistics 2 and 3 are responsible for purpose
(2). So we made the following two rules to switch the use of statistics 1, 2 and 3.

Synthesizing rule 1: Summary statistic 1 applies for all interaction candidates.

Synthesizing rule 2: Summary statistics 2 and 3 apply for interaction candidates with
significant joint effects, tested by summary statistic 1.

Based on the two rules above, we decide the use of the three summary statistics
case by case. Fig. 3.21 is an illustration of such decision. There is a significance threshold
PS for summary statistic 1, categorizing SNPs into 2 groups, a significant group (the deep
red circles, P ≤ PS ) and an insignificant group ( P > PS ). Then we use summary statistics
2 and 3, on the significant candidates selected by summary statistic 1, to test the
significance of intrinsic interaction. Based on rules 1 and 2, if and only if a candidate is
reported as significant by summary statistic 1, and reported as significant by summary
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statistic 2 or summary statistic 3 (or both), we consider it as an “interaction”. There is
another part in Fig. 3.21, illustrating how we choose the seeds. We will discuss this part
in the next subsection.

Fig. 3.21 A sketch map of how we apply the three summary statistics case by case, taking
the two-way interaction detection as an example

3.4.5 Heuristic Search Strategies
Given M SNPs, to exhaustively search for k-way interactions constitute computational
⎛M ⎞
complexity - ⎜ ⎟ , which is infeasible since usually M is more than tens of thousands,
⎝k ⎠
and k is not small due to the complex biological mechanisms. Thus a heuristic search
strategy is on demand to accelerate our computation while keeping the minimum loss of
detection performance.
The heuristic search strategy of HCA is designed to play three roles: (1) to
synthesize all the elements (dominant/recessive model, three summary statistics and the
switch among them) in a unified framework; (2) to reduce the computational complexity;
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(3) to provide users a statistical measure, which links the saving of computational
complexity with the strength of main effects of an interaction, and thus helps users to
control the tradeoff between computational time and sensitivity.
The basic principle of HCA heuristic search is to make use of the phenomenon
that interactions, except few extreme cases, usually show more or less lower-order joint
effect or main effect; and the less order difference between the lower order and the
ground truth order, the stronger the lower-order joint effect will be. We adopt a seedgrowing strategy to search for interactions by detecting such lower-order interaction
effects or main effects. Specifically, a set of seeds is selected for each interaction order,
based on the statistical significance of these seeds, and a seed grows to a higher-order
interaction by adding one SNP at a time.
Different from the heuristic search strategies applied in the peer methods, an
important characteristic of HCA heuristic search is that each SNP set plays two roles, i.e.
a candidate for the current-order interaction and a seed for higher-order interactions.
Specifically, for a SNP set, its potential of growing to be a higher-order interaction does
not fully depend its candidacy to be a current-order interaction.

A. A two-pipeline heuristic search
For a k-way SNP set, we consider it both as a candidate for the current-order interaction
and a seed for higher-order interaction. Firstly, we treat it as a candidate for current-order
interaction. If its joint-effect P values and any intrinsic-effect P value are less than PS , we
consider it as a detected k-way interaction, otherwise we do not. Note that this decision
will not affect our decision on whether it can grow to be a higher-order interaction.
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Secondly, we treat it as a seed for higher-order interaction by comparing its joint-effect P
value with a moderate threshold Pmd . Pmd is set to control the number of seeds, and
usually is much larger than the significance threshold ( Pmd >> Ps ).

B. Seed selection and growing
For the simplicity of introduction, we take the seeds growing from 2-way to 3way interaction detection for an example, i.e. we first select 2-way seeds, and then grow
them to 3-way interaction candidates or seeds.
For 2-way SNP sets, as Fig. 3.21 illustrates, based on the significance assessed by
summary statistic 1, we categorize them into three groups: a significant group (deep red
circles, P < PS ), a moderate-effect group (median red circles, PS < P < Pmd ), and a weakeffect group (light red circles, P > Pmd ). PS is set as 0.05 after Bonferroni correction;
while Pmd is set as a control parameter, to balance the sensitivity and the computational
complexity – the value of Pmd decides how heuristic the search is. We only use the 2-way
SNP sets in the significant group and the moderate-effect group as candidates as seeds for
3-way interaction, while neglecting those in the weak-effect group. The 2-way SNP sets
in the moderate-effect group are all used as seeds, while part of those in the significanteffect group are used as seeds. In detail, as discussed in subsection 3.4.3, the SNP sets in
the significant group are tested by summary statistics 2 and 3 and further divided into two
groups, based on their P values given by summary statistics 2 and 3. SNP sets tested as
insignificant by statistics 2 and 3 are not considered as candidates for 2-way interactions,
but rather considered as seeds for 3-way interactions.
Heuristic search in higher order also follows the above procedure.
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C. Seed Selection and Computational Complexity
One merit of this heuristic strategy is: it provides users a statistical measure Pmd ,
to control the balance between the saving of computational complexity and the
probability of missing true interactions. Pmd reduces the number of seeds by selecting
seeds with certain effects, leading to a saving of computational complexity. The cost of
doing this is the possible missing of detecting true interactions with weak lower-order
interaction effect. But as we discussed earlier, seeds with weaker lower-order interaction
effect are less possible to grow to interaction than those with stronger lower-order
interaction effect. Also, Pmd is set in the consideration of the following two seed selection
principles.

Seed Selection Principle 1
If an interaction has lower-order interaction effect, the larger the lower order is, the
stronger the lower-order interaction effect will be.

Seed Selection Principle 2
Cross-order significance comparison should take into account of different multiple
comparison effects for different interaction order.

For the simplicity of introduction, we take the seeds growing from 2-way to 3way interaction for an example. We assume that the disease is affected by only a small
portion of genes, thus most SNPs are null SNPs. So the P values of the 2-way SNP sets
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approximately follow a uniform distribution. In this case, by selecting seeds by P < Pmd ,
⎛M ⎞
we can approximately control the number of 2-way seeds as Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ . We then grow
⎝2 ⎠
these seeds to 3rd order. By adding all possible SNPs in the data, each 2-way seed will
⎛M ⎞
grow to M − 2 3-way SNP sets, so there are maximally PM ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ ( M − 2) 3-way SNP
⎝2 ⎠
sets (when the grown 3-way SNP sets are not the same with each other). Letting 0 < η < 1
be the proportion of the 3-way SNP sets that possess less P value (before Bonferroni

⎛M ⎞
correction) than the 2-way seeds, we have maximally η ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ ( M − 2) 3-way SNP
⎝2 ⎠
sets with less P value than their corresponding 2-way seeds. Since 0 < η < 1 , a more loose
⎛M ⎞
upper bound of the number of the 3-way SNP sets can be Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ ( M − 2) . The
⎝2 ⎠
looseness is decided by the value of η , which depends on how many ground truth SNPs
and null SNPs exist in the data. When most SNPs are null SNPs, the growing from 2-way
seeds to 3-way SNP sets is usually by adding a null SNP, which will dilute the joint effect
of the 2-way seeds, making the P value of most 3-way SNP sets larger than their
corresponding 2-way seeds. In this case, η is expected to be a small value.
But since we are comparing the cross-order significance, by saying the 3-way sets
are more significant than the 2-way seeds, we have to take into account of the different
multiple comparison effects, i.e. to penalize the 3-way SNP sets and the 2-way seeds by
their respective candidate pool size. So we have the 3-way P value threshold following
⎛M ⎞
⎛M ⎞
3
.
P3 ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ = Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⇒ P3 = Pmd ⋅
M −2
⎝3 ⎠
⎝2 ⎠
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(3.23)

⎛M ⎞
Then the P values of the pre-selected η ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ ( M − 2) sets are compared with P3 ,
⎝2 ⎠
and the combinations with P < P3 are selected. As assumed earlier, most SNPs are
irrelevant to disease (null SNPs), so the P values of the pre-selected 3-way combinations
are uniformly distributed in [0, Pmd ] , while the P values of the further-selected 3-way sets
are uniformly distributed in [0, P3 ] . Accordingly, we can expect that the maximal number
of the further-selected 3-way SNP sets is P3 / P2 of the number of the pre-selected 3-way
combinations. That is
⎛M ⎞
P
Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ ( M − 2) ⋅ 3
Pmd
⎝2 ⎠
⎛M ⎞
3
1
.
= Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ⋅ ( M − 2) ⋅ Pmd ⋅
⋅
M − 2 Pmd
⎝2 ⎠

(3.24)

⎛M ⎞
= 3 ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝2 ⎠
The further-selected 3-way SNP sets are then tested by the summary statistics, to decide
which ones are seeds for 4-way interactions and which ones are candidates for 3-way
interactions. From (3.24), the number of the 3-way sets to be tested is quadratically
increasing with M, the number of SNPs.
Higher order seed growing is in the similar way. From (3.24), we infer that there
⎛M ⎞
⎛M ⎞
are maximally 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ 4-way SNP sets, 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 5 ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ 5-way SNP sets, …,
⎝2 ⎠
⎝2 ⎠
⎛M ⎞
3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ ... ⋅ k ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ k-way SNP sets to be tested by the summary statistics. Since the
⎝2 ⎠
two-way SNP sets are exhaustively searched, so the total number of SNP sets tested by
the summary statistics is:
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⎛M ⎞
⎛M ⎞
⎛M ⎞
⎛M ⎞
⎜ ⎟ + 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ + 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 5 ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ + 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ ... ⋅ k ⋅ Pmd ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝2 ⎠
⎝2 ⎠
⎝2 ⎠
⎝2 ⎠
= (1 + 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ Pmd + 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 5 ⋅ Pmd + ... + 3 ⋅ 4 ⋅ ... ⋅ k ⋅ Pmd ) ⋅ M ⋅ ( M − 1) / 2.

(3.25)

So the computational complexity is quadratically increasing with M , the number of SNP
in the GWAS data.
Note that (3.25) is based on the setting that we have exhaustive search on the 2way interaction detection and start to be heuristic from 3-way interaction detection. Given
a GWAS dataset with tens of thousands of SNPs, we can start heuristic search from 3way, and obtain reasonable computational complexity (shown in Table 3.13) on a
personal computer. But for GWAS datasets with millions of SNPs, we can start heuristic
search from 2-way, then the computational complexity will be linear to the number of
SNPs, which is a large saving of computation resource.

D. False positive inhibition criteria

The seed-growing strategy described so far handles the case when there is only one
interaction in the data set. However, in realistic case, things are more complicated – there
are multiple independent interactions simultaneously affecting disease status due to the
complex biological mechanisms (see section 3.2), and they may share some common
subsets, or combine together to form some false positive interactions (these false positive
interactions are subsets or combinations of the ground truth interactions). Given that, the
following two false positive inhibition criteria are especially important complements to
the seed growing strategy.
(a) False positive inhibition 1, dealing with one SNP set that have multiple significant
subsets. The partial correlation coefficient and conditional correlation coefficient are
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applied, to select the SNP set if it has both significant joint effect and intrinsic
interaction effect.
(b) False positive inhibition 2, dealing with multiple SNP sets that share the same
significant subset. For multiple sets including the same subset, all of them are
considered as seeds for higher order, but only the most significant one is considered
as interaction candidate for the current order. This is because: 1) what we try to detect
are the interaction models independently affecting disease risk, so there is no overlap
between two interaction models, and we only need one interaction model for the same
significant subset; 2) the combination with interaction are very likely to have larger
effects than those without interactions, since if there is interaction effect, a
combination will have larger effects than its significant subset; if there is no
interaction effect, a combination is very unlikely to have larger effects than its
significant subset; 3) Some may ask whether we will not be able to detect interaction
models that share the same subset. To clarify this, HCA treat the interactions that
share the same subset as a whole interaction of higher order. Because HCA treats all
the combinations as seeds, HCA actually is very capable to find the whole interaction
of higher order in future search.
3.4.3 Results

A. A simulation study

The simulation datasets and evaluation criteria are the same as what we introduced in
Section 3.2. We perform 3-part evaluation to compare HCA with peer methods
extensively in a simulation study.
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Part 1 investigates the power to detect interacting SNPs, i.e. we investigate how

the methods perform when detecting interactions. We first tested the methods on 100
replicated simulation datasets, each including 15 ground truth SNPs (involved in the 5
interaction models defined earlier) and 985 null SNPs on 2000 subjects; then tested the
methods on 10 replicated simulation datasets, each including 15 ground truth SNPs and
9985 null SNPs on 2000 subjects.
Part 2 evaluates both the power to detect interacting SNPs and the false positive

rate under a given significance threshold. This comparison gives us illustration about the
realistic utility of the methods – whether the significant SNPs are really ground truth
SNPs, since in most cases, people use statistical significance to select markers.
Part 3 investigates the ability of the methods at differentiating interaction effects

and main effects. We tested the methods on 100 replicated datasets, each contains 5
ground truth SNPs with only main effects and 985 null SNPs on 2000 subjects. We
investigated whether false positive interactions that are caused by strong main effects will
be reported by the methods.

Part 1: ranking-based power

Fig. 3.22 shows the power curves (following power definition 1) of HCA and

other 7 methods (BEAM, MDR, IG, FIM, SH, LRIT, and LR). We can see that HCA
outperforms all the other methods.
Note that Fig. 3.22 uses the count of ground truth SNPs as power, therefore the
SNPs may be detected in its accurate interaction format or in some inaccurate formats
(e.g., they are detected by their main effects). To clarify this, we also use the power
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definition 2 in section 3.2, to see how the power curve looks like if we strictly count a
SNP interaction as “detected” only when it was detected in its exact interacting format.
Fig. 3.23 shows the exact interaction power curves (following power definition 2) of

HCA and the peer methods. By comparing power curves in Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.22, we
found that HCA not only detects more interacting SNPs but also detects the SNPs in their
exact format.

Fig. 3.22 The power curves (power definition 1) of HCA and 7 peer methods on 1000SNP datasets. HCA-cyan, SH-blue, BEAM-red, FIM-magenta, LR-yellow, LRIT-grey,
IG-black, MDR-green.
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To test how HCA performs in a more severe situation - there are more SNPs in
the dataset, we also compare HCA with the 7 peer methods on larger GWAS datasets, i.e.
10 replicated simulation data each including 10,000 SNPs and 2000 samples. Fig. 3.24
shows the power curves of HCA and the 7 peer methods on them. From Fig. 3.24, we can
see that all the methods have decreased power, due to the stronger multiple comparison
effect and the curse of dimensionality. But HCA is still the best among all the methods.

1

Exact Interaction Power

Exact Interaction Power

Fig. 3.23 The exact interaction power curves on model 2~5. Since for model 1, all the
methods get nearly 0 power, we do not show the power curves here. In (a), the power
curves of HCA, FIM, IG and LRIT overlap at the line power=1, the power curve of other
methods are nearly consistently 0. In (b), except HCA and SH, all the other methods have
power=0. In (c) and (d), except HCA, all the other methods have power=0. HCA-cyan,
SH-blue, BEAM-red, FIM-magenta, LR-yellow, LRIT-grey, IG-black, MDR-green.
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To give a clearer illustration on the balance between sensitivity and specificity,
we draw are left-side ROC curves of HCA and other 7 methods in Fig. 3.25. We can see
that, HCA outperforms all the other methods by achieving a satisfactory power with
small false positive rate.

Fig. 3.24 The power curves (power definition 1) of HCA and 7 peer methods on 10,000SNP datasets. HCA-cyan, SH-blue, BEAM-red, FIM-magenta, LR-yellow, LRIT-grey,
IG-black, MDR-green.
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Fig. 3.25 Comparison of ROC curves (a) Left-side ROC (specificity from 1~0.95) for the
whole ground truth set, on the 1000-SNP datasets; (b) Left-side ROC (specificity from
1~0.995) for the whole ground truth set, on the 10000-SNP datasets. HCA-cyan, SH-blue,
BEAM-red, FIM-magenta, LR-yellow, LRIT-grey, IG-black, MDR-green.
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Part 2: significance-based power

Besides evaluating detection power based on ranking, we also measure the
detection power based on the statistical significance, i.e. whether the statistically
significant SNPs are really ground truth SNPs. This is especially important since in
realistic usage of the methods, we do not have any clue on how many ground truth SNPs
are in the dataset (how many top ranked SNPs we should select), nor do we know the
alternative hypothesis. In this case, we can only rely on the P value that controls the false
positive rate. We compare HCA with three methods that provide statistical significance
assessment. Table 3.10 lists the detection power and false positive rate of the methods on
different interaction models, using power definition 2. The power is calculated based on
SNPs selected with P<0.05. We can see that, except model 1 which cannot be detected by
any method, model 2~5 are best detected by HCA. The higher order the interaction is, the
larger gap between the performance of HCA and the performance of other methods.
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Table 3.10 Detection power (definition 2) of methods providing significance assessment
from asymptotic distribution. The power is calculated under P value threshold 0.05, after
Bonferroni correction.

Interactions

Power (definition 2)

name order HCA SH

FIM BEAM

M1

2

0

0

0

M2

2

1

0

0.98 0

M3

3

0.63

0.10 0.01 0

M4

3

0.75

0.02 0

0

M5

5

0.41

0

0

0

0

To give more details about the detection of individual SNPs, we also measure the
number of true positive and the number of false positives based on SNP count (how many
ground truth SNPs or false positive SNPs are detected, not necessarily in the correct
interaction format) under P<0.05. Table 3.11 lists the results. We can see that HCA and
FIM detect much more true positive SNPs than other methods, but FIM yields a very
large number of false positives.

Table 3.11 Averaged number of true positive SNPs count based on 100 replicated
datasets. Note that the total number of ground truth SNPs is 15. The power is calculated
under P value threshold 0.05, after Bonferroni correction.

HCA SH
Average number of true positive SNPs

8.23

Average number of false positive SNPs 0.14

Part 3: false positive evaluation
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FIM

4.58 9.04

BEAM
3.48

0.16 98.73 0.11

Table 3.12 shows the results of part 3. We can see that FIM outputs false

positives for 2nd and 3rd order interaction detection, while HCA and other two methods
are conservative, suppressing the occurrence of false positives.

Table 3.12 the average number of false positive interactions for BEAM, SH and FIM
under the significance threshold of 0.1 (after Bonferroni correction). Each row gives the
number of false positive interactions at a fixed interaction order

number of false positives BEAM SH FIM

HCA

2nd order

0

0

2.21

0

3rd order

0

0

64.19 0

Computational Complexity

The Execution time of methods (seconds) on 2000-subject data is shown in Table 3.13,
from which we can see that HCA, IG and BEAM has quadratically increasing execution
time with the number of SNPs; SH has less computational scalability; while FIM and
MDR has more computational scalability. The methods were tested on a computer with
CPU 3G, RAM: 3G, OS: WinXP.

Table 3.13 The execution time of the methods

LR SH

IG

BEAM HCA

FIM

MDR

100-SNP

2

6

3

12

30

4

1120

1000-SNP

5

21

114

855

885

205

1.4x106

10000-SNP 37

962 18291 36423

B. Real data study
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76523 91251 N/A

To test the applicability of HCA in real data study, we applied HCA to two real
datasets: the Lupus dataset and the Welcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC)
data for coronary heart disease.
The Lupus dataset contains 3843 samples and 8230 SNPs, which is prescreened
from another independent dataset. We have calculated the P value distribution of these
8230 SNPs (main effects) and found that the P value is uniformly distributed, indicating
that the dataset is not biased. HCA replicates plausible markers for lupus, which were
reported in previous literature (Harley, et al., 2008) as plausible biomarkers for lupus.
The replicated results are shown in Table 3.14.
Table 3.14 Replicated SNP markers by HCA

SNPs
rs3131379
rs9275572
rs12537284
rs9888739

HCA P value
2.8E-15
7.3E-12
1.7E-5
5.0E-5

P value in (Harley, et al., 2008)
4.5E-17
2.8E-12
1.7E-14
1.9E-18

In addition to one-way results, HCA also detected two interesting SNP interactions,
which may help novel biological discoveries. They are listed in Tables 3.15 and 3.16.
Table 3.15 Discovered 2-way SNP interaction by HCA

SNP 1
SNP 2
P value
Rs2050190 Rs6984496 2.4E-3

Table 3.16 Discovered 4-way SNP interaction by HCA

SNP 1
SNP 2
SNP 3
SNP 4
P value
Rs2395488 Rs241437 Rs342182 Rs6984496 2.4E-3
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Note that the two-way and four-way interactions above are composed of SNPs from
different chromosomes, so their interaction effect is not due to LD (the dependency
caused by the closeness on the human genome), but rather potentially true interactions.
The WTCCC data contains 4934 samples genotyped on 435369 SNPs. HCA
replicates two different sets of plausible markers for coronary heart disease, which were
reported in two previous literatures (Samani, et al., 2007; Tregouet, et al., 2009). The
replicated 1-way results with the paper (Samani, et al., 2007) are rs17465637, rs2943634,
rs6922269 and rs599839. For the marker rs6922269, HCA find that it can combine with
another unreported SNP, to form a 2-way intrinsic interaction (detected by summary
statistic 2) (see below).
Table 3.17 Discovered SNP markers by HCA

SNP 1
rs2365797

SNP 2
rs6922269

P value
2.3e-007

The replicated 1-way result with the paper (Tregouet, et al., 2009) is rs2048327.

3.4.4 Discussion

Per the insights obtained from section 3.2 and 3.3, we propose HCA method, to detect
gene-gene/gene-environment interactions on GWAS data. HCA applies three summary
statistics to measure joint effects and two intrinsic interaction formats respectively, and
synthesize the three summary statistics to select SNP sets not only account for disease
risk but also with “true” interaction effects beyond the main effects. A heuristic searching
strategy is then proposed to reduce computational complexity, making use of the facts
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that interactions usually have some main effects. HCA has the following seven
advantages over the peer methods:
1. Evaluation of high order interaction with low complexity (as many order as possible
with scalability O(M 2), where M is the number of SNPs)
2. HCA detects both joint effect and intrinsic interaction effect, and measures two
different formats of intrinsic interaction, each has its unique biological meaning;
while peer methods only consider joint effect or one form of interaction effect.
3. HCA detects interacting SNPs with moderate main effect, while other methods can
only detect SNPs with strong main effect.
4. Detection of interacting loci with significant main effect, while suppressing the false
positives brought by this significant main effect.
5. HCA considers the realistic case that multiple interactions coexist, while most peer
methods only consider one interaction per dataset. HCA has false positive inhibition
strategies specifically designed to avoid the false positive interactions brought by
overlapping of the ground truth interactions.
6. P value evaluation directly from asymptotic statistics.
7. Flexibility to both continuous traits and binary traits, since the statistic is correlation
coefficient, and flexibility to both binary and quantitative genetic/environmental
variables, since the statistic is correlation coefficient.
Having stated all the above advantages, we admit that there are several issues
need to be addressed in the future, to enhance the performance and applicability of HCA.
Firstly, HCA synthesizes the three summary statistics to generate P values. Such switch
brings HCA a good balance between high sensitivity and specificity. However, because
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the synthesis prevents the selection of SNPs sets with significant joint effect but
insignificant intrinsic interaction effect, the P value of statistic 1 is actually nonuniformly distributed, making the significance assessment unreliable. Other peer methods
also have this problem (see section 3.2, BEAM, SH and FIM all have conservative
significance assessment). To produce an accurate significance assessment is meaningful
when we want to precisely control the type I error. We will list the accurate significance
assessment of HCA as a future direction of our research.
Secondly, HCA heuristic search only depends on main effects or lower-order
effects, which is not so straightforward to users. Also, the heuristic search would miss
less true positives if it incorporates not only the information of seeds but also the
information of the SNPs to be combined with the seeds.
Thirdly,

the

summary

statistics

are

correlation-based,

while

the

genetic/environmental factors may be either discrete or continuous valued. Although we
can experimentally illustrate that the P values obtained by the correlation-based statistics
are very similar to those obtained by the Fisher’s exact test, designing some summary
statistics specifically for discrete values is on demand.

3.5 Conclusion
Detecting interacting SNPs in high dimensional GWAS data is an important yet
challenging task. Although a variety of SNP interaction detection methods has been
proposed for this task, their relative performance remains largely unclear. Based on their
reported capability and limitations, a more promising method is on demand to detection
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interacting SNPs. Also, the theoretical relationship among interaction effect, main effect,
penetrance function and minor allele frequency is largely unknown.
According to the importance and challenges for detecting interacting SNPs, we
propose a three-fold computational analysis: (1) to conduct a comparison study to clarify
the merits and limitations of available interaction detection methods, (2) to analyze the
theoretical relationship among interaction effect, main effect, penetrance function and
minor allele frequency, in order to validate the comparison results and infer principles for
developing more effective methods, (3) last but not least, based on the insights gained
from the comparative and the theoretical analysis, to propose a novel statistically
principled method, HCA, to detect gene-gene/gene-environment interactions in high
dimensional GWAS data.
The comparative analysis is the first comprehensive study to evaluate the
representative methods, and the results from theoretical analysis coincide with the
experiment results. Based on the insights obtain from the two preliminary analyses, HCA
is proposed to detect SNP interactions with a good balance among sensitivity, specificity
and computational complexity. Experiment results in both simulation study and real data
study illustrate the promising performance of HCA.
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4 Summary of Contributions and Future Work
4.1 A signal deconvolution tool to accurately estimate kinetic parameter
by eliminating partial-volume effect
We propose a hybrid signal deconvolution tool that combines signal unmixing and
compartmental analysis to estimate the kinetic parameters and plasma input function of
DCE-MRI data. The proposed unsupervised signal unmixing method, CAM, aims to
dissect tissue response patterns and their spatial distributions from the DCE-MRI data,
and to further correct the PVE. Then, the compartmental analysis can be used as a postprocessing step to estimate kinetic parameters and input function based on the results of
CAM.
We show the identifiability of CAM-CM model for estimating tissue-specific
pharmacokinetics parameters via Theorem 1, where we show that, for the first time, that
the pixel TCs uniquely specify a convex set whose corners are the J compartment TCs
(pure-volume TCs), if the compartment TCs are linearly independent and have at least
one well-grounded point on the J coordinate axes.
We show the merits of CAM-CM solution via Theorem 2, where we show that, no
matter whether our assumption (the existence of well-grounded point) is held, the CAMCM solution achieves the maximum source dominance, i.e. each corner identified by
CAM-CM has larger contribution from a particular compartment TC than all the other
pixel TCs.
We further show the merits of CAM solution when there is no well-grounded
point and CAM identify the corner as the TC corresponding to a near well-grounded
point, via Theorem 3, where we show that, for the first time, that the corner identified by
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CAM (corresponding to the near well-grounded points) achieves maximum sourcespecific dominance in the sense of the minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence, i.e. the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the well-grounded point and the near wellgrounded point is smaller than those between the well-grounded point and any other
points.
The performance of CAM-CM method is evaluated on both synthetic and real
DCE-MRI datasets. Based on carefully designed synthetic experiments, with the
simulated mixtures mimicing the common scenario in DCE-MRI of actual tumors
(Knopp, et al., 1999; McDonald and Choyke, 2003; Padhani and Husband, 2001; Wang,
et al., 2006; Zhou, et al., 1997) and ground truth pharmacokinetic parameters set as those

reported in previous relevant studies (Knopp, et al., 1999), we demonstrated the superior
performance of CAM-CM as compared to other competing methods (CM, IQML, IMLCM), by showing the accuracy of pharmacokinetic parameter estimation in Table 2.1,
Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4. We also show the performance of CAM-CM via the utility of
CAM-CM in DCE-MRI-based breast-cancer study, where the estimated kinetic
parameters coincide with relevant biological expectations (see results and discussions in
section 2.4.3).
We have developed a public-available software, to foster the wide application of
CAM-CM

in

various

scientific

problems.

The

software

is

available

at

http://www.cbil.ece.vt.edu/software.htm. We have also published detailed introductions
for the software, as well as two typical applications, DCE-MRI and dynamic optical
imaging, in an application note (Chen, et al., 2011).
Having listed the above contributions, we admit that there are several unsolved
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issues for CAM-CM. Firstly, when two corners of the convex hull are very near to each
other and the data is very noisy, the model selection of CAM-CM may consider the two
corners as one corner, so that CAM-CM will miss a compartment (see Table 2.4).
Secondly, although proposed for a general BSS problem, CAM has been only tested on
dynamic imaging datasets. Thus to bring CAM to a broader range of applications is
necessary and timely.

4.2 Computational Analysis for Detecting Interacting Loci
The contributions are three-fold.
Firstly, we propose to date the most realistic and comprehensive assessment of
performance for methods detecting gene-gene interactions (we have given detailed
reasons in section 3.2, and we will restate some of them as follows). The realisticness
lies in: (1) the performance assessment is conducted on data simulated from real subjects,
keeping the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium and basic genetic features of the real subjects,
such as MAF and LD pattern; while previously reported methods were evaluated on data
simulated largely based on numerical assumptions that may deviate from the realistic
situation (Marchini, et al., 2005; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Zhang and Liu, 2007); (2)
unlike previous studies only considering a single interaction for each simulation data
(Marchini, et al., 2005; Moore, et al., 2006; Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie, et al.,
2001; Yang, et al., 2009; Yang, et al., 2010; Zhang and Liu, 2007), our study consider the
realist case that common diseases are of complex mechanisms, yielding multiple
interactions and other type of genetic/environmental factors simultaneously affecting the
disease risk (Maher, 2008); (3) we are the first to clarify that the detection of interacting
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loci and the detection of interactions are two relevant yet different tasks, and provide four
different power evaluation criteria (see section 3.2.3) to measure them; (4) we tested the
methods on data with 1,000~10,000 SNPs and 2000 samples, which is more similar to the
real GWAS comparing to 100 SNPs evaluated in peer studies (Moore, et al., 2006;
Motsinger-Reif, et al., 2008; Ritchie, et al., 2001); (5) we provide both the simulation
data sets and the simulation tool online at http://www.cbil.ece.vt.edu/software.htm, as
described in (Chen, et al., 2011), so that people can freely access them and reproduce our
results. The comprehensiveness lies in: (1) we are the first to evaluate the accuracy of
statistical significance assessment for the interaction detection methods, i.e. whether the
Bonferroni-corrected P value really reflects the empirical type I family-wise error rate;
this evaluation is very important, since in realistic applications the detection is usually
based on the P values; surprisingly, all the methods providing P values (Marchini, et al.,
2005; Yang, et al., 2009; Zhang and Liu, 2007) appear to be conservative in their
significance assessments (see Table 3.2); (2) we performed to date the most
comprehensive experimental analysis on the relationship between various genetic factors
(penetrance, MAF and LD) and power (see Fig. 3.6); (3) an important phenomenon in
detecting interacting loci is that interacting loci usually have certain main effects, but
unfortunately this phenomenon was ignored by many previous studies (Marchini, et al.,
2005; Ritchie, et al., 2001); we thus provided experimental results on both main-effect
detection and interaction-effect detection, to show that the two types of effects indeed
coexist with each other, and more importantly, the peer methods usually detect
interacting loci via their main effects instead of interaction effects (see section 3.2.4).
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Secondly, we are the first to derive the theoretical relationships between the
interaction effect and the factors on which it depends (penetrance and MAF). The derived
relationships (see section 3.3) establish the theoretical link between the interaction effects
and the genetic factors. Moreover, the derived relationships are consistent with (and thus
support and explain) our observed experimental results in section 3.2.
Thirdly, we proposed a novel statistically principled method, HCA, to detect
SNP-SNP interactions in the high-throughput GWAS data, with a good balance among
sensitivity, specificity and computational complexity, as illustrated by experiment results
(see section 3.4). HCA has several unique merits. (1) Unlike previously proposed
methods (for example, MDR, FIM, BEAM, and SH) which only consider joint effects as
interaction effects, HCA recognizes that the joint effects are necessary but not sufficient
to define an interaction, because only considering joint effects will yield a large number
of false positive interactions made up of a main-effect SNP and some null SNPs.
Therefore, HCA aims to find the SNP set with both significant joint effects and intrinsic
interaction effects (the part of joint effects that cannot be explained by the addition of
main effects). (2) Furthermore, in accordance with two different biological definitions for
interactions (Wang, et al., 2010), HCA includes two summary statistics to test two
formats of intrinsic interaction, respectively. Note that although some other methods (IG
and LRIT), also consider the intrinsic interaction, they can only detect one of the
interaction formats, and they can only detect 2-way interactions. (3) HCA includes a
heuristic search strategy that largely reduces the computational complexity. The
theoretical upper-bound of HCA computational complexity is quadratically increasing
with the number of SNPs, no matter how many order of the interaction to be detected.
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The reduced computational complexity is lower than the majority of peer methods (MDR,
FIM, RF, LOR, PLR, AGL and MECPM).
Admittedly, there is space for improving HCA. For example, HCA synthesizes
the three summary statistics to generate P values. Such synthesis brings HCA a good
balance between sensitivity and specificity, as shown by the power curves and ROC
curves in section 3.4.3. However, due to the synthesis, the P values should also be
synthesized from the three summary statistics, while we are using the P values from
statistic 1 to denote the significance of a SNP set currently. In more details, the P values
of summary statistic 1 will not be uniformly distributed since statistics 2 and 3 will
purposely prevent summary statistic 1 to evaluate certain types of SNP sets, i.e. the SNP
sets with insignificant intrinsic interaction effect. The non-uniformly distributed P values
will reflect the type I error rate. Although the peer methods also have similar problem
(see Table 3.2, BEAM, SH and FIM all have conservative significance assessment), we
want to list the correction of statistical significance as an important future work for HCA,
since the statistical significance is widely applied to select biomarkers. In addition, while
users may want to control the balance between computational complexity and the power
of interaction detection directly, current HCA heuristic search only links computational
complexity to the effect of seeds. Although the effect of seeds reflects the interaction
effects in a certain degree, such degree remains unclear. I consider establishing the
straightforward link between the computational complexity and the power of interaction
detection as an important future work.
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4.3 Additional Work and Contributions
Monoclonality of Metastatic Prostate Cancer

We proposed a hybrid machine learning method to visualize, quantitatively measure and
statistically assess the monoclonality of metastatic prostate cancer based on DNA copy
number change data (Liu, et al., 2009). To the best of our knowledge, the study provides
the first full high-resolution genomic overview of copy number changes in multiple
metastatic cancers in individual humans, the analysis of which adds substantial depth to
the clonal origins discussion. This study provides the comprehensive evidence that all or
at least the vast majority of individuals with metastatic prostate cancer have cancers that
originated in a single aberrant cell.

Origin of Ovarian Cancer

We proposed a hybrid machine learning framework for identifying the origin of cancer
based on gene expression data. For the uniqueness and novelty of the biological problem
(Kurman and Shih Ie, 2008), few methods are proposed (Marquez, et al., 2005). We
consider several biological characteristics (genes taking signature of the origin of cancer
and genes differentially expressed at the origin candidates) and critical subtle issues (e.g.,
tissue heterogeneity correction), and designed a machine learning framework to select
differentially expressed genes, classify cancer samples to its normal origin candidates,
and test the significance of the classification results. The experiment results reveal that
the aggressive ovarian cancer may originate from fallopian tube instead of ovary, which
accords with the results of related biological experiment (Kurman and Shih Ie, 2008;
Marquez, et al., 2005), and casts light on new treatment of ovarian cancer.
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4.4 Future Work
I plan to conduct my future research detailed by the following specific tasks.
1. Applying CAM to tissue heterogeneity correction for microarray gene expression data.
Tissue heterogeneity is a major confounding variable in most microarray experiments
(Group, 2004). Due to tissue heterogeneity, the cultivated tissue contains both the
target tissue and its adjacent tissue, so that the gene expression profile is represented
as the mixture of the gene expression of multiple tissue types. The tissue
heterogeneity is specially exacerbated in human experiments, leading to a highly
inaccurate estimation of gene expression of the target tissue (Brazma, et al., 2001;
Group, 2004; Spellman, et al., 2002). It is believed that one potential solution to the
tissue heterogeneity problem lies in computational methods (Group, 2004). This
problem is quite similar to the correction of partial-volume effects for imaging data.
One of my ongoing works is to adapt CAM to tissue heterogeneity correction for
microarray gene expression data, by working with my lab mates. A planned
manuscript is listed under my “Manuscript in Preparation” at the beginning of the
thesis.
2. Devising a P value correction method, to make the P values provided by HCA
accurate, i.e., reflecting the type I family-wise error rate. This correction is important
to the applicability of HCA, since in realistic cases, users select plausible markers
according to their P values.
3. Refining HCA heuristic search strategy by establishing a straightforward link
between the computational complexity and the power of interaction detection. Current
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HCA heuristic search only links computational complexity to the effect of seeds
instead of interaction effects. Although the effect of seeds reflects the interaction
effects in a certain degree, such degree remains unclear so far. In the future, I plan to
theoretically analyze how likely a seed will grow to be a significant interaction by
incorporating the information of the particular SNPs to be combined with the seeds.
In this way HCA is able to provide users a more quantitative way to balance the
computational complexity and the power.
4. Testing HCA on more real data sets, to discover novel gene-gene and geneenvironment interactions.
5. According to our previous work about testing the origin and clonality of cancer,
writing the invited book chapter listed under the “Book Chapter” at the beginning of
the thesis.
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